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CoralGables cor
and market intell
National Geogr~phic'suseof photos ina;CD'compilation'of every edition
says he knowso
of its maga~ine.ha5.$parkedan ll-yearbatl\e'in court with a freelance
a person flying
photographer from. Florida;: .
""..
.'
from Argentina te
··DempSey.,.,!'.:,;.!,> < .:.
, and the 11th in Atlanta, have
.Miam.i,to pullthei
In 1997,when 'National
agreed with National Geographic.
.money out.ot a'
.Geographicdeveloped"The
In separate cases'~ brought·
bank account to
,... ....
Complete~~ti?n~tq,~,qg,rill!!ii~!::~ byfreelancers in Newl(ork and
put it in a safe-.
·of Greenberg's photos.jncluding
CD archive of ItsmagazlJljJ:hbrary, . Greenberg'in Floridaagainstlhe·deposit box. '
one. of ashark in the Florida Keys "Greenberg atlempte\l;Jpinegotiate National. Geographic over the CD
. '. 'Thattome
thatmade the cover. National
a.new pUbli,ationcontratt based" Iiqrar)i:"-"': the~Pl1ellate courts have ' was absolutely -.
·.Geographic paid Gree.nbergforon the CD library.~utNationar.'+'; )l~ld,theCDs'do notinfringe on the startling;" RUl;:a:
·the publication rights, which were 'Geographic claimed the .CDsetdid', copyrig~ts'of its:freelance contribu-feaLfo(lheirsav
conveyed back to Greenberg in
,not infringe on Greenberg'scopytors:'; . "
". ".',' 'oc,urred on a m
the mid-1980s, said the photogright. '.
' . ' ,' ...' "
.... Greenberg's.appeal asks the
,'banking system:
rapher's longtime Miami attorney,
Since 2005,twofederalappel- Supreme. Court to: clarifyJusticelti~jmportarit th
Norman Davis of Squire Sanders & late circuits, the 2nd in Nel'! York
. .
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Ruth Bader Ginsburg's majority
the case, finding the magazine
.the CDs .,-~ven if they carry
articles' appearancein:online '.'. because the 1976 copyright revi- '
decision in the 2001 case of New infringed the photographer's copy- copyrights - were notenough - databaseswithout the graphics"
sions were intended "to limitthe, York TImes v. Tasini, which sought right.The 11th Circuit opinion was to make "The Complete National
formatting and-layout that accom- ability of.a publisher to republish
to settle a dispute between free- -. released shortly before Tasini was Geographic," anewcollective
panied theiroriginalpublication.
contributions to collective works
lance writers and publishers over
handed down.
work, 'subject to copyright privi- '
"Those databases simply cannot without providing compensation to
Simonton subsequently found
lege.,
- .bear characterizatio.n as a 'revithe freelance artists who should
the digitized use of the writers' '
works.
.
National Geographic owed
"The addition of new material to" sion' of anyone periodical edition," benefit from the demand for their
Greenberg's petition asserts fed- Greenberg $400,000 in damages. ' a collective work will not, byitself, .Ginsburg wrote. "We would reach' "work after the initial publication,"
eralappellate copyright rulings by The magazine appealed, and a
take the revised collective work
the same conclusion if the [New
according to the petition, That secthe two circuits citing Tasini have
new 11th Circuit panel, citing the outside the privilege,"the majority Yorkl Times sent intact newspation is the backdrop against which
"warped" the,Ginsburg majority
intervening Tasini decision, last
opini.onstated.
pers to the electronic publishers." freelance artists and publishers
opinion. '
" year reversed thefirst panel'S
The 11th Circuit ruling turned
The court majority also specifi- negotiate their contracts,
"We believe the Supreme Court ruling. IIi June, the 11thCircuit
on the definitions of an acceptcally, rejected an analogy offered
Greenberg's petition said both
would be interested in what has
'sitlingen bane split 7-5 infavor of' able revision and a new work as
by publishers saying the electronic circuits 'haveheld that a publisher,
been, done by.two of the [fed-National Geographic. The decisionde!ermined by Tasini. Publishers
databases were no different than
can avoid paying the artist any- "
eral appellate] circuits in the
was compatible with the ?005 find, ' including National Geographic have microfilm and microfiche reproduc- thing under Tasiniby the simple
Tasini .declsion," Davis said. "The
ing by the 2nd Circuit on virtually' acknowledged their. arguments are tions. The courtfound that com- , expediency of creating 'context'
Supreme Court, I think, will agree identical copyright questions.
,'notbased onspecific language' . parison"wanting." ,
by including a feature that allows,
. thatthe Tasini, decision has been
The two-appellate court maiori- .. in Tasini.but ratheron dicta, the
"Microforms typiCally contain
users to 'flip' between the pages
wrongfullyapplied. In a very volaties adopted argu-.-"
" ,
, •.
.'
continuous photoof individual magazines.", ','
'tile copyright environment, thafs,ments by National
Jerry Greenbe.rg ,~, petition to the Justices ,. graphicreproductions '"Yet the artist receives nary
not a good thing."
..
Geogrephic and a
states that his case 'presents the question of of aperiodical'in the a penny," thepetition said. - . .
Tasinl, named for lead plaintiff , coterie of amicI pub--, ' " '
. " , . , . :.'
" .
,',',
,medium of mlnlatur"Publishers can sell access to, indiand freelance writer Jonathan
lishers thatGinsburg's whether a database aggregatmg many collep- ized film," Ginsburg . vidual articles, stories or pictures, '
T~sini, determined publishers
major~~opinio.n,. tive works constitutes a 'revision' of each of its wrote. "Accordingly,
~o long as the rest?f the pages'
violated freelance writers' copy.
mTasini - while
"c "
.
'
,
"
-articles appear onthe in the Issue are a click away.
rights i!they sold previously
restricting the publish.
constituent collective works.' "
. microforms, writ very Once Google search canfind
published freelance articles to
ersfrom sellingfree'
,'
small, in precisely
it, the author's copyright for that
onlinedatabases without securing lancers work to online databases, explanatory commentary included theposition in which the articles
individual text, picture or video is
. new permission fromthe authors. such asLexisand Westlaw without in the opinion that does not direch' appeared in the newspaper."
essentialiy worthless." '
The case provided guidance in
securing the authors' permissionly address thefacts6fthe case'
As result, a userviews an
'The petition.challenges the court
interpreting and applying revisions ...:. allowed publishers to place
,under reView.'
,"
article in context, Ginsburg wrote. to "clarify that publishers cannot -. '
made in 1976 to-federal copyright entire publication libraries onClrs : ·In Tasini,Ginsburgwrqte for the In electronic databases, "by conreap the benefits of appropriating
laws after the technological revolu- , and sell them without owing any7-2 majority that electronic' and
trast, the articles appear dlsconthe market.for the freelancer's indition that has created new avenues thing to the freelance authors and CD-ROM databases of individual,
nected from their .original context. vidual works without compensating
of publication. , '
photographers whose works were articles culled from' periodicals.
.., In short, unlike microforms, ,
the freelancer." '
,
The decision was considered
reproduced in the collections.
' could not be considered ."revithe databases do not perceptibly
Terry Adamson, executive
awin for freelance writers who
The 11th Circuit's latestdecision sions" or revised editions of previ- reproduce articlesas part ofthe .: vice president of the National
could negotiate new permissions
determined that because National ously published issues, such as
collective work to which the author 'Geographic Society, said he was
and contracts with publishers for 'Geographic's digital library repro- , ' revised editions of an encyclopedia contributed or as part of any 'revi- ,not surprised Greenberg asked .
what thecourt majority held were .duced complete magazine issues" or multiple editions of a daily news-sion'thereof.".' .
" ',the high court to take thecase.
new uses of previously published. "exactlyas.they are presented'
paper. Therefore.publishers may ,',Greenberg'spetilion tothe· c.'.He saidthemagazine.is evaluating
, works.
' '
in the print version," publishers
. not sell.therights.toreproduce ,justicesstates that his case "pres~"whetherlo responci::D,.c, ",.1;,:"::,, '
Greenberg's case began
retained theprivilege of reproduc-- those articles to computer or
' ents the question of whether a
' '-.
.- ' '
ing them under federal copyright, online. databases without contract- "database aggregating many collec- . R. Robin IyIcDonald reports for,
in Miami,where U.S. District
Magistrate Judge Andrea Simonton laws withoutrenegotiating free'
. ing for the publication rights from tive works constitutes a 'revision' ,lhe'Fulton County Daily Report, an
found for National Geographic.
'lance contracts. " . ' ,
the authors."
,
of each of its constituent collective './ncisiveMedia affiliate of the Daily
Greenberg appealed to the11th '
The majority also decided new
In deciding the databases were works.".",
, .", ','
'
' ausiness Review,
'
Circuit, which in 2001 reversed
.elements such as the operating
not simply a revised edition, the
",What constitutes a revision is
the districtcourt and remanded
software and search engines on .- Supreme Court focused on the.'. key totheongoing legal debate
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Freelance photographer seeksU"S: Supreme Court review
of his fight with National-Geographic over-use of -his photos
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Photographer Takes Copyright Fight to U.S. High Court
His lawyer says 11th, 2nd circuits misinterpreted Supreme
Court ruling in their decisions favoring National Geographic
Society
R. Robin McDonald
Fulton County Daily Report
October 17, 2008
@1Printer-friendly crJEmaiithis Article 0Reprints & Permissions

A Florida photographer is asking the u.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark copyright
decision to determine whether federal appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his l l-year
fight with the National Geographic Society over its use of his photographs in a CD
compilation of every edition of its flagship magazine.
Between 1962 and 1990, National Geographic published 64 of Greenberg's photos,
including one of a shark in the Florida Keys that became a magazine cover. National
Geographic paid Greenberg for the publication rights, which were conveyed back to
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the photographer's longtime Miami attorney, Norman
Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
In 1997, when National Geographic developed "The Complete National Geographic," a
CD archive of its entire magazine library, Greenberg attempted to negotiate a new
publication contract based on the CD library. But National Geographic claimed the CD
set did not infringe Greenberg's copyright, Davis said.
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits, the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlanta,
have agreed with National Geographic. In separate cases brought by freelance writers in
New York and Greenberg in Florida against the National Geographic over the CD library,
the appellate courts have held that publishing the magazine's archive on computer CDs
does not infringe the copyrights of its freelance contributors.
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's
majority decision in the 2001 case of New York Times v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, which also
sought to settle a dispute between freelance writers and publishers over the digitized use
of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal appellate copyright rulings by the l lth and 2nd
circuits citing Tasini have "warped" the Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be interested in what has been done by two of the
[federal appellate] circuits in the Tasini decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court, I

think, will agree that the Tasini decision has been wrongfully applied. In a very volatile
copyright environment, that's not a good thing."

Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined that
publishers violated freelance writers' copyrights if they sold previously published
freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from the authors.
The case provided guidance in interpreting and applying revisions made in 1976 to
section 201(c) of the federal copyright laws in the context of the technological revolution
that has created new avenues of publication.
The decision was considered a win for freelance writers who could then negotiate new
permissions and monetary contracts with publishers for what the court majority held were
new uses of previously published works.
BACK-AND-FORTH CASE
Greenberg's case began in Florida, where a federal judge originally found for National
Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the 11th Circuit, which in 200 I reversed the district
court and remanded the case, finding that National Geographic had infringed the
photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit opinion was released shortly before Tasini was
handed down.
The Florida district court subsequently found that National Geographic owed Greenberg
$400,000 in damages. National Geographic appealed, and last year a new 11th Circuit
panel -- citing the intervening Tasini decision -- reversed the first panel's ruling in favor
ofNational Geographic. In June the 11th Circuit, sitting en bane, split 7-5 in favor of
National Geographic. That decision was compatible with a 2005 fmding by the 2nd
Circuit of New York regarding virtua1ly identical copyright questions.
The two appellate circuits' majorities adopted arguments by National Geographic and a
coterie of amici publishers that Ginsburg's majority opinion in Tasini -- while restricting
the publishers from selling freelancers work to online databases such as Lexis and
Westlaw without securing the authors' permission -- allowed publishers to place entire
publication libraries on CDs and then sell them without owing anything to the freelance
authors and photographers whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en bane majority decision, determined that because National
Geographic's digital library reproduced complete magazine issues "exactly as they are
presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing them
under federal copyright laws without renegotiating contracts with their writers and
photographers.
The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and search
engines that were added to the CD-ROM library -- even if they carry copyrights -- were
not enough to make "The Complete National Geographic" a new collective work subject
to copyright privilege.

"The addition of new material to a collective work will not, by itself, take the revised
collective work outside the privilege," the majority opinion stated.

INTERPRETING GINSBURG·
The l lth Circnit ruling turned on the definitions of an acceptable revision and a new
work as determined by Tasini. Publishers, including National Geographic, have
acknowledged that their arguments are not based on specific language in Tasini but rather
on dicta -- explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not directly address
the facts of the case under review.

In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2 majority that electronicand CD-ROM databases
compiled of individual articles culled from periodicals could not be considered
"revisions" or revised editions of previously published issues -- such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may
not sell the rights to reproduce those articles to computer or online databases without
contracting for the publication rights from the authors..
In deciding that the databases were not simply a revised edition, the Supreme Court
focused on the articles' appearance in online databases without the graphics, formatting
and layout that accompanied their original publication..
"Those databases simply cannot bear characterization as a 'revision' of anyone periodical
edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We would reach the same conclusion if the [New York] Times
sent intact newspapers to the.electronic publishers." .
The court majority also specifically rejected an analogy offered by publishers saying that
the electronic databases were no different than microfilm and microfiche reproductions.
The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in
the medium of miniaturized film," Ginsburg wrote. "Accordingly, articles appear on the
microforms, writ very small, in precisely the position in which the articles appeared in the
newspaper."
As a result, a user views an article in context, Ginsburg wrote. In electronic databases,
"by contrast, the articles appear disconnected from their original context. ... In short,
unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles as part of the
collective work to which the author contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof."

PETITIONING THE COURT
Greenberg's petition to the justices states that his case "presents the question of whether a
database aggregating many collective works constitutes a 'revision' of each of its
constituent collective works."

What constitutes a revision is key to the ongoing legal debate because, according to the
petition, the 1976 copyright revisions embodied in Section 201(c) were intended "to limit
the ability of a publisher to republish contributions to collective works without providing
compensation to the freelance artists who should benefit from the demand for their work
after the initial publication."
That section is the backdrop against which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their
contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the 11th and 2nd circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can
avoid paying the artist anything under Tasini by the simple expediency of creating
'context' by including a feature that allows users to 'flip' between the pages of individual
magazines."
"So long as publishers use an image-based database with a flip function," the petition
continues, "they can place their entire archive of magazines or newspapers on the Web
for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased.traffic. Yetthe artist receives
nary a penny.... Publishers can sell access to individual articles, stories, or pictures, so
long as the rest ofthe pages in the issue are a click away. Once a Google search can find
it, the author's copyright for that individual text, picture or video is essentially worthless."
Finally, in urging the high court to hear the case, Greenberg's petition concludes, "[T]he
outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share in the benefits
of modern technology.... This Court should clarify that publishers cannot reap the
benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works without
compensating the freelancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive vice president of the National Geographic
Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg asked the high court to take the case.

In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said, "We are evaluating whether to respond, and, if
we do, what to add for the Court's consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As
the 11th and 2nd Circuits have both held, we believe that the Supreme Court has clearly
outlined the parameters of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it spoke in 2001 in Tasini
v. The New York.Times et al. and that theCNG [Complete National Geographic] is well
within those parameters."
Subscribe to Fulton County Daily Report
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pher.a David fighting Goliath," damages and attorney's fees.
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....
.
': /copynght]aw,on your side."
. are moving into the electronic consent because it was offerJacobsen saysthat.the mag{; >rGteenberg·vvoiIldn't .. say .era, and the courts are telling ing "the sameproduct.in.adif- . azine has four similar lawsuits
IlhdVt'rtlllch 'the fig.ht has cost' .them'what.they can and can't; '.ferent medium, comparable to againstit from other photogra-.
'. him.but.when.a reporter.asked do."....... ", . ·.·..,.,.. ".IIiiCiofllm copies." .
. phers.and plans to keep fight'.' ifitwas as much as $30,060,he
. Aspokeswomanfor~!.\the· .. This is. the-second major ing those cases. "We believe in
":'saiclsimply,"It's way .up magiLzirte,MalyJeanne Jacob- .victory this year 'Jor' free-. the correctness of OUI: legal
'there.""
,.
'sen,);a:id;ithel",magazine was\·!l:irlcers. In June, the Supreme position," she said.'.'
· Davis/said it wasn't clear to
him how how many' free- '
lancers would be affected by
Tuesday'sruling. In the 1980s, '.
Greenberg asked the magazine
. to have the copyrightsof his
. photos r assigned to him,and
National Geographic agreed.
Those who-don't .hold copy- .
.light to their photos or words.
in themagazinemightnotbe'
:" able to win in court, Davis said.
· Because of the crucial issues
.'
in the case, National Geographic had 'an' impressive·
array .of supporters' in court
briefings, includingThe New
York Tiines,TiineWarnet and
the, Magazine ."~ublishers.' Of
America; The magazine's
'appealto the Supreme Court
was prepared by Ken Starr" the
, famed .speciaf prosecutor in
. 'the: MonicaLewinsky case.
'. A keyissue was the magazine's claim that copyright law,
'should not be interpreted to.
. hinder or prohibit the exploration vof new' media, .and it
.warned that a negative.ruling
would drafuatically increase
costs' to thepublic and librar- .
.les for archived information.
The $99.95 CD stored' the
equivalent of$37,000 .vlrorth of
microfilm." .. . ..:
.'
· ."They'vekept saying we
wanttoprohibit new technol• ogy,'~DiLvissaid. "That's total'
nonsense.We're just saying
that it's a new medium and
" they need-to get the approval
of the photographers andwriters;"
.
· Greenberg's four photo
essays included two on John
Pennekamp CoralReef State
Park, , .one' on sharks and
another on an island.
Greenberg and his wife;
Idaz,: run.a small publishing
company out' oftheir home, .
producing.such items. as post
cards of tropical fish. .'
,.
,Freelancers never have an
easy time, he says. "It's ahuyer's market. Creative people do
. it for love and a jingle in their .
pocket.And if you take rthejin.gle out.It's tougli'~'A '., •.•.....
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Deadbeats' checks
will be docked15%'
BY MARK SCHWANHAUSSER
J.
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•SAN JOSE, Calif....... Opening the
most sensitive phase of a campaign to
~evyde:ldbeattaxpayers, the Internal
Revellue'Service will begin notifying
'someSocial Security recipients this
monththatitintends todock If perctlnt9'fthtlir benefitchec~sto rec()up
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Appeals Court
Reverses
Greenberg
Decision
\

Three months after the nth Circuit decided in Greenberg's favor, however,the u.s.
Supreme Court ruled on Tasini v. New York
Times. That case involved the use of free-

I
I

I
I
I'
I,

:1'

lance contributors' work in electronic data-

il

original context. of the collective work.
I-n Tasini, the Supreme Court ruled in fa-

Ii;
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I

I

I
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AFTER YEARS OF LITIGATION, JERRY GREENBERG'S"
t,,1
5400,000 judgment for willful copyright infringement against National Geographic Society has been
i,
vacated.
i
The u.s, Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
reversed its 0i"n infringement verdict and vacated
the jury award on June '3, explaining that the
Supreme 'Court's 200, ruling in Tosini v. New York
Times put the case in a new light that requiredthe
reversal.
Ii
Greenberg sued NGS in '997 for infringement beI'
cause the publisher used his images without perI
I
mission in a CD-ROM compilation of all back issues
I
I
of National Geographic magazine. NGS argued all
r
along that the compilation, called The Complete NaI
I'
tional Geographic, was a revision of its magazines.
I
r
UnJl.ir copyright law, publishers aren't required to

I

gef~rmission

from contributors for revisions of ex-

isting works.
Greenberg argued that the CD-ROM is not a revision, but a new product because it was in an electronic format, with a search engine and opening
montage that made it different from the original
magazines.
The nth Circuit court, which is in Atlanta, agreed
with Greenberg in a March 2001 ruling. It called the
CD "a new product, in a new medium, for a new market" and therefore not a revision. The appeals court
then remanded the case to a trial court for a hearing on damages. A jury concluded the infringement
was willful and awarded Greenberg 5400,000.

NGSCONTINUALLY ARGUED
THAT THE TASINIRULING
SUPPORTS ITS DEFENSE THAT
THE COMPLETE NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC IS A REVISION OF
ITS ORIGINAL WORK, RATHER
THAN A SEPARATE WORK.
•
14 PDN AUGUST 2007

I'

bases that removed articles from the

vor of the freelancers, but Implied (Without
explicitly stating) that publishers could reissue collections of freelance works without
perrnlsslon as long asthose works appeared
in their original context.
NGS has argued ever since then that the
Tasini ruling supports its defense that The
Complete NationarCeographic is a revision'
of its original works, rather than a separate
work. In 2005, the u.s. Court of Appeals for'
the Second Circuit, which is in New York,
agreed with NGS in the case of Faulkner v.
National G,eographic. That case was nearly
identical to Greenberg's.
Atter Greenberg won the 5400,000 jury

"I WOULD BE LYING IF I
SAID I WASN'T
DISAPPOINTED," SAYS
GREENBERG. "I BELIEVE IN
THE [LEGAL] SYSTEM. I
HAVE NO ANIMOSITY
TOWARD NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC AT AU."
award, NGS appealed to the nth Circuit to
reconsider its pre-Tasini ruling, which the
court finally did.
"We conclude that the Supreme Court's
decision in Tasini established a new framework for applying [the law pertaining to revisions] that effectively overrules [our]
earlier decision in this case;", the appeals
court wrote in its June 13 decision.
"National Geoqraphlc is delighted with
the decision," said National Geographic
spokesperson MJ Jacobsen.
The court lett open the question of
whether the opening montage, which includes one of Greenberg's images, is by itself infringing. Greenberg can still pursue
an infringement claim for that, but says he
hasn't decided whether or not he wiil.
"I would be lying if I said 1wasn't dtsap-:
pointed," Greenberg said. "I believe in the)
[legal] system. There's winners and losers in f
everything, and I have no animosity toward'
National Geographic at all."
,
-David Walker!,

Appeals Court
Reverses
Greenberg
Decision
\

'

Three months after the nth Circuit decided in Greenberg's favor, however, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled on Tasini v. New York
Times. That case involved the use of freelance contributors' work in electronic databases that removed articles from the .
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I
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original context-of the collective work.
In Tasini, the Supreme Court ruled in fa-

,I
If

vor of the freeiancers, but impiied (without
explicitly stating) that publishers could reissue coilections offreelance works Without
permission as iong asthose works appeared
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'I

in their original context.
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I

AFTER YEARS OF LITIGATION, JERRY GREENBERG'S
$400,000 judgment for willful copyright infringe- ,:~
ment against National Geographic Society has been
:
,vacated.
"l
I
The U.S. Court of, Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
'I
reversed its own infringement verdict and vacated
I
the jury award on "June 13, explaining that the
Supreme 'Court's 20,01 ruling in Tosini v. New York 'I
Times put the case in a new light that requiredthe ',I
reversal.
~
Greenberg sued NGS in 1997 for infringement be::
cause the publisher used his images without per(
mission in a CD-ROM compilation of all back issues
:
of Nationa/ Geographic magazine. NGS argued ail
:
along that the compilation, called The Complete NaI
i'
tiona/ Geographic, was a revision of its magazines.
i':
Un;Jir copyright iaw, publishers aren't required to
I
get~rmission from contributors for revisions of exi:
isting works.
I'
Greenberg argued that the CD-ROM is not a reviI,
slon, but a new product because 'it was in an elecIi
tronic format, with a search engine and opening
Iii
montage that made it different from the original
;':1
magazines.
The nth Circuit court, which is in Atlanta, agreed
Ii
with Greenberg in a March 2001 ruling. It calied the
CD"a new product, in a new medium, for a new mar:'
ket' and therefore not a revision. The appeals court
~li
then remanded the case to atrial court for a hearing on damages. Ajuryconcluded the infringement
I,
II
was willful and awarded Greenberg $40 0,000.

i.
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II

I'
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I'
NGS CONTINUALLY ARGUED
Ii
i"!
THAT THE TASINIRULING
I:
I'
SUPPORTS ITS DEFENSE THAT
I]
I
I!
THE COMPLETE NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC IS A REVISION OF 1:1:I'
ITS ORIGINAL WORK, RATHER IiIi
Ii
Ii
THAN A SEPARATE WORK.
I:
Ii

'i,
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NGS has argued ever since then that the
Tasini ruling supports its defense that The
Complete Nationar'oeographic is a revision

of its original works, rather than a separate
work. In 2005, the u.s. Court of Appeals for'
the Second Circuit, which is in New York,
agreed with NGS in the case of Faulkner v.
National Geographic. That case was nearly
identical to Greenberg's.

After Greenberg won the $400,000 jury

"I WOULD BE LYING IF I
SAID IWASN'T
DISAPPOINTED," SAYS
GREENBERG. "I BELIEVE IN

THE [LEGAL] SYSTEM. I
HAVE NO ANIMOSITY
TOWARD NATIONAL'
GEOGRAPHIC AT ALL."

,

award, NG5 appealed to the nth Circuit to
reconsider its pre-Tasini ruling, which the
court finaily did. "
"We conclude that the Supreme Court's
decisionln Tasini established a new framework for applying [the iaw pertaining to revisions] that effectiveiy overrules [our]
earlier decision in this case;" the appeals
court wrote in its June tj decision.

"National Geographic is delighted with
the decision," said National Geographic
spokesperson MJ Jacobsen.

The court left open .the question of i
whether the opening montage, which in- !
eludes one of Greenberg's images, is by it- :
self infringing. Greenberg Can still pursue;
an infringement claim for that, but says he ~

hasn't decided whether or not he will.
"I would be iying if I said I wasn't disap- i
pointed," Greenberg said. "I believe in the)
[legal] system. There'swinners and losers in(
everything, and I have no animosity toward!
National ceoqrapntc at all."

-David Walker
14 PDN AUGUST 2007

--Three months after the uth Circuit de-

Appeals Court
Reverses
Greenberg.
Decision

cided in Greenberg's favor, however, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled 'on Tasinl v. New York
Times. That case involved the use of freelance contributors' work in electronic data-

bases that removed articles from the.

\ .

original context of the collective work.
In Tasini, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the free lancers, but implied. (Without

explicitly stating) that publishers couid reissue collections of freelance works without

permission as long as those works appeared
in their original context.

AFTER YEARS OF LITIGATION, JERRY GREENBERG'S
5400,000 judgment for willful copyright infringement against National Geographic Society has been
vacated.
The U.S.Court of.Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
reversed its own infringement verdict and vacated

,

.

.

the jury award on 'June '3, explaining that the
Supreme 'Court's 2001 ruling in Tasini v. New York
Times put the case in a new light that requlredthe:
reversa i.
Greenberg sued NGS in 1997 for infringement because the publisher used his images without permission in a CD-ROM compilation of ail back issues
of National Geographic magazine. NGS argued all
along that the compilation, called.The Complete Na-

tional Geographic, was a revision

~f its magazines.

Uni/ir copyright iaw, publishers aren't required to
get~rmission from contributors for revisions of existing works.
Greenberg argued that the CD-ROM is not a revision, but a new product because "it was in an electronic format, with a search engine and opening
montage that made it different from the original
magazines.
The nth Circuit court, which is in Atlanta, agreed
with Greenberg in a March 2001 ruling. it cailed the
CD "a new product, in a new medium, for a new market" and therefore not a revision. The appeals court
then remanded the case to a trial court for a hearing on damages. Ajury concluded the infringement
was willful and awarded Greenberg 5400,000.

NGS CONTINUALLY ARGUED
THAT THE TASINI RULING
SUPPORTS ITS DEFENSE THAT
THE COMPLETE NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC IS A REVISION OF
ITS ORIGINAL WORK, RATHER
THAN A SEPARATE WORK.

NGS has argued ever since then that the
Tasini ruiing supports its defense that The
Complete Nationar'ceographic is a revision

of its original works, rather than a separate
work. In 2005, the u.s. Court of Appeals for '
the Second Circuit, which is in New York,
agreed with NGS in the case of Fauikner v.
National C,eographic. That case was nearly
identical to Greenberg's.

After Greenberg won the $400,000 jury

"I WOULD BE LYING IF I
SAID I WASN'T
. DISAPPOINTED," SAYS
GREENBERG. "I BELIEVE IN
THE [LEGAL] SYSTEM. I
HAVE NO ANIMOSITY
TOWARD NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC AT ALL."
award, NGS appealed to the nth Circuit to
reconsider its pre-Tasini ruling, which the
court finally did, '
"We conclude that the Supreme Court's
declsionin Tasini established a new framework for applying [the law pertaining to revisions] that effectively overrules [our]
earlier decision in this case;" the appeals
court wrote In its June 13 decision.

"Nationol Geographic is delighted with
the decision," said National Geographic,
spokesperson MJ Jacobsen.
i

The court left open the question of 1
whether the opening montage. which in- :
eludes one of Greenberg's images. is by it- :
self infringing. Greenberg can stili pursue:
an infringement claim for that, but says he:

hasn't decided whether or not he will.
"I would be lying if I said I wasn't dlsap-.
pointed:' Greenberg said. "I beiieve in the)
[legal] system,There's winners and losers in!
everything, and I have no animosity toward!

National Geographic at all."

14 PDN AUGUST 2007
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-David Walker
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DECEMBER 1997
Photographer Jerry Greenberg sues NGS for
infringement in U.S. District Courtln Miami.
Photographer Douglas Faulknerfiles

ECEMBER 1999

Photographers FredWard and David Hiserfile
two additional infringement claims against NGS
in U.S. District Court in NewYork City.

a separate infringement claim againstNGS in U.S.
District Court in New York City.

MAY 1998

The U.S. DistrictCourt in Miami rejects
Greenberg's claim on the grounds that the

NGS CDis a revision. Greenberg app~eals.

In ruling on an unrelated case called Tasini v.
New York Times, the U,S. Supreme Court implies
that publishers can rE:,.~i§sue ccllecttonsof
freelance works in elettronfc format without
permission as long as those worksappear in
their original context.

nth Circuit u.s. Court of Appeals rules for
Greenberg, calling the NGS CD "a new product,

in a new medium, for a new market,"
and sends the case backto U.S. District Courtin
Miami for a trial to determine damages.

OCTOBER 2001
U,S. Supreme Court refuses National Geographic's
request to review the March 2001 ruling in Greenberg's

favor by the nth Circuit U.S. Courtof Appeals.

Photographer louis Psthoycssues ~GS for
infringement in federal court in Denver;
the case is transferred to federal court in
New York Cityfive months later.•

.

DECEMBER 2003

On the basis ofTasini,the U.S. District Court
in ~ew York Cityconcludes that the NGS" CD is
a revision rather than a new work, and rejects
infringement claims by Faulkner, Ward, Hiser
and Psihoyos. Photographers appeal.

MARCH 2003

Afederal jury in Miamifinds NGS infringement
of Greenberg's copyrights"willful"and awards
him $400,000 in damages. NGS seeks to have
the award vacated or reduced on the grounds
that it is"excessive."

OCTOBER 2005

U.S. DistrictCourtjudge in Miami upholds
$400,000 jury award in Greenberg's favor, rejecting
I"JGS arguments that the award is excessive.NGS
appeals to uth Circuit Court of Appeals.

and CircuitU.S. Court of Appeals agrees with lower
court findingln the cases of Faulkner, Ward,and
others that the NGS CD is a revision. The ruling
conflictswith the March 2001 ruling in the
Greenberg case by the rrth Circuit Court of Appeals
that the CD was not a revision but a new work.

DECEMBER 2005

u.s. Supreme Court declines request to review
combined cases of Ward,Faulkner, and psthoyos.

JUNE 2007

nth CircuitU.S. Court of Appeals reverses its earlier
ruling in Greenberg's favor and vacates his
$400,000 damage award on the grounds that the
Tasinl-rullng cast the case in a new legal light.

,

. SEPTEMBER,2006

U.S. District Court in New York Cityrejects state
law claims of Faulkner, Ward and others against
NGS for breach of contract.
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DECEMBER 1997
Photographer Jerry Greenberg sues NGSfor
infringement in U.S. District Courtin Miami.

Photographer Douglas Faulkner files
a separate infringement claim against NGS in U.S.
District Court in New York City.

ECEMBER 1999
Photographers Fred Ward and David Hlser file

two additional infringement claims against NGS
in U.S. District Court in New York City.

ln.ruling on an unrelated case called Tasini v.
MAY 1998
TheU.S. District Court in Miami rejects

New York Times, the U,S. SupremeCourtimplies
that publishers can re.~i§sue collections of

Greenberg's claim on the grounds that the

freelance works inelectronic format without

NGS CDis a revision. Greenberg app.;,eals.

permission as long as those worksappear in
their original context.

nth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals rules for
Greenberg, calling the NGSCDIta new product,
in a new medium, for a new market,"
and sends the case back to U.S. District Court in
Miami for a trial to determine damages.

Photographer Louis Psihoyos sues ~GS for
infringement in federal court in Denver;
the case is transferred to federal court in
New York City five months later.

,.

OCTOBER 2001
U.S. Supreme Court refuses National Geographic's
request to review the March 2001 ruling in Greenberg's
favor by the nth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals.

On the basis of tastnt, the U.S. District Court
in ~ew YorkCity concludes that the NGS' CD is
a revision rather than a new work, and rejects
infringement claims by Faulkner, Ward, Hiser
and Psihoyos. Photographers appeal.

MARCH 2003
A federal jury in Miami finds NGS infringement
of Greenberg's copyrights "willful" and awards
him $400,000 in damages. NGS seeks to have
the award vacated or reduced on the grounds
that it is "excessive."

OCTOBER 2005
U.S. District Court judge in Miami upholds
$400,000 jury award in Greenberg's favor, rejecting
NGSarguments that the award is excessive.NGS
appeals to nth Circuit Court of Appeals.

and Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals agrees with lower
court finding in the cases of Faulkner, Ward, and
others that the NGSCD is a revision. The ruling
conflicts with the March 2001 ruling in the
Greenberg case by the uth Circuit Court of Appeals
that the CDwas not a revision but a new work.

DECEMBER 2005
U.S. Supreme Court declines request to review
combined cases of Ward, Faulkner, and Psihoyos.

JUNE 2007
nth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals reverses its earlier
ruling in Greenberg's favor and vacates his
$400.000 damage award on the grounds that the
Taslnl-rullng cast the case in a new legal light.

. SEPTEMBER, 2006
U.S. District Court in New YorkCity rejects state
law claims of Faulkner, Ward and others against
NGSfor breach of contract.
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DECEMBER 1997
Photographer Jerry Greenberg sues NGSfor
infringement in U.S. District Courtin Miami.
Photographer Douglas Faulkner files
a separate infringement claim against NGS in U.S.
District Court in New York City.

MAY 1998
The u.s. District Court in Miami rejects
Greenberg's claim on the grounds that the
NGSCD is a revision. Greenberg appeals.

,

MARCH 2001
nth Circuit u.s. Court of Appeals rules for
Greenberg, calling the NGS CD"a new product,
in a new medium, for a new market,"
and sends the case back to U.S.District Court in
Miami for a trial to determine damages.

OCTOBER 2001
U.S. Supreme Court refuses National Geographic's
request to review the March 2001 ruling in Greenberg's
favor by the nth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals.

MARCH 2003
A federal jury in Miami finds NGS infringement
of Greenberg's copyrights "willful" and awards
him $400,000 in damages. NGS seeks to have
the award vacated or reduced on the grounds
that it is "excessive,'

OCTOBER 2005
U.S.District Court judge in Miami upholds
$4 0 0,000 jury award in Greenberg's favor, rejecting
NGS arguments that the award is excessive. NGS
appeals to nth Circuit Court of Appeals.

ECEMBER 1999
Photographers Fred Ward and David Hisertile

two additional infringement claims against NGS
in U.S. District Court in New York City.

In ruling on an unrelated case called Tasini v.
New York Times, the U.S. SupremeCourtimplies
that publishers can r~sue ccllectlonsof
freelance works in el;ctronic format without

permission as longas those works appear in
their original context.

MARCH 2002
Photographer Louis Pslhoyos sues ~GS for

infringement in federal court in Denver;
the case is transferred to federal court in
New York City five months later.•

.

DECEMBER 2003
On the basis of Tasini, the U.S.District Court
in New York City concludes that the NGS CD is

a revision rather than a new work, and rejects
infringement claims by Faulkner, Ward, Hiser
and Pslhoyos. Photographers appeal.

and Circuit U.S.Court of Appeals agrees with lower
court findin-g in the cases of Faulkner, Ward, and
others that the NGS CD is a revision. The ruling
conflicts with the March 2001 ruling in the
Greenberg case by the nth Circuit Court of Appeals
that the CD was not a revision but a new work.

DECEMBER 2005
U.S.Supreme Court declines request to review
combined cases of Ward, Faulkner, and Pslhcyos.

nth Circuit U.S.Court of Appeals reverses its earlier
ruling in Greenberg's favor and vacates his
$4 0 0 ,0 0 0 damage award on the grounds that the
TasinLruling cast the case in a new legal light.

. SEPTEMBER, 2006
U.S.District Court in New York City rejects state
law claims of Faulkner, Ward and others against
NGSfor breach of contract.
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National Geographic Wins Another Appeal.ln Greenberg Case
Geographic) and the 2nd Circuit (which ruled
in favor of Geographic) and unifies into one
holding the opinion that current copyright
law permits a publisher to create revisions of
existing works and/or to reproduce a collective work in a new format (such as electronically or on a CD-ROM/DVD), even if some
new material has been added to the product
without permission by (and compensation to)'
the freelance photographers who created the
original work.
NPPA's general legal counsel Mickey H.
Osterreicher wrote a news analysis of the rulings, and it's online at www.nppa.org.

U.S. CIRCUIT COURT of
Appeals in Atlanta - along with the 2nd
Circuit in New York - handed down rulings in
July in copyright cases that have been going
on for more than a decade. Those decisions in
Greenberg v. National Geographic Society
find in favor of Geographic, allowing magazine
and newspaper publishers to create and sell
electronic archives (CD-ROMIDVD) of their
previously published works without infringing
on the copyrights of the Contributors.
The decisions handed down now resolve
the conflicting opinions previously issued in
the 11 th Circuit (which ruled against
THE FULL 11TH
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National Geographic Wins Another Appeal.ln Greenberg Case
U.S. CIRCUIT COURT of
Appeals in Atlan ta - along with the 2nd
Circuit in New York - handed down rulings in
July in copyright cases that have been going
on for more than a decade. Those decisions in
Greenberg v. National Geographic Society
find in favor of Geographic, allowing magazine
and newspaper publishers to create and sell
electronic archives (CD-ROM/DVD) of their
previously published works without infringing
on the copyrights of the contributors,
The decisions handed down now resolve
the conflicting opinions previously issued in
the 11 th Circuit (which ruled against
THE FULL 11TH
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Geographic) and the 2nd Circuit (which ruled
in favor of Geographic) and unifies into one
holding the opinion that current copyright
law permits a publisher to create revisions of
existing works and/or to reproduce a collective work in a new format (such as electronically or on a CD-ROM/DVD), even if some
new material has been added to the product
without permission by (and compensation to)'
the freelance photographers who created the
original work. .
NPPA's general legal counsel Mickey H.
Osterreicher wrote a news analysis of the rulings, and it's online at www.nppa.org. F\;
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National Geographic Wins Another Appeal.ln Greenberg Case
U.S. CIRCUIT COURT of
Appeals in Atlanta - along with the 2nd
Circuit in New York - handed down rulings in
July in copyright cases that have been going
on for more than a decade. Those decisions in
Greenberg v. National Geographic Society
find in favor of Geographic, allowing magazine
and newspaper publishers to create and sell
electronic archives (CD-ROM/DVD) of their
previously published works without infringing
on the copyrights of the contributors.
The decisions handed down now resolve
the conflicting opinions previously issued in
the 11 th Circuit (which ruled against
THE FULL 11TH

Geographic) and the 2nd Circuit (which ruled
in favor of Geographic) and unifies into one
holding the opinion that current copyright
law permits a publisher to create revisions of
existing works and/or to reproduce a collective work in a new format (such as electronically or on a CD"ROMIDVD), even if some
new material has been added to the product
without permission by (and compensation to):
the freelance photographers who created the
original work. .
NPPA's general legal counsel Mickey H.
Osterreicher wrote a news analysis of the rulings, and it's online at www.nppa.org. ~'~
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supreme Q[ourt of toe lMniteb states
JERRY GREENBERG.
Petitioner,

,

v.

NATIOKAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, ET AL.
Respondents.
On Petition for a Writ of Certiorari
to the United States Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh Circuit
PETITIOK FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Norman Davis
SQUIRE, SA.'lDERS &
DEMPSEY L.L.P. .

200 South Biscayne
Blvd., Suite 4000
Miami, Florida 33131
Phone: (305) 577·7000
Fax: (305) 577·7001
Email: ndavis@ssd.com

Pierre H. Bergeron*
Colter L. Paulson
SQUIRE, SANDERS &
DEMPSEY L.L.P.
221 East Fourth Street,
Suite 2900
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Phone: (513) 361.1200
Fax: (513) 361-1201
Email: pbergeron@ssd.com
Email: cpaulson@ssd.com
"Counsel ofRecord

QUESTIOXS PRESENTED
The questions presented here split the en bane
Eleventh Circuit by a 7-5 margin and carry widereaching consequences to the future applicability of
Section 201(c) of the Copyright Act. This Court, in
New York Times Co. v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483 (2001),
explained that Congress intended, in promulgating
that section, to enhance the ability of freelance artists
to profit from further uses of their contributions to
collective works. The questions presented are:
1. Whether, under Tasini, courts are )imited to
considering the context in which an individual
contribution is presented to the user when
determining if a collective work is a privileged
revision under 17 U.S.C. § 201(c).
2. Whether, under Tasini, an aggregation of
collective works, none of which has been modified,
constitutes a revision of each of those works
under 17 U.S.C. § 201(c).

PDNEWS
>.

ECEMBER1999
Photographer Jerry Greenberg sues NGS for

infringement in U.S. District Courtin Miami.
Photographer Douglas Faulkner tiles
a separate infringement claim against NGSin U.S.
District Court In New YorkCity.

Photographers Fred Ward and David Hiserfile
two additional infringement claims against NGS
in U.S. District Court in New York City.

In ruling on an unrelated case called

MAY 1998
The U.S.District Court in Miami rejects

Greenberg's claim on the grounds that the
NGS CD is a revision. Greenberg appeals.

nth Circuit u.s. Court of- Appeals rules for
Greenberg, calling the NGS CD"a new product,
in a new medium, for a new market,"
and sends the case back to U.S. District Court in
Miami for a trial to determine damages.

New YorkTimes, the

Tasini v.

u.s. Supreme Court implies

that publishers can re-Issue collectjo~s'of
freelance works in electronic format without
permission as long as those works appear in
their original context.

Photographer louis Psihoyos sues ~GS for
infringement in federal court in Denver;
the case is transferred to federal court in
New YorkCity five months later. ~

OCTOBER 2001
lf.S.Supreme Court refuses National Geographic's
request to review the March 2001 ruling in Greenberg's
favor by the nth Circuit u.s. Court of Appeals.

On the basis ofTasini, the U.S. District Court
in New YorkCity concludes that the NGS· CD is
a revision rather than a new work, and rejects
infringement claims by Faulkner, Ward, Hiser
and Psihoyos. Photographers appeal.

MARCH200~

A federal jury in Miami finds NGS infringement
of Greenberg's copyrights "willful" and awards
him $400,000 in damages. NGS seeks to have
the award vacated or reduced on the grounds
that it is "excessive."

OCTOBER 2005
U.S. District Court judge in Miami upholds
$400,000 jury award in Greenberg's favor, rejecting
NGS arguments that the award is excessive. NGS
appeals to nth Circuit Court of Appeals.

uth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals reverses its earlier
ruling in Greenberg's favor and vacates his
$400,000 damage award on the grounds that the
Tasini ruling cast the case in a new legal light.

and Circuit U.S. Court of-Appeals agrees with lower
court finding in the cases of Faulkner, Ward, and
others that the NGS CD is a revision. The ruling
conflicts with the March 2001 ruling in the
Greenberg case by the ttth Circuit Court of Appeals
that the CDwas not a revision but a new work.

DECEMBER 2005
U.S. Supreme Court declines request to review
combined cases of Ward, Faulkner, and Psihoyos.

SEPTEMBER,2006
U.S. District Court in New York City rejects state
law claims of Faulkner, Ward and others against
NGSfor breach of contract.
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I'm continuing to follow the case.
Robin McDonald

Friday, October 17, 2008
Photographer takes copyright fight to U.S. high court
His lawyers says 11th, 2nd Circuits misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their decisions favoring National Geographic
By R. Robin McDonald, Staff Reporter
A Florida photographer is asking the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his 11- year fight with the National Geographic
Society over its use of hisphotoqraphs in a CD compilation of every edition of its flagship magazine.
Between 1962 and 1990, National Geographic published 64 of Greenberg's photos, including one of a shark in the Florida Keys
that became a magazine cover. National Geographic paid Greenberg for the publication rights, which were conveyed back to
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the photographer's longtime Miami attorney, Norman Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
In 1997, when National Geographic developed "The Complete National Geographic," a CO archive of its entire magazine library,
Greenberg attempted to negotiate a new publication contract based on theCD library. But National Geographic claimed the CD
.
set did not infringe Greenberg's copyright, Davis said.
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits, the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlanta, have agreed with National Geographic. In
separate cases brought by freelance writers in New York and Greenberg in Florida against the National Geographic over the CD
library, the appellate courts have held that publishing the magazine's archive on computer CDs does not infringe the copyrights of
its freelance contributors. .
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's majority decision in the 2001 case of New
York Times v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, which also sought to settle a dispute between freelance writers and publishers over the
digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and 2nd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped" the
Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be interested in what has been done by two of the [federal appellate] circuits in the Tasini
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court, I think, will agree that the Tasini decision has been wrongfully applied. In a very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a good thing."
Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from the
http://webmail.atl.net/wmc/en-US / n/wm /08482 6 326463 3 7152?cmd=S... O&folder=1NBOX&advnum= 1&advtot=474&u id= 14 786&popu p=yes&js=yes
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authors. The case provided guidance in interpreting and applying revisions made in 1976 to section 201 (c) ofthefederal
copyright laws in the context of the technological revolution that has created new avenues of publication.
The decision was considered a win for freelance writers who could then negotiate new permissions and monetary contracts with
publishers for what the court majority held were new uses of previously published works.
Back-and-forth case
.
Greenberg's case began in Florida, where a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberq appealed to the
11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the district court and remanded the case, finding that National Geographic had infringed the
photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit opinion was released shortly before Tasini was handed down.
The Florida district court subsequently found that National Geographic owed Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Geographic appealed, and last year a new 11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening Tasini decision-reversed the first panel's
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In June the 11 th Circuit, sitting en banc, split 7"5 in favor of National Geographic. That
decision was compatible with a 2005 finding by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding virtually identical copyright questions.
The two appellate circuits' majorities adopted arguments by National Geographic and a coterie of amici publishers that Ginsburg's
majority opinion in Tasini-while restricting the publishers from selling freelancers work to online databases such as Lexis and
Westlaw without securing the authors' permission-allowed publishers to place entire publication libraries on CDs and then sell
them without owing anything to the freelance authors and photographers whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en banc majority decision, determined that because National Geographic's digital library reproduced complete
magazine issues "exactly as they are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing them under
federal copyright laws without renegotiating contracts with their writers and photographers.
The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating Software and search engines that were added to the CORaM library-even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The Complete National Geographic" a new collective
work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not, by itself, take the revised collective work outside the privilege," the
majority opinion stated.
Interpreting Ginsburg
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The 11th Circuit rulinq turned on the definitions of an acceptable revision and a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishers,
including National Geographic, have acknowledged that their arguments are not based on specific language in Tasini but rather
on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not directly address the facts of the case under review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2 majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled from
periodicals could not be considered "revisions" or revised editions of previously published issues-such as revised editions of an
encyclopedia or multiple editions of a daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may not sell the rights to reproduce those articles to
computer or online databases without contracting for the publication rights from the authors.
In deciding that the databases were not simply a revised edition, the Supreme Court focused on the articles' appearance in online
databases without the graphics, formatting and layout that accompanied their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear characterization as a 'revision' of anyone periodical edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We would
reach the same conclusion if the [New York] Times sent intact newspapers to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically rejected an analogy offered by publishers saying that the electronic databases were no
different than microfilm and microfiche reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film," Ginsburg
wrote. "Accordingly, articles appear on the microforms, writ very small, in precisely the position in which the articles appeared in
the newspaper."
As a result, a user views an article in context, Ginsburg wrote. In electronic databases, "by contrast, the articles appear
disconnected from their original context. ... In short, unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles as
part of the collective work to which the author contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof."
Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices states that his case "presents the question of whether a database aggregating many
collective works constitutes a 'revision' of each of its constituent collective works."
What constitutes a revision is key to the ongoing legal debate because, according to the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201 (c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to republish contributions to collective works without
providing compensation to the freelance artists who should benefit from the demand for their work after the initial publication."
That section is the backdrop against which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the 11th and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything under
Tasini by the simple expediency of creating 'context' by including a feature that allows users to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use anirnaqe-based database with a flip function," the petition continues, "they can place their entire
archive of magazines or newspapers on the Web for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased traffic. Yet the artist
receives nary a penny .... Publishers can sell access to individual articles, stories, or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages in
the issue are a click away. Once a Google search can find it, the author's copyright for that individual text, picture or video is
essentially worthless."
Finally, in urging the high court to hear the case, Greenberg's petition concludes, "[T]he outcome of this dispute will determine
whether freelance artists will share in the benefits of modern technology ... , This Court should clarify that publishers cannot reap
http://webmail.att.net/wmc/en-US / n /wm / 08482 63 26463 3715 2?cmd ~S ... O&folder~ INBOX&advnum ~ l&advtot~ 4 74&uid ~ 14786& popu p=yes&js~yes
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the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works without compensating the freelancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive vice president of the National Geographic Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg
asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said, "We are evaluating whether to respond, and, if we do, what to add for the Court's
consideration whetherto grani or deny certiorariAs thet ttti arid Znd Circuits have bothheld, we believe that the Supreme .
Court has clearly outlined the parameters of the statutory 201 (c) privilege when it spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York Times
et al. and that the CNG [Complete National Geographic] is well within those parameters."

R.RobinMcDonald
Staff Reporter
Daily Report
Atlanta, GA 30303
190 Pryor St. SW
(office) 404.419.2835
(fax) 404.525.1738
www.DailyReportOnline.com
An incisivemedia publication

ALM is now Incisive Media - Incisive Media is a leading provider of specialist business
information for legal, commercial real estate, financial services, risk management, and
marketing professionals. All of the trusted brands that legal and business professionals
rely on are now a part of a larger global portfolio of products and services - In print,
online and in person. Want to know more? Go to http://Incisivemedia.com.
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Friday, October 17, 2008
Photographer takes copyright fight to U.S. high court
His lawyers says t tth, 2nd Circuits misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their decisions favoring National Geographic
By R. Robin McDonald, Staff Reporter
A Florida photographer is asking the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his 11- year fight with the National Geographic
Society over its use of his' photographs in a CD compilation of every edition of its flagship magazine.
Between 1962 and 1990, National Geographic published 64 of Greenberg's photos, including one of a shark in the Florida Keys
that became a magazine cover. National Geographic paid Greenberg for the publication rights, which were conveyed back to
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the photographer's longtime Miami attorney, Norman Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
In 1997, when National Geographic developed "The Complete National Geographic," a CD archive of its entire magazine library,
Greenberg attempted to negotiate a new publication contract based on the CD library. But National Geographic claimed the CD
set did not infringe Greenberg's copyright, Davis said.
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits, the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlanta, have agreed with National Geographic. In
separate cases brought by freelance writers in New York and Greenberg in Florida against the National Geographic over the CD
.library, the appellate courts have held that publishing the magazine's archive on computer CDs does not infringe the copyrights of
its freelance contributors. .
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's majority decision in the 2001 case of New
York Times v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, which also sought to settle a dispute between freelance writers and publishers over the
digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and 2nd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped" the
Ginsburg majority opinion.
.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be interested in what has been done by two of the [federal appellate] circuits in the Tasini
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court, I think, will agree that the Tasini decision has been wrongfully applied. In a very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a good thing."
Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from the
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authors. The case provided guidance in interpreting and applying revisions made in 1976 to section 201 (c) of the federal
copyright laws in the context of the technological revolution that has created new avenues of publication.
The decision was considered a win for freelance writers who could then negotiate new permissions and monetary contracts with
publishers for what the court majority held were new uses of previously published works.
Back-and-forth case
Greenberg's case began in Florida, where a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg· appealed to the
11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the district court and remanded the case, finding that National Geographic had infringed the
photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit opinion was released shortly before Tasini was handed down.
The Florida district court subsequently found that National Geographic owed Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Geographic appealed, and last year a new 11 th Circuit panel-citing the intervening Tasini decision-reversed the first panel's
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In June the 11 th Circuit, sitting en banc, split 7-5 in favor of National Geographic. That
decision was compatible with a 2005 finding by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding virtually identical copyright questions.
The two appellate circuits' majorities adopted arguments by National Geographic and a coterie of amici publishers that Ginsburg's
majority opinion in Tasini-while restricting the publishers from selling freelancers work to online databases such as Lexis and
Westlaw without securing the authors' permission-allowed publishers to place entire publication libraries on CDs and then sell
them without owing anything to the freelance authors and photographers whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en banc majority decision, determined that because National Geographic's digital library reproduced complete
magazine issues "exactly as they are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing them under
federal copyright laws without renegotiating contracts with their writers and photographers.
The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and search engines that were added to the CDROM library-even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The Complete National Geographic" a new collective
work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not, by itself, take the revised collective work outside the privilege," the
majority opinion stated.
Interpreting Ginsburg
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The 11th Circuit ruling turned on the definitions of an acceptable revision and a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishers,
including National Geographic, have acknowledged that their arguments are not based on specific language in Tasini but rather
on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not directly address the facts of the case under review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2 majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled from
periodicals could not be considered "revisions" or revised editions of previously published issues-such as revised editions of an
encyclopedia or multiple editions of a daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may not sell the rights to reproduce those articles to
computer or online databases without contracting for the publication rights from the authors.
In deciding that the databases were not simply a revised edition, the Supreme Court focused on the articles' appearance in online
databases without the graphics, formatting and layout that accompanied their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear characterization as a 'revision' of anyone periodical edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We would
reach the same conclusion if the [New York] Times sent intact newspapers to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically rejected an analogy offered by publishers saying that the electronic databases were no
different than microfilm and microfiche reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film," Ginsburg
wrote. "Accordingly, articles appear on the microforms, writ very small, in precisely the position in which the articles appeared in
the newspaper."
As a result, a user views an article in context, Ginsburg wrote. In electronic databases, "by contrast, the articles appear
disconnected from their original context. ... In short, unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles as
part of the collective work to which the author contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof."
Petitioning the
Greenberg's petition to the justices states that his case "presents the question of whether a database aggregating many
collective works constitutes a 'revision' of each of its constituent collective works."
What constitutes a revision is key to the ongoing /egal debate because, according to the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201 (c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to republish contributions to collective works without
providing compensation to the freelance artists who should benefit from the demand fortheir work after the initial publication."
That section is the backdrop against which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the 11th and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything under
Tasini by the simple expediency of creating 'context' by including a feature that allows users to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use an image-based database with a flip function," the petition continues, "they can place their entire
archive of magazines or newspapers on the Web for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased traffic. Yet the artist
receives nary a penny .... Publishers can sell access to individual articles, stories, or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages in
the issue are a click away. Once a Google search can find it, the author's copyright for that individual text, picture or video is
essentially worthless."
Finally, in urging the high court to hear the case, Greenberg's petition concludes, "[Tjhe outcome of this dispute will determine
whether freelance artists will share in the benefits of modern technology .... This Court should clarify that publishers cannot reap
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the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works without compensating the freelancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive vice president of the National Geographic Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg
asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said, "We are evaluating whether to respond, and, if we do, what to add for the Court's
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As the 11th and 2nd Circuits have both held, we believe that the Supreme
Court has clearly outlined the parameters of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York Times
et al. and that the CNG [Complete National Geographic] is well within those parameters."

R.RobinMcDonald
Staff Reporter
Daily Report
Atlanta, GA 30303
190 Pryor St. SW
(office) 404.419.2835
(fax) 404.525.1738
www.DailyReportOnline.com
An incisivemedia publication
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Jerry's terrific photograph ran only in the print edition of the Daily Report. It has circle c, Jerry Greenberg, all rights
reserved. Many thanks for allowing us the privilege. I just wanted to let folks know what this is all about.
Here's the story below. I've also sent you a link to our website where you should be able to access the story, at
least for tomorrow.
Many thanks,
I'm continuing to follow the case.
Robin McDonald

Friday, October 17,2008
Photographer takes copyright fight to U.S. high court
His lawyers says 11th, 2nd Circuits misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their decisions favoring National Geographic
By R. Robin McDonald, Staff Reporter
A Florida photographer is asking the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his 11- year fight with the National Geographic
Society over its use of hisphotoqraphs in a CD compilation of every edition of its flagship magazine.
Between 1962 and 1990, National Geographic published 64 of Greenberg's photos, including one of a shark in the Florida Keys
that became a magazine cover. National Geographic paid Greenberg for the publication rights, which were conveyed back to
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the photographer's longtime Miami attorney, Norman Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
In 1997, when National Geographic developed "The Complete National Geographic," a CD archive of its entire magazine library,
Greenberg attempted to negotiate a new publication contract based on the CD library. But National Geographic claimed the CD
set did not infringe Greenberg's copyright, Davis said.
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits, the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlanta, have agreed with National Geographic. In
separate cases brought by freelance writers in New York and Greenberg in Florida against the National Geographic over the CD
library, the appellate courts have held that publishing the magazine's archive on computer CDs does not infringe the copyrights of
its freelance contributors.
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's majority decision in the 200t case of New
York Times v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, which also sought to settle a dispute between freelance writers and publishers over the
digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and 2nd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped" the
Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be interested in what has been done by two of the [federal appellate] circuits in the Tasini
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court, I think, will agree that the Tasini decision has been wrongfully applied. In a very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a good thing."
Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from the
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authors. The case provided guidance in interpreting and applying revisions made in 1976 to section 201(c) of the federal
copyright laws in the context of the technological revolution that has created new avenues of publication.
The decision was considered a win for freelance writers who could then negotiate new permissions and monetary contracts with
publishers for what the court majority held were new uses of previously published works.
Back-and-forth case
Greenberg's case began in Florida, where a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the
11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the district court and remanded the case, finding that National Geographic had infringed the
photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit opinion was released shortly before Tasini was handed down.
The Florida district court subsequently found that National Geographic owed Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Geographic appealed, and last year a new 11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening Tasini decision-reversed the first panel's
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In June the 11th Circuit, sitting en banc, split 7-5 in favor of National Geographic. That
decision was compatible with a 2005 finding by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding virtually identical copyright questions.
The two appellate circuits' majorities adopted arguments by National Geographic and a coterie of amici publishers that Ginsburg's
majority opinion in Tasini-while restricting the publishers from selling freelancers work to online databases such as Lexis and
Westlaw without securing the authors' permission-allowed publishers to place entire publication libraries on CDs and then sell
them without owing anything to the freelance authors and photographers whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en banc majority decision, determined that because National Geographic's digital library reproduced complete
magazine issues "exactly as they are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing them under
federal copyright laws without renegotiating contracts with their writers and photographers.
The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and search engines that were added to the CDROM library-even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The Complete National Geographic" a new collective
work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not, by itself, take the revised collective work outside the privilege," the
majority opinion stated.
Interpreting Ginsburg
The 11th Circuit ruling turned on the definitions of an acceptable revision and a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishers,
including National Geographic, have acknowledged that their arguments are not based on specific language in Tasini but rather
on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not directly address the facts of the case under review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2 majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled from
periodicals could not be considered "revisions" or revised editions of previously published issues-such as revised editions of an
encyclopedia or multiple editions of a daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may not sell the rights to reproduce those articles to
computer or online databases without contracting for the publication rights from the authors.
In deciding that the databases were not simply a revised edition, the Supreme Court focused on the articles' appearance in online
databases without the graphics, formatting and layout that accompanied their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear characterization as a 'revision' of anyone periodical edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We would
reach the same conclusion if the [New York] Times sent intact newspapers to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically rejected an analogy offered by publishers saying that the electronic databases were no
different than microfilm and microfiche reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film," Ginsburg
wrote. "Accordingly, articles appear on the microforms, writ very small, in precisely the position in which the articles appeared in
the newspaper."
As a result, a user views an article in context, Ginsburg wrote. In electronic databases, "by contrast, the articles appear
disconnected from their original context. ... In short, unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles as
part of the collective work to which the author contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof."
Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices states that his case "presents the question of whether a database aggregating many
collective works constitutes a 'revision' of each of its constituent collective works."
What constitutes a revision is key to the ongoing legal debate because, according to the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201(c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to repubiish contributions to collective works without
providing compensation to the freelance artists who should benefit from the demand for their work after the initial publication."
That section is the backdrop against which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the 11th and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything under
Tasini by the simple expediency of creating 'context' by including a feature that allows users to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use an image-based database with a flip function," the petition continues, "they can place their entire
archive of magazines or newspapers on the Web for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased traffic. Yet the artist
receives nary a penny.... Publishers can sell access to individual articles, stories, or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages in
the Issue are a click away. Once a Google search can find it, the author's copyright for that individual text, picture or video is
essentially worthless."
Finally, in urging the high court to hear the case, Greenberg's petition concludes, "[T]he outcome of this dispute will determine
whether freelance artists Will share In the benefits of modern technology .... This Court should clarify that publishers cannot reap
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the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works without compensating the freelancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive vice president of the National Geographic Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg
asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said, "We are evaluating whether to respond, and, if we do, what to add for the Court's
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As the 11th and 2nd Circuits have both held, we believe that the Supreme
Court has clearly outlined the parameters of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York Times
et al. and that the CNG [Complete National Geographic] is well within those parameters."

R.Robin McDonald
Staff Reporter
Daily Report
Atlanta, GA 30303
190 Pryor St. SW
(office) 404.419.2835
(fax) 404.525.1738
www.DailyReportOnline.com
An incisivemedia publication
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authors. The case provided guidance in interpreting and applying revisions made in 1976 to section 201 (c) of the federal
copyright laws in the context of the technological revolution that has created new avenues of publication.
The decision was considered a win for freelance writers who could then negotiate new permissions and monetary contracts with
publishers for what the court majority held were new uses of previously published works.
Back-and-forth case
Greenberg's case began in Florida, where a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenbergappealed to the
11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the district court and remanded the case, finding that National Geographic had infringed the
photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit opinion was released shortly before Tasini was handed down.
The Florida district court subsequently found that National Geographic owed Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Geographic appealed, and last year a new 11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening Tasini decision-reversed the first panel's
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In June the 11th Circuit, sitting en bane, split 7-5 in favor of National Geographic. That
decision was compatible with a 2005 finding by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding virtually identical copyright questions.
The two appellate circuits' majorities adopted arguments by National Geographic and a coterie of amici publishers that Ginsburg's
majority opinion in Tasini-while restricting the publishers from selling freelancers work to online databases such as Lexis and
Westlaw without securing the authors' permission-allowed publishers to place entire publication libraries on CDs and then sell
them without owing anything to the freelance authors and photographers whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en banc majority decision, determined that because National Geographic's digital library reproduced complete
magazine issues "exactly as they are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing them under
federal copyright laws without renegotiating contracts with their writers and photographers.
The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and search engines that were added to the CDROM library-even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The Complete National Geographic" a new collective
work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not, by itself, take the revised collective work outside the privilege," the
majority opinion stated.
Interpreting Ginsburg
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Interpreting Ginsburg
The 11th Circuit ruling turned on the definitions of an acceptable revision and a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishers,
including National Geographic, have acknowledged that their arguments are not based on specific language in Tasini but rather
on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not directly address the facts of the case under review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2 majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled from
periodicals could not be considered "revisions" or revised editions of previously published issues-such as revised editions of an
encyclopedia or multiple editions of a daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may not sell the rights to reproduce those articles to
computer or online databases without contracting for the publication rights from the authors.
.•
In deciding that the databases were not simply a revised edition, the Supreme Court focused on the articles' appearance in online
databases without the graphics, formatting and layout that accompanied their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear characterization as a 'revision' of anyone periodical edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We would
reach the same conclusion if the [New York] Times sent intact newspapers to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically rejected an analogy offered by publishers saying that the electronic databases were no
different than microfilm and microfiche reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film," Ginsburg
wrote. "Accordingly, articles appear on the microforms, writ very small, in precisely the position in which the articles appeared in
the newspaper."
As a result, a user views an article in context, Ginsburg wrote. In electronic databases, "by contrast, the articles appear
disconnected from.their original context. ... In short, unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles as
part of the collective work to which the author contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof."
Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices states that his case "presents the question of whether a database aggregating many
collective works constitutes a 'revision' of each of its constituent collective works."
What constitutes a revision is key to the ongoing legal debate because, according to the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201 (c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to republish contributions to collective works without
providing compensation to the freelance artists who should benefit from the demand for their work after the initial publication."
That section is the backdrop against which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the 11th and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything under
Tasini by the simple expediency of creating 'context' by including a feature that allows users to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use an image-based database with a flip function," the petition continues, "they can place their entire
archive of magazines or newspapers on the Web for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased traffic. Yet the artist
receives nary a penny.... Publishers can sell access to individual articles, stories, orpictures, so long as the rest of the pages in
the issue are a click away, Once a Google search can find it, the author's copyright for that individual text, picture or video is
essentially worthless."
Finally, in urging the high court to hear the case, Greenberg's petition concludes, "[T]he outcome of this dispute will determine
whether freelance artists will share in the benefits of modern technology.... This Court should clarify that publishers cannot reap
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the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works without compensating the freelancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive vice president of the National Geographic Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg
asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said, "We are evaluating whether to respond, and, if we do, what to add for the Court's
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As the 11 th and 2nd Circuits have both held, we believe that the Supreme
Court has clearly outlined the parameters of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York Times
et al. and that the CNG [Complete National Geographic] is well within those parameters."

R.RobinMcDonald·
Staff Reporter
Daily Report
Atlanta, GA 30303
190 Pryor St. SW
(office) 404.419.2835
(fax) 404.525.1738
www.DailyReportOnline.com
An incisive media publication
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Friday, October 17, 2008
Photographer takes copyright fight to U.S. high court
His lawyers says t tth, 2nd Circuits misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their decisions favoring National Geographic
By R. Robin McDonald, Staff Reporter
A Florida photographer is asking the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his 11- year fight with the National Geographic
Society over its use of hisphotoqraphs in a CD compilation of every edition of its flagship magazine.
Between 1962 and 1990, National Geographic published 64 of Greenberg's photos, including one of a shark in the Florida Keys
that became a magazine cover. National Geographic paid Greenberg for the publication rights, which were conveyed back to
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the photographer's longtime Miami attorney, Norman Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
In 1997, when National Geographic developed "The Complete National Geographic," a CD archive of its entire magazine library,
Greenberg attempted to negotiate a new publication contract based on the CD library. But National Geographic claimed the CD
set did not infringe Greenberg's copyright, Davis said.
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits, the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlanta, have agreed with National Geographic. In
separate cases brought by freelance writers in New York and Greenberg in Florida against the National Geographic over the CD
library, the appellate courts have held that publishing the magazine's archive on computer CDs does not infringe the copyrights of
its freelance contributors. .
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's majority decision in the 2001 case of New
York Times v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, which also sought to settle a dispute between freelance writers and publishers over the
digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal appellate copyright rulings by the 11 th and 2nd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped" the
Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be interested in what has been done by two of the [federal appellate] circuits in the Tasini
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court, I think, will agree that the Tasini decision has been wrongfully applied. In a very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a good thing."
Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from the
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From: lulukiku@bellsouth.net [mailto:lulukiku@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 20084:40 PM
To: Jonathan Ringel
Subject: Re: shark photo
Thank you for your inquiry, No, we do not want the photo used on anything but the onetime newspaper article, with the copyright credit at the photo, ©Jerry Greenberg. All
rights reserved.
Idaz and Jerry Greenberg
Original message from "Jonathan Ringel"
<Jonathan .Ringel@incisivemedia.com>:
_____ n n _ u u

Put Your Resume To
Work
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Help potential employers find
you.

Ms. Greenberg,
Find A Job
Search over 1 million jobs.
Find yours today .

Thank you very much for sending us one of the photos at issue in your husband's
copyright case. We look forward to putting it in our paper.
One question: do you also give us rights to use it on our Web site?
If we do not hear from you by 5pm today, we will assume the answer is "no" and use the
picture only in our print edition.
Thanks very much.
Jonathan Ringel
Jonathan Ringel
Managing Editor
190 Pryor Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
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Thursday, June 21, 2007
National Geographic finds a trail through the copyright jungle
By R. Robin McDonald, Staff Reporter

IN A DECISION called "curious" by an Intellectual property expert, a federal appellate panel In Atlanta has reversed Its
circuit's slx-year-old opinion Ina major copyright case, declaring the ruling's mandate on behalfof freelance photographers
to be"moot:'
In doing so, the three-judge panel of the 11thU.S.Circuit Courtof Appeals Interpreted a landmark U.S. Supreme Court
declsion that expanded freelance writers' copyrights in a way that limited the copyright claims of freelance photographers.
The panel's June 13 ruling in Greenberg v. National Geographic SocietyII, 97-03924-CV, reversed a separate panel's 2001
opinion, Greenberg v. Nationai Geographic Society I, 244F.3d1267. Thatdecision had been authored by 11thU.S. Circuit
Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr., a noted copyright expert whose formal 11th Circuit portrait depicts him holding a copy of
"Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive workon copyright law.Judges Gerald B. Tjoflat and R. Lanier Anderson III joined
Birch in the 2001 ruling.
In reversing Greenberg I, the second appellate panel sidestepped a precedent which binds panels to an earlier circuit
decision addressing the same Issue of law unless it has been overturned eitherby the entire 11thCircuitor by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
By declaring Greenberg I moot, the new panel-Judge Rosemary Barkett, Senior Judge Phyllis A. Kravitch and David G.
Trager, a visiting U.S.district judgefromthe 2nd Circuit in NewYork-also resolved a long-standing conflict with the 2nd
Circuit created by the Birch opinion. Tragerwrote the Greenberg II opinion for the newpanel.
Both cases dealwith The National Geographic Society's placement of its entire magaZine library on CD-ROM and seiling It
as "The Complete National Geographic:'
Inthe 2001 case, Birch found that National Geographic infringed the copyright of Florida freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg. Sixty-four of Greenberg's photos had appeared in Issues of the National Geographic. Oneof those published
photos also was Included in an animated photo montage designed exclusively for the CD-ROM.
But in nearly Identical cases In New Yorkthatwerebrought against Natlonai Geographic by otherfreelance writers and
photographers, 2nd Circuit judges have taken the opposite tack.
In Greenberg II, Tragerasserted thatthe new 11thCircuit panel on which he sat had authority to overturn Greenberg Ilf an
intervening Supreme Courtcase overruled a priorpanel decision, or if "the rationale the Supreme Court usesIn an
Intervening casedirectly contradicts the analysis this court has used in a related area, and establishes that this Court's
current ruleIs wrong.'
The intervening ruling on which Trager rested Greenberg /I was the Supreme Court's 2001 opinion In New York Times v.
Taslnl. 533 U.S. 233.
In Tesln', the high courtfound that the Times' sales of Its pUblished news articles to online databases such as Lexls and
WesUaw infringed the copyrights of its freelance writers whose contracts had nevercontemplated the advent of digital
databases.
Thisweek, Lawrence Nodine, a partner at Intellectual property boutique Needle & Rosenberg, called the Greenberg 11 ruling
"curious" for several reasons,
"Leave out for a second, the sllllng2nd Circuitjudge," he said. "The rule is thatyou are bound by previous panel decisions
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of the clrcullthat should o,nly be reversed en bane."
While an appellate panel would have authority to reverse a previous panellf there were a Supreme Courtdecision "on
point," Nodine suggested thatTesinl was based on a different set of facts.
.
And dicta-any explanatory commentary included in the high courtopinion that doesnot directly address the facts of the
case under review-"ought notentitie the panel [in Greenberg II]to disregard the previous decision," Nodine said.
"Whether or notthe [Greenberg II)panel could reverse without an en banc [hearing) Is a very interesting question."
For a decade, the Greenberg and Tasln/ cases have pitted publlshers against freelance photographers and writers-ali of
them seeking to define copyright lawIn the digital age. At stake are royalties andfeesthat publishers could be forced to
share with freelancers whenever they reproduce andsell those freelancers' previously published works in merchandise
designed for computer access.
As Birch noted In 2001 during oral argument In Greenberg I, "All this is about who gels the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money or haveto shareIt with some author."
Florida lawyer Norman Davis of the Miami firm Squlre, Sanders & Dempsey, whorepresents Greenberg, Insisted that
Tas/nl "hasno relevance whatsoever to Greenberg I" andwas not a properbasis for reconsidering andthen mooting the
Birch opinion.
Davis added that his client has notdecided whether to askthe 11thCircuit to reconsider Greenberg II en banco
In an appellate briefIn Greenberg II, Davis suggested that the2nd Circuit's rulings In otherNational Geographic cases"set
up a confllcr with Brch's 2001 opinion "through the misapplication of Tasini" and argued that"any resolution of the conflict
between thetwo circuits should be left to the Supreme Court."
National Geographic Society executive vice president Terrence B. Adamson-a formerAlJanta attorney who wasa key
assistant to then·Attorney General Griffin B. Bell and remains President Carter's longtime personal lawyer-said he was
"pleased and quite delighted" by Greenberg /I •
'This is a veryImportant case," he said. "It wasn'tthat wewereselling a lot of product, but it is our archive. There are now
almost 120years of National Geographic. It's our whole history and archive of whatthis organization has been about."
The CD set,Adamson asserted, is not a new use offormerlypublished Issues. "It's the sameuse.... because the practice
had been for 40 to 50 years to do microfilm and microfiche, which everyone understood" andwhich required no additional
royalty payments to freelancers. "II'sthe same resultIf you put it on CD·ROM, or DVD."
The Taslnl case was one of the mostwidelywatched copyright cases to reach the Supreme CourtIn years. Freelance
authors of articles previously published In newspapers andmagazines, led by Jonathan Tasinl, brought claims of copyright
Infringement against publishers andowners of electronic databases that had made the articles widely available via the
Intemel.
A federal district courtfound for the defendant publishers butwasreversed by the 2nd Circuit, which ruled Infavor of the
writers. In a 7·2 opinion Issued June25, 2001, the high courtaffirmed the 2nd Circuifsappellate ruling.
Writing for the majority, Justice Ruth BaderGinsburg determined that electronic and CD-ROM databases containing
Individual articles from multiple editions of magazines, newspapers and otherperiodicals could not be considered
"revisions" or revised editions of the preViously published Issues.
"[T]he Databases reproduce anddistribute articles standing alone and not in context, not 'as part of that particular collective
work'to Which the author contributed, 'as part of ... anyrevision' thereof or 'as partof ... any latercollective work in the
same series," shewrote, citing federal copyright law.
Under the terms of Section 201 (c) of the 1976 revisions to the Copyright Act of 1909, Ginsburg wrote, "A publisher could
reprint a contrlbuiJon fromone issue in a laterissue of its magazine, and could reprint an article from one edition of an
encyclopedia In a laterrevision of it, but could not revise the contribution itselfor include It in a newanthology or an entirely
different collective work....
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"If there is demand for a freelance arncle standing alone or in a new collection, the Copyright Act allows the freelancer to
benefit from that demand; afterauthorizing initialpublication, the freelancer may alsosell the articleto others," she noted.
"It would scarcely preserve the author's copyright in a contribution as contemplated by Congress," Ginsburg concluded, "If a
print pUblisher, withoutthe autho~s pennission, could reproduce or distribute discrete copies of the contribution in isolation
or Within newcollective works. The publishers' viewthat inclusion of the articles In the databases lies withinthe 'privilege of
reproducing anddistributing the [articles) as partof ... [a) revision of that collective work,' Is unacceptable."
The majority in Tasfnf also dismissed an analogy offered by publishers that dlg~al databases were akin to microfilm and
microfiche reprints, which have not prompted copyright Infringement claims.
.
Ginsburg noted that databases "do not perceptibly reproduce articles as partof the collective work to whichthe author
contr1buted or as part of any 'revision' thereof•• Wewould reach the same conclusion if the Timessent intact newspapers
to the electronic pUblishers:'
n

The Greenberg cases stem from The National Geographic Society's creation of "The Complete National Geographlc"--a
30.dlsc CD·ROM set containing complete reproductions of every Issueof National Geographic published In the magazine's
history. Fourof those Issues Included photos by Greenberg, who had reclaimed his copyrights from the National
Geographic Society after publlcatlon,
"TheComplete National Geographic" was powered by copyrighted software programs and inclUded-in addition to the
magazine reproductions-an animated montage of photos set to musicanda Kodak commercial. The National Geographic
registered a separate, and new, copyright for the CD-ROM set in 1998.
In Greenberg I, Birch-writing for the panel-stated that "common-sense copyright analysis compels the conclusion" that
the Natlonal Geographic, in collaboration with a software company, has created "a new product .n in a new medium, for a
newmarket that far transcends any privilege of revision or othermerereproduction" envisioned byfederal coPyri9ht law.
Birch specifically dismissed arguments offered by National Geographic lawyers that the CD-ROM sets were merely a
republication of a pre-existing work no differentfrom converting the magazines to microfilm.
"[T1he critical difference, from a copyright perspective, is thatthe computer, as opposed to the machines usedfor viewing
microfilm and microfiche, requires the Interaction of a computer program In orderto accomplish the useful reproduction
Involved with the new medium," Birch wrote. ''These computer programs are themselves the subjectmatterof copyright,
and mayconstltute original works of authorship, andthus present an additional dimension In the copyright analysis. "
On remand, a districtjudge In Florida, using Greenberg I as a gUide, awarded Greenberg $400,000 In 2004, three years
after Taslnl.
After the Tasfnf ruling, National Geographic again appealed, reSUlting in lastweek's ruling.
In Greenberg 1/ , Trager,joined by Kravitch and Barkett, sided with his homecircuit, Which since Taslnf has rejected claims
against National Geographic by otherfreelance writers and photographers.
LIke the2nd Circuit, Trager acknowledged that Taslnl hadnot addressed the issuedirectly. But he suggested that the high
courthad given "tacit approvarto microfilm and microfiche as non-infringing.
"Under the Tasfnl framework, the relevant question iswhether the original context of the collective work has been preserved
in the revision," Tragerwrote. "Clearly, the replica portion of the r'Complete National Geographic"j preserves the original
context of the magazines, because It comprises the exact images of each page of the original magazines."
Butin directcontrast to Greenberg I , the Trageropinion asserted that software programs embedded in the CD-ROM did
not alter"the original context of the magazine contents."

L. Donald Prutzman, a partner at Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse & Hirschtritt in New Yorkwho SUbmitted an amicus brief
in Tasini for the American Society of Media Photographers, called Greenberg II "a reactlon to the 2nd Circuit'sdecislon-on
behalf of another photographer with respect to the same product-which declined tofollow C3r!lBnberg [Ij."
Prutzman said the 2nd Oircult, in Faulkner v, National Geographic Enterprises, 409F.3d26, detennlned that Taslnl would
allowpublishers to reproduce previously published articles In digital fonnat as long as they were presented as part of an
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entire Issue. Onthe other hand, "The Natlonal Geographic product added a number of bells and whistles," he said."There
was a basisfor a holding that ~ was a newproduct, notjust an alternative form of the magazine.
Post Taslnl appellate courtopinions suggest that, "As long as you reproduce the publication in the sameform it was
published you haven't Infringed," Prutzman continued. "ButIf youdisaggregate it Intoseparate articles and makethem
separately available, thel'\ you haveInfringed."
. Leon Friedman, a professor of copyright law at Hofstra LawSchool, who filed an amicus briefon behalfof The Authors
Guild in Tasini, suggested that, contrary to the Greenberg II opinion, "I don'tthink Taslnl dealtdirectly with this issue.... I
thinkpeople are reading a lillie too much into Taslni.
To reach the conclusion opined In Greenberg II, "You have to read a lot between the lines ... I don't think Taslnl compels
the resultin this case." Because of that,Friedman said he suspects that the U.S.Supreme Court"would take that case" on
wr~ of certiorari. After issuing Tasini, the high courtdenied cert In Greenberg I , which the Birch panel had published six
daysbefore Tasinlwas argued.
But New Yorkattorney Charles S. Sims-who filed an amicus briefin Taslnl for The Association of American Publishers in
support of The NewYorkTimes, said, "The 11th Circuit was wrong in 2001 and corrected itself In2007. The analysis that
the Taslnl courtused was one of the reasons why Itwas so clearthe 11th Circuit was wrong. It's certainly useful thatthey
have corrected their errorand brought themselves in line with the 2nd Circu~ Courtof Appeals."
.
Inthis story, the DailyReport incorrectly reported the yearthatthe National Geographic Society registered a copyright for a
CD-ROM. It was 1998.
.
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National Geographic finds a trail through the copyright jungle
ByR. Robin McDonald, Staff Reporter
IN A DECISION called"curious" by an intellectual property expert, a federal appellate panel in Atlanta has reversed its
circuit's six-year-old opinion in a majorcopyright case, declaring the ruling's mandate on behalfof freelance photographers
to be "moot:'
In doing so, the three-judge panel of the 11thU.S. CircuitCourtof Appeals interpreted a landmark U.S. Supreme Court
decision that expanded freelance writers'copyrightS In a way that limited the copyright claims of freelance photographers.
The panei's June 13 ruling in Greenberg v. National Geographic Society II, 97-03924-CV, reversed a separate panel's 2001
oplnlcn, Greenberg v. National Geographic Society I, 244F.3d1267. That decision had beenauthored by 11thU.S. Circuit
JudgeStanley F. Birch Jr., a noted copyright expertwhose forma/11th Circuit ponraitdepicts him holding a copyof
"Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive work on copyright law. Judges Gerald B. Tjoflal and R. LanierAnderson III joined
Birchin the 2001 ruling.
In reversing Greenberg I, the second appellate panel sidestepped a precedent which bindspanels to an earliercircuit
decision addressing the same Issue of law unless It has been overturned eitherby the entire 11th CirCUit or by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
By declaring Greenberg I moot, the new panel-Judge Rosemary Barkett, Senior JudgePhyllis A. Kravitch and David G.
Trager, a visiting U.S. district judgefrom the 2nd Circuit in New York-atso resolved a long-standing conflictwith the 2nd
Circuit created by the Birch opinion. Tragerwrote the Greenberg II opinion for the newpanel.
Both cases deal with The National Geographic Society's placement of Us entire magazine libraryon CD-ROM and selling it
as "The Complete National Geographic:
In the 2001 case, Birch found that National Geographic infringed the copyright of Florida freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg. Sixty-four of Greenberg's photos had appeared in Issues of the National Geographic. Oneof those published
photos alsowas Included In an animated photomontage designed exclusively for the CD-ROM.
But in nearlyIdentical cases In New Yorkthat were brought against Nationa/ Geographic by other freelance writers and
photographers, 2nd Circuit Judges havetaken the opposite tack.
In Greenberg II, Tragerasserted that the new 11thCircuit panelon which he sat hadauthority to overturn Greenberg I if an
intervening Supreme Courtcaseoverruled a prior panel decision, or if"the rationale the Supreme Court usesin an
intervening case directly contradicts the analysis this courthas usedIn a related area, and establishes that this Court's
currentrule Is wrong."
The Intervening ruling on which Tragerrested Greenberg II was the Supreme Court's 2001 opinion In New YorkTimes v.
Tas/nl, 533 U.S. 233.
In Tas/n/, the high courtfound that the T/mes'sales of its published news articles to online databases such as Lexis and
Westlaw Infringed the copyrights of its freelance writers whose contracts had nevercontemplated the advent of dIgital
databases.
Thisweek, Lawrence Nodine, a partner at intellectual property boutlque Needle & Rosenberg, calledthe Greenberg II ruling
"curious" for several reasons.
"Leave out for a second, the slttlng 2nd Circuitjudge," he said."The rule is that you are bound by previous panel decisions
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of the circuitthat should only be reversed en bene"
While an appellate panelwould have authority to reverse a previous panel if therewere a Supreme Courtdecision "on
point:' Nodine suggested that Tasini was based on a different set of faels.
And dicta-any explanatory commentary Included In the highcourtopinion that doesnot directlyaddress the facts of the
caseunderrevlew-"ought not entitlethe panel pn Greenberg II] to disregard the previous decision," Nodine said.
"Whether or not the [Greenberg II] panelcould reverse withoutan en bane[hearing] is a very Inleresting question."
For a decade, the Greenberg and Taslnl caseshavepitted pUblishers against freelance photographers and wrlters-all of
them seeking to definecopyright law in the digitalage.At stakeare royalties andfees that publishers couldbe forced10
share with freelancars whenever they reproduce and sell those freelancers' previously published works in merchandise
designed for computer access.
As Birch notedIn 2001 during oral argument in Greenberg I , "All this is aboutwho gets the money, whetheryou
[publishers] can get the money or have to share it with someauthor."

Florida lawyer Norman Davisoflhe Miami firm Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, who represents Greenberg, insisted that
Taslnl"has no relevance whatsoever to Greenberg I" andwas not a properbasisfor reconsidering and then mooting the
Birchopinion.
Davis added that his client has not decided whether to ask the 11th Circuit to reconsider Greenberg II en bane.
In an appellate briefin Greenberg II, Davis suggested that the 2nd Circuit's rulings in other National Geographic cases"set
up a confiicf'with Birch's 2001 opinion "through the misapplication of Tasinl" and argued that "any resolution of the conflict
between thetwo circuits should be ieflto the Supreme Court."
National Geographic Society executive vice president Terrence B. Adamson-a fonnerAtlanta attorney who was a key
assistant to then-Attorney General Griffin B. Bell and remains President Carter's longtime personal lawyer-said he was
"pleased and quitedelighted" by Greenberg /I .
"Thlsis a veryimportant case," he said. "It wasn'tthat we wereselling a iot of product, but II Is our archive. Thereare now
almost 120years of National Geographic. It's our whole history and archive of whatthis organization has beenabout."
The CD set,Adamson asserted, is not a new use of formerly published issues. "It's the same use.... because the practice
had been for 40 to 50 years to do microfilm and microfiche, which everyone understood" andwhich required no additlonal
royalty payments to freelancers. "It'sthe same resultif you putIt on CD-ROM, or DVD."
The Taslni casewas one of the mostwidely watched copyright cases to reach the Supreme Court in years. Freelance
authors of articles previously published In newspapers and magazines, led by Jonathan Taslnl, broughtclaimsof copyright
Infringement against publishers andowners of electronic databases that had madethe articles widely available via the
Internet.
A federai district courtfound for the defendant publishers but wasreversed by the 2nd Circuit, which ruledin favor of the
writers. In a 7-2 opinion Issued June25, 2001, the high courtaffirmed the 2nd Circuit's appellate ruling.
Wrllingfor the majority, Justice Ruth BaderGinsburg determined that electronic and CD-ROM databases containing
individual articles from multiple editions of magazines, newspapers and otherperiodicals could not be considered
"revisions" or revised editions of the preViously published Issues.
'Tnhe Databases rsprcduce and dlstribule articles standing alone and not In context, not 'as part of that particular collective
work'to which the authorcontributed, 'as part of ... any revision' thereofor 'as part of .n any laler coliectlve workIn the
sameseries, m she wrole, citlngfederal copyright law.
Under theterms of Seellon 201 (c) of the 1976 revisions to the Copyright Act of 1909, Ginsburg wrote,"A publisher could
reprint a contribution from one issue In a laterIssue of its megazlne, and could reprint an articlefrom one edition of an
encyclopedia in a laler revision of It, but could not revise the contribution Itselfor Include it in a new anthology or an entirely
different collective work....
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"If there is demand for a freelance article standing alone or in a new collection, the Copyright Act allows the freelancer to
benefit from that demand; afterauthorizing initialpublication, the freelancer may alsosell the article to others," she noted.
"It would scarcely preserve the author's copyright Ina contribution as contemplated by Congress," Ginsburg concluded, "if a
printpublisher, withoutthe author's permission, could reproduce or distribute discrete copies of the contribution In isolation
or within new collective works. The pUblishers' view that Inclusion of the articles In the databases lies within the 'privilege of
reproducing and distributing the [articles] as partof ... [a] revision of that collective work,' Is unacceptable."
The majority In Taslnl alsodismissed an analogy offered by publishers that digital databases were akin to microfilm and
microfiche reprints, which have not prompted copyright Infringement claims.
Ginsburg noted that databases "do not perceptibly reproduce articles as partof the collective work to whichthe author
contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof.... Wewouldreach the sameconclusion if the Timessent intactnewspapers
to the electronic publishers."
The Greenberg cases stemfromThe National Geographic Society's creation of 'The Complete National Geographic"-a
30-dlsc CD·ROM set containing complete reproductions of everyissueof National Geogrephlc published in the magazine's
history. Fourof thosaIssues Included photos by Greenberg, who had reclaimed his copyrights from the National
Geog raphlc Society after publication.
''ThaCompleta National Geographic" was powered by copyrighted software programs and Included-In addition to the
magazine reproductions-an animated montage of photos set to musicanda Kodak commercial. The National Geographic
registered a separate, and new, copyright for the CD-ROM set in 1998.
In Greenberg I, Blrch-writing for the panel-c-stated that "common-sense copyright analysis compels the conclusion" that
the National Geographic, in collaboration with a sofiware company, has created "a new prodUct ... in a new medium, for a
newmarket that far transcends any privilege of revision or othermerereproduction" envisioned by federalcopyright law.
Birch specifically dismissed arguments offered by National Geographic lawyers that the CD-ROM sets were merely a
republication of a pre-existing work no different from converting the magazines 10 microfilm.
"mhe critical difference, from a copyright perspective, is that the computer, as opposed to the machines usedfor viewing
microfilm and microfiche, requires the Interaction of a computer program In order10 accomplish the useful reproduction
Involved with the newmedium," Birch wrote.'These computer programs are themselves the subjectmatterof copyright,
and may constitute original works of authorship, andthuspresent an additional dimension in the copyright analysis. "
On remand, a districtjudge in Florida, using Greenberg I as a guide, awarded Greenberg $400,000 in 2004, threeyears
after Taslnl.
Afterthe Taslnl ruling, National Geographic againappealed, resulting in lastweek's ruling.
In Greenberg II , Trager, joined by Kravitch and Barkett, sided with his home circuit, which since Taslnl has rejectad claims
against National Geographic by otherfreelance writers and photographers.
Likethe2nd Olrcult, Trageracknowledged that Taslnl hadnot addressed the issue direotly. But he suggested that the high
oourt had given "tacitapprovar to microfilm and microfiche as non-Infringing.
"Under the Teslnl framework, the relevant question is whether the original context of the collective work has been preserved
in the revision," Trager wrote. "Cleariy, the replica portion of the ["Complete National Geographic1 preserves the original
oontext of the magazines, because it comprises the exact images of eachpage of the originalmagaZines.'
Butin directcontrast to Greenberg J, the Trageropinion asserted that software programs embedded in the CD-ROM did
notalter"the original context of the magazine contents."
L Donald Prutzman, a partnerat Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse & Hlrschtritt in NewYorkwho submitted an amicus brief
in Taslnl for the American Society of Media Pholographers, called Greenberg II "a reaction 10 the 2nd Circulfs decislon-on
beha~ of another photographer with respect to the same product-which declined to follow Greenberg [I]."
Prutzman said the 2nd Circuit, in Faulkner v, National Geographic Enterprises, 409F.3d26, determined that Tasinl would
allow publishers 10 reproduce previously published articles In digital formatas long as they were presented as part of an
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entire Issue. Onthe other hand, "The Natlonal Geographic product addeda numberof bellsand whistles," he said."There
was a basisfor a holding that ~ was a newproduct, notjust an alternatlva form of the magazine.
Post Tasini appellate courtopinions suggest that,"As long as you reproduce the publicatlon In the same form It was
published you haven'tinfringed: Prutzman continued. "ButIf you dlsaggregate It Into separate articles and makethem
separately available, then you haveinfringed."
LeonFriedman, a professor of copyright law at Hofstra Law School, who filed an amicus briefon behalfof The Authors
GuildIn Teslni • suggested that,contrary to the Greenberg II opinion, "' don'tthink Tasini dealtdirectlywiththis Issue... , I
thinkpeopleare reading a lillie too muoh into Taslnl.
To reach the conclusion opined in Greenberg II, "You have to reada lot between the lines ... I donHhlnk Tasinl compels
the resultin this case," Because of that, Friedman saidhe suspects that the U.S.Supreme Court"wouldtake that case"on
wr~ of certiorari. After issuing Tasini, the high courtdenied cart in Greenberg I , which the Birch panel had published six
days before Tasinl was argued.
But NewYorkattorney Charles S. Sims-who filed an amicus briefIn TaslniforThe Association of American Publishers In
support of The NewYorkTimes, said, "The11th Circuit was wrong in 2001 and corrected Itselfin 2007. The analysis that
the Taslnl court usedwas one of the reasons why It was so dear the 11th Clrcu~ was wrong. It's certainly useful that they
havecorrecled their errorand brought themselves in line wllh the 2nd Clrcu~ Courtof Appeals."

In this story,the DailyReport incorrectly reported the yearthat the National Geographic Societyregistered a copyright for a
CD-ROM. It was 1996.
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I By R. Robin McDonald. Siall Repcr!er

Kenneth W.Slarr, former Independent counsel during the Whitewater
Investigation, hadbeen addressing the 11th U.S. Circuit court of Appeals en
bane for less then a mlnute Tuesday morning when JudgeSlanley F. ·BirtllJr.
Interrupted.
"Mr.Slarr, we're familiar withthe tacts, Let's get to the heartof thIngs," he chided.
Starris represenUng Ihe National Geo!ll'aphic Society in a nearly decade-long
OO"'e to marketlhe National GeographIc magazine archive as a CD·ROM Ubrary
without having to pay royalties to the magazine's freelance contributors. Thecase
is Greenberg v. Nalional Gaographie Society. No. 05-16964-U.

I Kenneth siarr represented

Nallonal Geo~raphic In a
copyright dlspule willI
I photographers.
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• Vacated opinIon InJerry
Grocnbelf1 v. Nallonal Geogrophlc
Soclely (Juno 13, 2007; pdf)
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: Wednesday, February 27, 2008
I 1976 copyright law meets 21st century
National Geographic andfreelance contrIbutors argue overhowto apply three-decade old law to digItal
i rights
\ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::!::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::~::::::
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While the fuels of Ihe case maybe known, courts have longwrestled with how to
apply a 1976 copyright law to a medium that Congrns6 couldn't haveImagined at
the time. Much or the argument in tha case centers overcomparing digital
conlent on DVDs and computer screens toa medium that barelyexists In today's
worid-microfilm. Cenlralto the case i6 whether moving printed articles and
photos onto an electronic format is Just the modern equivalent of saving It on
microfilm and constitutes an acceptable revision, or whether it becomes a new
Work.
In 2001. Birch aulhored an 11thCircuit opinIon favoring photographer Jerry
Greenberg that found the National Geographic'5 digltallibrary was a newproduct
andtherefore infringed Greenberg's photo copyrights. One oftllose p/lO!OIi,
originally printed as a magazine cover, was alsoInclUded In an animated photo
montage deslgned exclusively for the CDlibrary. Fellow judges Gerald B. Tjona!
and R. lanIer Andarson III concurred In thatopinion.
Bur lastJune. another 11lti Circuit panel-revisiUng a second appeal of
Greenberg-reversed Birch. Judge David G. Trager. visiting from NewYork's znd
CIrcuit, wrote thatopInIon in concurrence wilh 11thCircuit Judge Rosemary
Barkell andSenIor Judge Phyllis A. Kmvilch, sayIng that the U.S.Supreme
Court's 2001 ruling In New YorkTimes v, Tasinl. 533 U.S. 233, contIadicted
Birch's 2001 analysls and dictated a ruling matfavored Nallonal Geographic.

PA6E a
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Inreversing Birch. Trager also resolved along·stam/lng conflict between the 11th
Circuil andthe 2nd Circuit overtherights ofNational Geogr.lphlc's contributors.
! The conflicUng opinions stemmed from. cases brought by writers claiming COPYOllhtlnfrlngement who had challenged
! NaUonal Geogr.lphicln Iho 2nd Circuit: and photogr.lphers Intha 11th CircuIt,
•I

I

I!

Atstake ore royalties andfees that pUblishers could beforced 10 share with freelance contributors whenover they
reproduca and sail previously pubnshed works In merchandise designed for computer access.

\ On luesday, Birch-the 11th Circuit's resident copyright expert-repeatedly challenged Starras NaVonal
[ Geographic's executive vice president, Terrence B. Adamson. watched from tho packed gal/ory with former U.s.
~ Attorney General Griffin B. Bel/, Adamson cle/1(ed for.8el/ when the lallerwas a federal appellate Judge.

i

IIStarrargued
thatthe CD-ROM digital library constUures a permissible revision of thaNational GeographIc magaZine
thatwould notrequire tha jlublisher topaynewroyalties to IndivIdual magazlne contributors.
i When the U.S. Congrass ravised federal copyright raw In 1976, it required publishers to secure permission 10 use
; copyrighled contributions In new works, bulnotln revlslona, Permlsslble revisions inclUded the mulliple adllions of a
! daily newspaper, or updaled edWons ora particular collective work such asa dIctionary oran encyclopedie.
i
[ On Tuesday, Starr argued that the U.S. Supreme Court's Tasilll opinion expanded thedefinUioll Ofa revision to
; denole"anewversion: Tha CD·ROM archive. he argued, was a newdigital verslon that faithfully reproduced the
! published magazines andwas "the modem version of m1crofoon,"
j

i Asa digllal replica, he saidIt didnot/nfringa the copyrights of the contrnutors whose photographs hadbeen
J. previously pUblished.

I

ButBirch noted pointedly that IheNational Geographic had secured a new copyright for the CO-ROM library, called
. "The Complete National Geographlc"-an Indication that theNational Geographic Society considered it 10 bea new
: worle, nota reprint.
!
I

I Starr responded, "U's a newcopyrightable element, which is what makes this a revision:

I; The argumellt Ihatlhe CD·ROM library Isnodifferent than microfilm has been one of lhe National Geographic'S koy
I arguments Intho case because of language contalnsd InIhe Supreme Court's TasinJ decision.
Inthat case, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote fora 7·2 majority Ihatelectronic databases, cOlllrary 10 publishers'
assertions. werenotsimply revlse\l edItlolls ofpreviously pUblished works and, assuch. infringed writer copyrights.

PA~O

I,
I

And federal copyright lawallows thofreelancer to benefit fromnewdemands for articles either "standing alone" (In
electronic databases) or as partof a newcollection,

', In Taslni, the court rejected thatnolion thatdigital databases wereakin to microfilm and microfiche, writing that "The
publishers' analogy between the databases
, and microfilm and microfiche Iswanting."

! But publishers latched on to Ginsburg's SUbsequent statement, "In the databases, unlike microfilm, articles appear
disconnected from theirorl!llnal context. Unlike theconversion of newsprint to microfilm, thetransfer of articles 10 the
databases does notrepresent a mereconversion of Inlactperiodicals (orrevisions ofperiodicals) from onemedium
to another. The databases offer userslndlvldual articles, notInlacl periodicals:
II wasthatdlcla onwhich Birch's original opinion in Greenberg was overturned and onwhich the Nalional
Geographic has rested ils current case,

Onthatbasis, Starr asserted TueSday thatIf previously published works arefaithfully roproduced-much as they
, appear on microform-then Tasln! doesnot linda copyright hasboen infringed.

If "IrTaslnl does nol approve of microform," Starr said, "I am misroading Tasinl."
i Tasinl was one of the mostwidely watched copyright cases 10 reach the Supreme Court in years. Freelance authors
i of articles previously published in newspapers and magazines. led by writer Jonathan Tasinl, brought claims of
I copyrlgnl infringement against publishers and owners of eleclronic databases who hadrnadn tho articles widely

I available via the Internet, wlthoul paying additional royalties.
i Said Barkett: "j think Tasini does say that."

Chief Judge J. L Edmondson alsoweighed in, saying he was troubled that lila digilallibrary alsocontained compuler
code and software that made II different than old copies ofNational Geogldphic sitting in hisfather's closet.
"Here's the problem I have," EdlT]ondson said, 'his thing can do a lot of sluff thatthousands of issues In myfalhe(s
closet can'tdo,This thing Is different.... At some point, I have to ask, 'Doesn't something stop being a revision and
become a newcompilation?"
I

! Edmondson also noled that the photo monlage InclUded In thedigital set "seems to bea differenll/Jlng" than fsllhfully

,!, reprinting the magazine,

,
!
i

I

Judge Stanley Marcus wanted to know howtho CD·ROM library differed frommicroform. ButStarrinsistod thatany
difference In lhe two produels "does nol matteras long as there Is conloxtual conUnuity:

,

!I Using
Ginsburg's diclaas his basis. Slair Insistod lIlat as long as what is presented to the usermirrors the previously
published image, "regardless of Ihe robustness Dfthe [digilaij search engine," it can be considered revision
Il

i

acceptable underfedaral cDpyrighllaw rather Ihen a new work.

I

Greenberg wasrepresenled by Miami attorney NDrmlln Davis, DfSquire, Sanders & Dempsey, whD argued that
J federal copyright lawpermits the reproducllon ofarticles wlthDullnfrlngemenl Dnly in limiled cases.
:

j LIke Marcus, Judge Susan H. Blackpushed 10 know how microform and the CD·ROM IIbrarydllfered. When Davis

I
I

! suggesled the CD·ROM librarywasmoremarketable and more lucrative, Black replied, "TIle money answerdoesn't
helpalot."

When Davis Insisled thai "Ihemoney argumenl" wasa relevant part of Ihe debate, Birch suggeslod thai the copyright
publishing privileges musl be balanced "relative to economlc advantages. Its' kind Of like thewriter's strike: he seld
i referencing therecant selUemenl between HoJlywoodwcitern and producers overadditional royalUes derived from
! digilallibraries and Internet Web casts.
I

I Birch alsodistinguished Greenllerg from Tasinl, calling Tasin! a 'disassembled case" Where "lheyhad Iakenapart the

original work" and placed individual articles online. "We don'thavethatcase," Birch said. "We have a different case."
II Greenberg,
he said, "is an assembly case" where pieces havebeen added 10 a previously pU!Jlished work rather than

r having Ihatwoil\ dissected for individual articles as was lIle case In Taslnl.

:

Judge Charles R. Wilson appeared uneonvlnced by Davis' argument. "It's simply a dlgUal vers.lon of microfilm," he
sald, "Atleasl, il sounds like thai 10 me."

'I

I AndAnderson
wanled 10 knowwhether a newcolleclion Dfbound magazines as weilas micr9fi1m "would somohow
vIolate your client's [copy)righls? .. Is It your position !hat a bound volume is a newcoUe.ctive
~ork?'

!

I

Ii

And hepressed Davis about Starr's argument: "Youropponent Is &uggesllng strongly thatlho:Suprome Court in
Taslnl heldIhal m1crofllm of Ihe entire National Geographic magazine Is protecled."
.

i, "I don't thinkl!he Supreme Court) heldthai," Davis replied. "J think!heysuggested It."

I During Slarr's rebuttal, Birch suggested thata revision, under the fedoral copyright statule, had 10 be a revision of an
; individuallssuo. not anentirellbraryof work.
,
Slarrreplied, 'You have fallen lnto error: citing Taslnl as "saying microform Is a revlslon."

.

!

i When Anderson naiadpointedly. "ThatIs dicta," Slllrr replied, 'II is guidance that telis us Ihe meaning of revision."

! Staff ReporlerR, Robin MeDonala can bereached atrmcdonald@alm.com
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, 1976 copyright law meats 21st century
NalionalGeographic and freelance contrlbulors argue overhow 10 apply /llme-decade old law 10 digllal

I
i rigMs
I ByR.

Ro~lll

McDOnald, Sl"rr R~porlor

I'1~;;~~l~i;i~=""""":"'"'''''''''~:r'''

I'~

Interrupted.
"Mr. starr, we'refamiliar wllh the facts. !.efs get10 the heart ofthlngs," he chided.
starr is represenUng the NaUonaJ Geographic Society in a nearly dccado-lonq
bailie to market!he National Geographic magazine archlve as a CD-ROM library
wiUloul having to pay royalties to the magazine's freelance contributors. The case
is Greenberg v, National Geographic Society, No. 05-16964-U.

! Kenneth Starr represented

I NaUonal Geograpllic Ina
'I

Kennelh W. Slarr, formerIndependent counsel during the Whitewater
Invesligalion, had been addressintllhe 11lh u.s, CircuIt Courtof Appeais en
bane for less than a mlnuleTuesdaymomlng When JUdge Sianley F. Birth Jr,

copyright dispule with
pl1olographers.

Whiie the facts of Ihe case maybe known, courts have longwrest/ed wilh how to
apply a 1976copyright law to a medium that Congress couldn't have Imagined at
Ihe time. Much of the argument in the case centers over comparing digital
con lent 00 DVDs and computer screens to a medium that barelyexists In todays
world-rnicrofilm. Central 10 the case is whether moving printed articles and
photos ontoan electronlc format lsjust the modern equIvalent of savlngll on
microfilm and constitutes an acceptable revision, or whetheriI becomes a new
work.

I,'
{

i

I\.
I

iI
I

Panel opinIon:

•vecatou opinIon InJerry
GrocnbclJ] v. Nallon.1Googrophlc

Soclely (Juno 1a. 2007; pdf)

Related article:

I • "Focus ell copyright" (Oct. 30,

! 2.(07)

1--------I
Tools:

i .!!!,

Print
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in 2001, Birchauthored an 11th Circuit opinion favoring photogmpher Jerry
Greenberg thai found the National Geographic's digllallibrary was anew product
andtherefore inlringed Greenberg's photo copyrights. One of those pIlOlo.s,
originally printed as a magazine cover, was also Included Inan animated Photo
montage designed exclusively for the CD library. Fellowjudgos Gerald B.Tjollat
and R.Lanler Anderson III concurred in !hatopinion.
ButlastJune, another11111 Circuit panel-revisiUng a second appeal of
Greenberg-reversed Birch. Judge David G. Trager. visiting fromNewYOlk's znd
Circuit, wrote thai oplnlon in concurrence with 11thCircuitjUdge Rosemary
Barkett andSenior Judge PhyJlls A. Kravilch. saying that the U.S.Supreme
Court's 2001 ruHog In New York Times v, Taslnl, 533 U.S.233, contradicted
Birch's 2001 aoalysls and dictated a ruling lhat favored National Geographic.

,

~
,

PAGEQ.,
I

~ Emaill!£§J Reprints

In reversing Birch, Trager also resolved a 10l1Q-slandinQ confllct between the 11th
Circuit andthe 2nd Circuit overthe rights of NaUonal Geogrilphic's contrlbutors.
The conflicting opinions stemmed from. cases brought by writers claiming copyright Infringement who had challenged
National Geogfilphic In tho 2nd Circuit; and photogr<lphers in the 11th Circuit.

I

i
i,
i

I!

At stake oreroyaltles andfees ihat pUblisher.; could bo forced to share with freelance contribulors whenever they
reproduce and soil previously pUblishod works.ln merchandise desIgned for computer access.

~

On Tuesday, Birch-lhe 11th Circuit's resident copyright experl-repealedly chaUengell Slarras NaVonal

r Geographic's executive vicepresident, Terrence B. Adamson, watched from the packed gallery wilh former U.S.
! Altorney General Griffin B. Bell. Adamson clerked for Bellwhen the latterwas a fodoral appollate Judge.

iI

Starrargued Ihatthe CD·ROM digllallIbrary constitutes a permissible revision orlhe National Geographic magaZine
II thatwould
not require the publisher to paynewroyalties to IndJvl~ual !llagaLlne contributors.
!

Ii

When tho U.S. Congress revised federal copyright law In 197G, il requked publishers to secure permission 10 use
copyrtghted conlribullons In new works. butnotin revisions. Permissible revisions included 1110 multiplo editions ofa
daily newspaper. or updated editions of a particular collective worksuch as a dlcUonary Of an encyclopenla.

[ OnTuesday, Starrarguod thattho U.S. Supreme court'sTaslnl opinion expanded lho definilion ora revision to
; denota ra newversion." The CD-ROM archive. he araued, wasa newdigllal verslon lhat faithfully reproduced the
i publishod magazInes and was "the modern version of microform:
i

Asa digital replica, he said It didnot infrtngo lhe copyrights of the contributors Whose photographs hadboen
I,,i pravlously
published.

I But Birch noted polnledly that iha National Geographic hadsecured a newcopyriQht for the CD-ROM library. called

. "The Complete Nalfonal Geographlc"-an Indication thatthe National Geographic Soclety considered It10 bea new
: work, not a reprint.

!

i

J

I

Starr responded. "II'sa new cop~ghtable element, which is What makes lhlsa revision.'

i The argument that lhe CD-ROM Iiblllry 15 nodlfferenllhan microfilm has been one of the National Geollraphlc's koy

i

arguments In Ihe case because of language conlalned in the Supreme Court's Tasinl docision.

, In lhal case, Justice Rulh Bader Ginsbury wrote Ior a 7·2 majority Ihatelectronic databases, contrary to publishers'
.1 asserucns, werenot simply rovlsed edUions orprevIously PUblished works and. as such, Infrtnged writercopyrights.

PAb'o

I,
I

And federal copyrighllaw allows the froolancerlo bcneflt from 1l0W demands for articles either "standing alone" (In
eleclronle databases) or as partof a newcollection,

'Ii

InTasini, the court rejecled thatnolion lhat dlgllal databases wereakin 10 microfilm and rnlcroflche, wrillng thai "The
publishers' allalogy between Ihe dataoases and microfilm and microfiche Is wanllng."

•

! Bulpublishers latched on 10 Ginsburg's subsequent statement, 'In the databasea, unlike microlilm, articles appear
disconnected from IheirorIginal contoxl. Unlike theconversion of newsprinl to microfilm, thetransler of articles to the
databases Does notrepresent a mereconversion of Intact periodicals (orrevisions ofperiodicals) fromone medium
to anomer, The dalabases offer users Individual artldes, not Inlactperiodicals,"
It was thatdicta 00 whIch Birch's original opinion In Greenl>erg was ovorturned and on Which the Nalional
Geographic has rested its current case.
Onthai basis, Starr asserted Tuesday thatif previously published works arc faithfully reproduced-much as they
, appear on microform-thenTasln; doesnot linda copyright has boon infringed.

I. "lfTaslnl does nol approve of microform." Starr said. 'I am misreading Tasin\.'

i

Taslnl wasone oflhe mostwidely watched copyright cases 10 reach the Supreme Court in years. Freelance authors
. of articles previously published In newspapers and magazines, led by writer JOllalhan Taslnl, brought claims of
copyrigntlnfringement against publishers and owners of electronic databases whohad mado tho articles widely
available via the Internet, withoul paylllg additional royalties.
Said Barkett: 'Ilhiok Tasini does say fhat,"
Chief Judge J. L Edmondson alsoweighed In, saying he was troubled lhallhe digilallibrary alsocontained computer
code and software thai made it differentlhan old copies of National Geographic silting in hisfather's closet.
'Here's the problem rhave," Edmondson said. "This thing call do a lot of stuff thatthousands of issues In my falher's
closet can'tdo.Thisthing Is different, .., At some POlllt, I have to ask, 'Doesn't somelhlng slop being a revlslon and
become a newcompllation?"
I

EdmondSOn also noted Ihatthe photo monlage Included In thedigital sel"seemsto bea different tl11no" Ihan faithfully
reprinling Ihe magazine.
Judge Stanley Marcus wanled to know howthe CD·ROM library differed frommicroform. Bul Starr Insisted that any
dilference In the two products "doos nol matter as long as lnore is conloxtual continuity."

-,

Using Ginsburg's dicta as his basis, Stair Insisted
as long aswhatis presented to the usermirrors lhe previously
Ir acceptable
pUblished image, "Illgardiess Ihe robustness of the [digitaij search engine," il can be considered a revision
underfaderal copyrighllaw rather Ihan a newwork.
IIlat

of

i

i
I Greenberg wasrepresenled by Miami altomey Norm"n Davis, of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey. whoargued that
) federal copyrighllaw permils the reproduction of articles wilhoullnfr!ngement only In limiled cases.
:

i Like Marcus. Judge Susan H. Black pushed to know how microform and lheCD·ROM library dIffered. When Davis
!

suggesled I/)e CD·ROM library wasmore marketable and more lucrallve, Black replIed, "Tile money answer doesn't

i helpalot,"

i

I

When Davis Insisted that"Ihe money argumenl" was a ralevant part 01 the debate, Birch suggesled thai the copyrighl
publishing privileges muslbe balanced "relative 10 economIc advantages. lIs' kind orlikethe wriler's strike." ho said
i referencing the recent senlement between Hollywoodwrilers andproducers over additional royalUes derived from
I; digllallibrarles and Internet Web casts.

!Birch alsodistinguished Greenberg fromTasinl, calling Taslnl a "disassembled case" Where "they had taken apartthe

I original work" andplaced individual artlciesonline. "We don'lhave that case," Birch said. "We have a different case."

I

I Groenberg, he said, "is an assembly case" Vwhere pieces have been added 10 a previously published work rather than
having thal work dissected for individual articles as was the case In Taslnl.
II

JUdgo Charlos R. Wilson appeared unconvlncad by Davis' argument, "It's simply a dlg/lal version of microfilm," he
said. "At laast, Itsounds like thaIto mo."

I And
Anderson wanted 10 Imow whether a newcolleclion of bound magazines as well as microfilm "would somohow
vlolala your cllent's [coPyjrillhts?... Is il yourposition thal a bound volume Is a new collective work?"
j

I

Ij Tasinlheld
Ami ne pressed Davls about Slarr's argument: "Your opponent is suggesllng strongly that thoSupreme Court in
Ihalmicrofilm of Ihe enure National Geographic magazine Is protected."
,i

"I don't think {the Supreme Court) heldthat," Davis replied. "J thinkthey suggested II."

During Starr's renuttal, Birch suggested that a rnvlslon, under the fedoral copyright statule, hadto be a revlslon oran
ndlvldeal lssuo, notan entire library of work.
Starr replied, 'Youhave fallen inlo error," cillng Tasinl as "saying microform is a revision."
When Anderson noted pointedly, "That Is dicta," Starr replied. "U Is guidanCe that lells us the meaning of revision."

I StaffReporterR. Robin McDonald can be reached at rmccfonald@alm.com
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1976 copyright law meets 21st century
1 National Geographic andfreelance contrIbutors argue over howto apply three-decade 0111 lawto diu/tal

\ riuhts

i By R. Rob&l
SI.ff Reperter
'ffi~;~[j~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~~r~7E:~ ~~i~!~~~~~:~:~~:~1~~f~~~~~~r:;,~~~~r.
McDoo~ld.

1

~::~::I:~~e'l8

I';\i"

familiar with Ihe

tacrs,

lei's (letto Iheheart

of

things," hechided.

Starr is represenUng the NeUona! Geographic Society in a nearly decade-long
baUle 10marketlhe Naflonal Geographic magazine archive asa CD-ROM library
will10ul having topayroyallies 10the magazine's freelance contributors, The case
is Greenberg v. National Geographic Society, No. 05-16964-U.

~

Kenneth Slarr represented

I. National
Geographic In a
copyright dlspule with
, photographers.

I

Panel opInIon:

I, • Vacalod opinion In

Jerry
GroonbelJ1 v. Nallonal Goographlc
t· Sodely (June 13. 2007; pdQ

iI

Related article:

i • "Focus

! 2007)

all copyright" (Oct. 30,
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While the facts ofthe case may be known. courts have long wrestled with how to
apply a 1976 coPyrillhtlaw 10a medium thatCongress cQuidn't have Imagined at
the lime. Much of the argument in the case centers over comparing digital
conlent on DVDs and computer screens toa medium thaibarely exIsts Inloday's
worJd-microlilm. Cenlral to the case iswhether moving printed articles and
photos onlo an electronic fcrmatisJusl the modern eqUivalent ofsaving lion
microfilm and constitutes an acceptable revision, or Whether It becomes a new
work.
In 2001, Birch authored an 11th Circuit opinion favoring photographer Jerry
Greenberg that found the National Geographic'S digllallibrary was a new product
and therefore infringed Greenberg's pholo copyrights. One of those pnotos,
originally printed asa magazine cover, was also Included In an anImated photo
montage designed exclusIvely for the CD library. Fellowjudges Gerald B.Tjonat
and R.Lanter Anderson III concurred in IIlatopinion.
But lastJune, another 11lh Circuit panel-revisiUng a second appeal of
Greenberg-reversed Birch. Judge David G.Trager. visiting from New YOlk's zne
Clrcuil. wrote that opinIon In concurrence with 11th CircuilJudge Rosemary
Barkett and SenIor Judge Phyllis A. Kravilch. saying thattheU.S. Supreme
Court's 2001 ruling In New York Times v, Tasloi, 533 U.S. 233. contradicted
Birch's 2001 analysIs and dictlted a rullnglhat favored National Geollraphlc.

PAGEa
~ .cmaillfi§J Reprints

In reversing Birch, Trager also resolved a long-standing conflict between the 11th
Circuli andtho 2nd Circuit overtherights of National Geographic's contributors.
! The conflicUng opinions stemmed from. cases brought by writers claiming coPyrillhtlnfrlngement whohad challenged
!, National Geographic In the 2nd Circuit; and photographers Inthe 11th Circuit.
,
I

! At stake are royalties andfees thai pUblishers could beforced to share with freelance contributors whenever thoy
!l1lproduce andsell previously pUblished works in merchandise designed for computer access.
f

On Tuesday, Birch-lhe 11th Circuit's resident copyright expert-repeatedly challenged Starras National
( Geographic's executive vice president, Terrence B. Adamson, watched from the packed gallery with former U.S.
! Attorney General Grifl1n B. Bell. Adamson clerked for Bell when the lalterwas afederal appellate judge.
i

1 Starr argued thatIhe CD·ROM digilaillbrary constitutes a permissible revision of the Nallonal Geographic magazioe

I thatwould nol require Ihe publisher 10 paynewroyalties 10 Individual maga21ne contdhuters,
I

i When the U.S. Congress revised federal copyright law In 1976, it required publlshers to secure permission to use
copyrighted contributlons In new works, butnotIn revisions. PermissIble revisIons inclUded the multiple edillons of a
I daily newspaper, or updated editions of a particular collective work such asa dIctionary oran encyclopedia.

i
t

( On Tuesday, Starrargued thet theU.S. Supreme Court's Tasinl opinion expanded thedefinition Ofa revision to
: denote "a newversion." The CD-ROM archive, he argued, was a newdigital version that faithfully reproduced the
: published magazlnas andwas "the modern version of mlcrofomn."
i

I Asa digilaJ replica. he saidII didnotInfringe Ihe copyrights of the contrIbutors Whose photographs had been
. preViOUsly published.
:

' ButBirch noted pointedly lIlat the National Geographic had secured a new copyright for theCO-ROM tlbrary. called
"The Complete Natfonal Geographlc"-an Indication thattneNalional Geographic Society considered illo bea new
worJ(, nota reprint.
Starr responded. "U's a newcopyrightable element, which is wltatmakes this a revision."
I

i The argument thatthe CD-ROM Iibral)' Isnodllferentthan microfilm has been one of the Nallonal Geographic'S key

I

arguments Inthe case because of language conlalned Inthe Supreme Courl's Tasinl decision.

Inthatcase, Justica Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrole fora 7·2maJorily thatelectronic dalabases, contra'Y to publishers'
asseruons, were not simply revised edllions ofpreviously pUbUshed works and. assuch, Infringed writer copyrights.

PA~O

'I And federal copyright law allows thefreelancer to benefit from newdemands for articles either "standing alone" (In
· electronIc dalabases) or aspartof a new collection.
I
i In Tasin!, lhe court rejected thatnotion that digital dalabases were akin to microfilm and mlcrofiche, writing that "The
publishers' analogy between lhe data~ses and microfilm and microfiche Iswanting,"

I

But publishers lalched onto Ginsburg'S SUbsequent statement, 'In the databases, unlike mIcrofilm, articles appear
disconnacted from lheirorlglrial context. Unlike the conversion of newsprlntto mlcrolllm, the transfer orarticles 10 tile
dalabases does notrepresent a mere converslen ofIntact periodicals (orrevisions ofperiodicals) from one medium
· toanother. The databases offer users Individual artldes, notIntact periodicals,'
Itwas thatdicta on which Birch's original opinion in Greenberg was overturned and on which the National
Geographic has rested its current case,
On thatbasis, Starr asserted Tuesday that If previously published works are faithfully reproduced-much asIhey
, appear on mlcroform-tIlen Tasinl does notfind a copyright has been infringed.

I. "(fraslnl does notapprove of mIcroform,' Starr said, "I am misreading Taslnl,"

r Taslnl was one orthe most widely watened copyright cases to reach the Supreme Court in years, Freelance authors
· ofarticles prevIously published in newspapers and magazines, led by writer Jonathan Tasinl, brought claims of
copyrlgnt inrringement against publishers and owners of electronic databases who had mado the articles widely
available via the lntemet, without paying adllitiorlal royalties.
Said Barkett "1lrnnk TBsinl does saythat."
Chief Judge J. L Edmondson also weighed in, saying hewas troubled that the digital library also contained computer
code and sortware thatmade II different than old copies orNational Geographic silting in hisfather's closet.
'Hera's the problem rhave: Edmondson said. -rhis thing can doa lot ofstuffthat thousands ofissues Inmyfather's
closet can't do. This thing is different.... At some point, I have to ask, 'Doesn't something stop beIng a revision and
become a new compilation?"
t

I Edmondson also naIad thatthe photo monlage fncluded In the dlgital6et "seems to be a different thIng" than faithfully

1
, reprinting the magazIne,

I· Judge Stanley Marcus wanted to know how the CD·ROM library differed from microform, ButStarr Insisted thatany
j difference Inthe two products "does nol matter as long as there Is conlllxtual conUnuity,"

I

.

,

Using Ginsburg's dicta ashis basis, Slair Insisted lIlatas long aswhat is presented to the user mirrors the prevlously
iIr acceptable
published !maDe, 'regardless of Iherobustness ofthe [digitaij search engine,' can be considered a revision
underfederal copyright lawrather Ihan a new work.
it

I

Greenberg was represented byMiami attorney Nonnan Davis, ofSquire, Sanders & Dempsey, who argued that
I federal oopyrlghtlaw permlls the reproducllon ofarticles wllhoutlnfringemenl only in limited cases.
)

ii suggested
LIke Marcus. Judge Susan H. Black pushed 10know how microform and the CD·ROM library dIffered. When Davis
the CD·ROM library was more marketable and more lucrative, Black replied, "The money answer doesn't
i helpalot:

I

I

When Davis Insisled that'lhe money argumenl" was a relevanl part 01 the debate. Birch suggestell thatthe copyright
publislling privileges musl be balanced "relative to economlc advantages. Its' kind oflikethe wriler's strike: hesaid
i referencing the recenl setUement between Hollywoodwcilers and producers over additional royalUes derived from
I digllalHbrar/es and Internet Web casts,
i.

!Birch also distinguished Greenberg from Tasinl, calling Tasini a 'disassembled case" where "they had Iaken apart the

I original work" and placed individual articles online. 'Wedon't have thaicase; Birch said. 'Wehave a different case."

I Greenberg, hesaid, 'is anassembly case'where pieces have been added toa previously published work rather Ihan
r having IhatWOIK dissected for indiVidual articles as was Ihecase In Taslnl.
Judge Charles R. Wilson appeared unconvlnced byDavis' argurnant, "it·s simply a dlgilal version of microfilm," he
said. "Alleasl, il sounds like that to me."

I And
Anderson wanted 10know Whether a new collecHoR of bound magazines as well asmicrofilm "would somehow
vIolate your cllent's [copyjrighrs?... Is il your position that a bound volume Is a new collective work?"
I

II

Ami hepressed DaVis about Slarr's argument: 'Youropponent Issuggestlng slrongly lhatlheSupreme Court in
Taslnl held Ihetmlcrofllm of lhe entire Natronal Geographic magazine Isprotected:

!, "I don't think {lIIe Supreme CourtJ held thai," Davis replied. 'j think they suggested II:
During Slart's rebuttal, Birch suggested lhal a revision. under Ihefederal copyright statute, had 10 be a revision ofan
Individual Issue, not an entire library of work.
i

Starr replied, 'You have fallen inlo error." citing Taslnl as'saying microfOllTlls a revision.'

;

i

When Anderson noted pointedly, 'ThatIsdicta: Starr replied, 'Ills guidance lhatlellsuslIIemeaning of revision:

! Sla" ReporlerR. Robtn McDonald can be reached at rmcClonald@a/m.com
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'I And federal copyright law allows thefroolancer to booofi! from newdemaods for articles either "slandlng alone" (In

I

electronic databases) or as partof a new col/ection,

.

!lln Tasini, the court rejected thatnoucn lhatdigital databases were akin to microfilm and microfiche, writing thai "The
publishers' analogy betweBn lhe databases and microfilm andmicrofiche Iswanllng."

•

! Bulpublishers latched on to Ginsburg's subsequent statement, 'In the databases, unlike rnlcrnfllm, articles appear
disconnected from lheirorIginal context. Unlike the conversion olnewspr{nl to microfilm, the transfer of articles to the
databases does notrepresent a mere conversion ofIntact periodicals (orrevisions ofperiodicals) from one medium
toanother. The databases offer users Individual articles, notIntact periodicals;
It was thatdicta onwhich Birch's original opinion in GreenberjJ wasoverturned and on which the Nalional
Geographic has rested its current case.

On lhatbasis, Starr asserted Tuesday that If previously published works arcfaithfully roproduced-much as they
, appear on mlcroform-lIlen Taslni does notfind a copyright has boon infringed.

II, "llTaslnl does notapprove of microform: Starr said, 'I am misroadinQ Taslnl.'
I Taslnl was one oflhe most widely watched copyright cases 10 reach the Supreme Court in years. Freelance autnors
i ofarticles previously published In newspapers and magazines, led bywriter Jonethan Taslnl, brought claims of

I

copyrlgltt infringement against publishors and owners of electronic databases who had mada the articles widely
available via the lntomet, without paying addition·al royaltles.

i Said Barkett: "i Ihink Tasini does sayIhat.'

Chief Judge J. L. Edmondson alsoweighed in,saying he was troubied that the digilallibrnry also contained computer
cede and software thatmade it different than old copies of National Geographic siUiog jo his father's closet.
"Here's the problem Jhave," Edmondson said. "This thino can doa lot ofslufflIlat thousands ofissues In myfathel'll
closet can't do, TIllsthlngls different.... At some polnl, I have 10 ask, 'Doesn't something slopbeIng a revlslon and
become a newcompilation?"
I

,

Edmondson also noled thatlhe photo montage Included In the digital set'seems to be a different tilIng' lhan faithfully
reprinting themagazIne.

Judge Slanley Marcus wanted to know how tho CO.-ROM library differed from microform. ButSlarrinslstod thai any
i! dlfferance
Inthe two products "does nolmatter as long as there is conloxtual conUnuity.'

..

Ginsburg's dlcta as his basis, Stair Insisted IIlatas long aswhat is presented to the usermrrors lhe previously
Ifi Using
published image, 'regardless of tho robustness of the [digilaij search engine," it can be considered e revision
acceptable underfederal copyrlghllaw rather Ihan a newwork.
\ Greenberg was represented by Miami attorney Norman Davis, of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, whoargued Ihat
J federal copyrighllaw permits the reproduction of articles wllhoutlnfrJogement only In limited cases.

:

i LIke Marcus, Judge Susan H. Black pushed to know how microform and !he CD·ROM library differed. When Davls

i!
!

suggested 1I1e CD·ROM library wasmore marketable and more lucrallve, Black replied, "The money answer doosn'l
helpalot:

When Davis Insisled thal'lhe money argument" was a relevant partof theoebate, Birch suggested thatlhe oopyright
publishing privileges must be balanced 'relalive to economIc advantages. Its' kInd oflikeIhe write~s strike," ho said
i referencing therecent selUement belween Hollywoodwriters andproducers over additional royalUes derived from
, digltallibrarles and Internet Web casts.
!

.

I Birch also distinguished Greenberg from Tasinl, calling Tasini a 'disassembled case" where "!hey hadtaken apartIhe

work'and placed individual artlctesonline. "We don'thave thaicase," Birch said. "We havea different case."
II original
Greenberg, he said, 'is anassembly case" where places have been added 10 a previously pubiished work ramer than

I

having thatwork dissected for individual arflcles as was lila case In Taslnl.

,
II

Judge Charles R.Wilson appeared unconvlnccd by Davis' argumenl. 'Il's simply a digital version of microfilm," he
said. "Atleast, it sounds like lhatto me."

i

And Anderson wanled to knowwhelher a new collecllan of bound magazines as well as microfilm "would somehow
vIolateyour cllenl's [copy]rillhl.s?... ls il yourposition thaia bound volume Isa newcolleclive work?"

Ii

And hepressed DaViS about Slarr's argumenl: 'Your opponent Issuggesllng slrongly thatthoSupreme Court in
Taslnl held thatmlcrofllm of the enUre National Geographic magazine Is protected:

I

i "I don't think ItheSupreme Court) heldthat," Davis replied. 'j thinkthey suggested It..
I

During Slart's rebuttal, Birch suggested thata revision, under Ihe fedoral copyright statate, had10 be a revision oran
lndivldualls5uo, notan entire library of work.
Starr replied, 'Youhave Iallen into error," oiling Taslill as 'saylllQ microform is a revision."
i
~

When Anderson noled pointedly, 'ThaI Is dlcla,'Starr replied, '11 Is lluldanco lhatlolls us Ihemeaning of revision"

I Sfaft ReporterR. Robin McDonald can be reached at rmcrfona/rf@alm.com
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I 1976 copyright law meets 21st century

I National Geographic andfreelance contrIbutors argue overhowto apply three-decade old law to digital
( rights

I By R.

Ro~ln

McDonald. St.ff Reporlor
Kennelh W. starr, rormer Independent counsel during Ihe Whitewaler
Investigation, hadbeen addressing lhe 11 th u.s, Circuit ccurt of Appeals en
bane for less than a mlnute Tuesday momlng when JudgeStanley F. Birtll Jr.
Interrupted,
"Mr. Slarr, we'mfamiliar with the facts, Let's getto the heart of fhlngs," he chided.
Starris represenliap the Nallonal Geographic Society in a nearly decado-lonq
baUie to market lha Naflonal Geographic rnagazlna archive as a CD-ROM library
wiUlout having to pay royalties to the rnasazlne's freelance contribulors. The case
is Greanberg Y. Nalionai Geographic Society, No. 05·16S64·U.

Kllnnalh starr represented
Nallonal Geographic Ina
i copyright dlspule wilh
I pholographers.
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Whilo the facls of Ihe case maybo known, courts have lemg wrestled wilh how to
applya 1976 copyright law to a medium that Congress couldn't have Imagined at
the time. Much 01 theargumenl in the case canters over comparing dlglLaI
conlent on DVDs and computer screens to a medium thai bareiyexists Intodays
world-microfilm. Cenlrallo the case is whether movint/ printed articles and
photos onto an electronic format is Just the modern equivalent of saving It on
microfilm and constitutes an acceptable revision, or whether it becomes a new
work.
In 2001, Birch authored an 11thCircuit opinion favoring phologfllpher Jerry
Greenberg thatfound the Nalional Geographic's digllal librarywasa newproduct
and therefore Infringed Greenberg's photo copyrights. One of those pnotcs,
originally printed as a magazine cover, wasalsoIncluded Inan anlmalad pholo
montage designed excluslveiy for the CDlibrary. Fellow judges Gerald D.Tjollat
andR.lanler Anderson ill concurred in lhat opinion.
ButlastJune, another 11thCIreult panel-;evlsiting a second appeal of
Greenberg-reversed Birch. Judge David G. Trager, visiDng from NewYork's znd
Circuit, wrolethatopinion In COncurrence wi1l111th Circuit Judge Rosemary
Barkelt andSenior Judge Phyllis A. Kravltch, saying that the U.S. Suprema
Court's 2001 ruling In New YorkTimes v, Tasnl, 533 U.S. 233, contradicted
Birch's 2001 analysIs anddictated a ruling Ihat favored Nalional Geographic.

~ Emaillll§J Reprints

Inreversing Birch, Trager also resolved a lonc-slanding conflict between Ihe111h
Circuit andthe 2nd CirClJit overtheriChts orNational Geogfilpl,ic's contdbutors,
The conflicUng opinions stemmed from cases brought by writers claiming copyrlghtlnlrlngement who had challenged
National Geographic In thoznd Circuil; and photosraphors in !he 11th CirculI.

As a digllal replica, he saidII did notinlringe lhe copyrights orlhe contrlbuton; whose phOtOgfilphs hadboen
prevIously published,
.
ButBirch noted pointedly lhatlhe National GeographiC had secured a new copyright for lhe CD·ROM library, called
"The Complete National Geographlc"-an Indication that theNational Geographic Sodetyconsidered It to be a new
., work, not a reprint.

i

!
I

,i

! Starr responded.
"Irs a newcopyrightable element, which Iswhat makes this a revision.'
.
I Tho argumontlhallhe CD·ROM library Isno dillerentlhan mlcroUlm has been one or the National Geollraphic's koy
arguments Inihe case becauso 01 language contalned lnlhe Supreme Court's Tosinl docision.
In that case, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrole fora 7·2 maJorlty thatelectronic databases contrary 10 publishers'
asserucns, werenot simply tlwised ediliolls orprevIously published works and. assuch, inlringed writer copyrights.
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Wednesday, February 27,2.008
1976 copyright law meets 21st century
National Geographic aM freelance contributors argue overflow to apply three-decade oldlaw to digital
rights

I By R. Robin McDonald. sen Reporter

I 'j~rJ~l!ii~~='''::::::,,::,,::'''''''::'''';''''::
1'::1'

Kenneth W. Slarr, former Independent counsel during the Whitewater
tnvestigallon, hadbeen addressing l11e 11th U.S. Circuit Courtof Appeals en
banc for less than a minute Tuesday momlng when JUdge Stanley F. BirctlJr,
interrupted.
"Mr. Starr, we're familiar with the facts, Let's get to the heart eX thIngs; he Chided.
Starris represen5ng the Na50nal Geographic Society in a nearly decade-long
bailie to market the National Geographic magazine alChive as a CD-ROM IibJary
wi!llouthaving to pay royalties to the magazine's freelance contributors, Thecase
is Greenberg v. National Geographic Society, No.05-16964-U.

I Kenneth starrrepresented
Nallonal Geographic Ina
1 copyright dlspule with
pholographen;.
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While the facts olthe case maybe known, courts havelong wrestled with how to
apply a 1976 copyright law toa medium that Congress couldn't have Imagined at
the time. Much of theargument in the case centers over comparing digital
conlenton DVDs and computer screens to a medium thai barelyexists Intoday's
world-microlilm. Central to the case is whether moving printed articles and
photos onto an eJectronlcformal lsjust the modern equivalent of savIng It on
microfilm and consliMes an acceptable revision. or whether it becomes a new
Work.
In2001, Birch aulhorod an 11th Circuit opinion favoring photogrepher Jerry
Greenberg thatfound the National Geographic'S digilallibrarywas a newproduct
and therefore infringed Greenberg's photo copyrights. One of those photos,
originally printed as a magazine cover, was alsoIncluded Inan animated photo
montage designed exclusively for the CD library. Fellow judgesGerald B, Tjonat
and R.lanler Anderson III concurred in lIlat opinion.
ButlastJune, another 11111 Circulipanel-revisiting a second appeal of
Greenberg-reversed Birch. JUdge David G. Trager, visiting from NewYork's znd
CirCUit, wrote thaIopInion in concurrence with 11thClrcuit Judge Rosemary
Barkett andSenior Judge Phyllis A. Kravitch, saying that the U.S.Supreme
Court's 2001 ruling In NewYorkTimes v, Taslnl, 533 U.S. 233, contradicted
Birch's 2001 analysis anddictated a ruling that favored National Geographic.

,'''''

PAGEa
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On Tuesday, Starr argued that the U.S. Supreme Court's Tasinl opinion expanded Ihe definltjoo ora revision 10
danota "a newversion." The CD-ROM archive, he argued, was a newdigital version Ihalfaithfully reproduced Ihe
published magazines andwas "Ihe modern version of m1crororm."
Asa digital replica, he said It did notinfringe lhe copyrighls oflhe contribulon; whOSe phologmphs had been
prevIously published.
ButBirch noted pointedly lhatlhe National Geographic had secured a new copyright for the CD-ROM library, called
. "The Complele National Geographlc"-an Indication that the National Geographic Soclely considered It to bea new
: work, nota reprint,

!
I

! Starr responded. "II's a new copyrightable element, which is what makes this a revision."

I

I The argument thai the CD-ROM Iiblary IsnodUferent than microfilm has been one or (he Natlonal Geollraphlc's key
i arguments In Ihe case because of language contained In the Supreme Court's TasinJ decision.
i

Inthatcase, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote fora 7.2maJorlly thaieleclronlc databases, contrary to publishers'

,I assanlons, were notsimply ravlsed editions orpreviously published works and. asSUch, Infmged writer cDpyrighls.

'\

I,

And federal copyright lawallows lila freelancer t!l benefit from newdemands for articles either "standing alone" (In
electronic databases) or as partof a newcolleclion.
'

!

InTasini, Ihe court rejected thatnotion thatdigital databases were akin to micromm and microfiche, writing that"The
publishers' analogy between thedatabases and microllim andmicroliche Iswanting."

ii'

•

! But publishers latched on to Ginsburg's subeequent statement, "Inthe databases, unlike microfilm, articles appear
disconnected from their original context. Unlike the conversion of newsprint to microfilm, the transfer of articles to the
databases does notrepresent a mere conversion ofIntact periodicals (orrevisions ofperiodicals) from one medium
10another. The databases offer users IndiVidual articles, notIntact periodicals."
It was thatdicta onwhich Birch's original opinion in Greenberg was overturned and onwhich the National
Geographic has rested ils current case.

Onthatbasis. Starr asserted TueSday thatIf previOusly published works are faithfully reproduced-much as they
appear an microform-than Taslni does notfind a copyright has been infringed.

1

I

'If Taslnl does natapprove of microform," Starr said, "I am misreading Tasinl,"

! Tasln! was one of the mostwidely watched copyright cases 10 reach the Supreme Court in years. Freelance authors
I of articles previously published In newspapers and magazines, led by writer Jonathan Taslnl, brought claims of
copyrigtJl infringement against publishers and owners of electronic databases Who had mado tho articles widely
available via the Intemet, withoul paying additional royaities.

: Said Barkett "I think Tasini does saythat."
"
Chief Judge J. L Edmondson alsoweighed in,saying he was troubled thatthe digilailibrary alsocontained computer
code and software thatmade it different than old copies of National Geographic silting in hisfather's closet.
I

°Here's the problem r have," Edmondson said. "This thing can doa lot of sluff that thousands ofissues In myfalhers
closet can't do,This thing Is different, ... At some painI, I have to ask, 'Doesn't something stop beIng a revision and
become a newcompilation?"
t

! EdmondSon also noted thatthephoto montage Included In thedigital set "seems to bea different thIng" than faithfully

1
, reprinting the magazine.

,
!

Judge Stanley Marcus wanted to know how tho CD·ROM library differed from microform. ButStarr insisted thatany

i difference Inthe two products 'doesnol mattor as long asthere is conl£lxtual continuity."

I

-,

Ginsburg's dicta as his basis, Stair Insisted
as long aswhat is presented to the usermirrors the previously
iI Using
published image, "regardless the robustness of the [digitaij search engine,"ll can be considered a revision
acceptable under federal copyright lawrather Ihan a newwork.
lhat

of

,i

.

I

Greenberg wasrepresenled by Miami attomey Norman Davis, of Squire, Sandem & Dempsey, who argued that
I federal copyright law permlls the reprodudlon or articles without Infringement only In fimiled cases.
:
j LIke Marcus, Judge Susan H. Black pushed to know how microform and the CD·ROM IIDrary dllfered. When Davis
i suggested lI1e CD·ROM library wasmore marketable and more lucrative, Black replied, "The money answer doesn't
halpalot,"

i
I

When Davis Insisled that"the money argument" was a relevant part of thedebate, Birch suggested thatthe copyright
publishing privileges must be balanced "relative to ecooomlc advantages. Its'kind oflikeIhewriter's strike: he said
i referencing Iherecent setUement belween Hollywoodwrilem andproducers over additional royalUes derived from
, digltallibrarles and lnternet Web casts,
l

.

!I

Birch also disllngulshed Greenberg fromTasinl, calling Tasini a "disassembled case" where "they hadIaken apart the
original work" and placed individual articles online. "We don'thave thaI case," Birch said. "We have a different case."
I Greenberg, he said, "isanassembly case" VvtJere pieces have been added 10 a previously published work rather than
having Ihalwork dissected for individual articles aswas lIle case In Taslnl.

I

II

Judge Charles R. Wilson appeared unconvlnced by Davis' argument. "It's simply a digital version of microfilm," he
said. "Atleast, it sounds likeIhallo me."

i

I

And Anderson wanled 10 know whether a new colleclion of bound magazines as well as microfilm "would somohow
vIOlate your cllenl's [coPyjrillhls?... Is it your position that a bound volume Isa new coUeclive work?"

II

And hepressed DaVis about Starr's argument; 'Your opponent IssUllgesUng strongly thattheSupreme Court in
Taslnl held thatmlcrofllm of Ihe entire Natronal Geographic magazine is protected,"
"I don't think {the Supreme Courtj held that," Davis replied. "I thinkthay suggested il'"
During Starr's rebuttal, Birch suggesled thata revision, undor the fedoral copyright statute, had10 be a revlslon of an
Individual Issue, notan entire library of work.

i Starr replied, "You have fallen into error," citing Taslnl as "saying microform Is a revision,"
i

! When Anderson nolad polnledly, "That Is dlcla: Starr replied, "It Is guidance thatlells us themoaning of revision."

l SlaffReporterR. Robin MoDona/a canbe reachea at rmcrJone/d@a/m.com
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Publishers Ask Court For Permission To File
Briefs In Greenberg v. National Geographic
By Mickey H. Osterreicher, Esq.
BUFFALO, NY (November 2, 200l) - In a move that brings together some of the same actors from The
New York TimeS v. Tasinl case, a group of high-profile publishers and media corporations have sought
permission from ti,e 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta to file armcus (fnend~f-lhe-court) briefs
in the case Greenberg v. N"tional GeographiC Society (NGS).

The group asKing the court for amicus penmission includes the Gannett Co. Inc., Hearst Corp., Time InC,
Newsweek lnc., The Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune Co, Forbes, Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia, Playboy Enterprises Inc., Duke University Press and Johns Hopkins University Press, The
New York Times Oo., along with a number of academic journal" and national library associations.
The full 11th Circuit is scheduled to hear oral arguments between during tne week of February 25, 2008.
NGS had previously asked the United States Supreme Court to resolve conmcting opinions issued in the
11th Circuit (wnich ruled against NGS) and the 2nd Circuit (which nnec in favor of NGS) but the High
Court refused to grant a petition for certiorari (review). That refusal let stand the two opposite rulings one holding that current copyright iaw permits a publisher to create revisions of existing works and/or to
reproduce a collective work In a new format (such as electronically or on " CD-ROM) even if some new
material has been added to the product, without permission by (and compensation to) the freelance
photograpners and/or writers who created the original work - the other holding that a pubusher must first
obtain cerrrsssron Of those confributors before they can create such works.
The first suit was commenced in federal district court in New YorK in 1997 by photographers Douglas
FaUlkner, Louis Psihoyos, and Fred Ward (Faulkner v. National Geographic Association) after NGS
produced and sold a 30-disc CD-ROM set called 'The Complete National Geographic" (CNG) It was a
digital version of ail the past issues of National Geographic magazine going back 108 years. The
CD-ROM's contained copies of the magazine's pages exactly as they were published in print, displayed
two pages at a time and in the same order as tha original magazine, along with a new introduction and a
program that allowed users to search for specific content. The second case began in federal district court
in Atianta in 1998 and was commenced by photographer Jeffrey Greenberg (Greenberg v. National
Gaographlc Society, et al) (referred to as Greenberg I) based on the same underlYing facts.
In both cases, the plaintifft, alleged that NOS violated secncn 201c 01 the Copyright Act because it did
not obtain their permission to use these works oiher than in the original pUblication. The New York Court
found for the defendant, NGS, holding that there was no copyright violation because it ceerneo the CNG
compilation to be an allowable revrsion of the original printed publicaticns in electronic format. The
federal district court in Georgia also ruled in fevor of NGS, relying on the 1997 decisioo in New York
district court in the watershed case of Tasinl v. New York Times Co. The Tasini lower court had held that
the re-use of freeiance wr'ters' work on databases and CD-ROMs without their express perrnisston did not
constltuta a copyright infringemont. The rulings in both Faulkner and Greenberg I went up for appeal
Greenberg I was heard first. In March 2001, a three judge panel of the t tth Circuit Court of Appeals in
Atlanta, GA, reversed the lower court ruling lhat new content in the CD-ROM (including the introduction
and the ability to search) did indeed infringe on the COPyright of photographer Jeffrey Greenberg It held
that NGS had "created a new product, in a new medium, for a new market that far transcends any
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the CO.ROM NGS stopped selling it and appealed.
Confusing the mailer even further Is how a different three judge panei in 11th Circuit ruled in June of this
year. Citing Justice Ruth Bader Ginsber{j's language in her majority opinion in laslni they reversed the
Greenberg I ruling in favor of NGS in a decision now referred to as Greenberg Ii. In deciding Greenberg
II the 11th Circuit panel adopted language similar to the 2nd Circuit decision in Faulkner, holding that tne
Supreme Court in Tasiru had given 'tacit approval" to microform-like (microfilM & microfiche) compilations
and therefore "the relevant question is whether the original context of the collective work has been
preserved [or not) in the revision." In a fmal iegal twiSt, the full11ih Circuit vacated Greenberg II,
agreeing to hear the case en banc (by the full court) neJ<l year.
Relying on the distinction made by the Tasini Court between the Inter-active, searchable nature of an
electronic database yielding stand-alone articles and photos versus the intact, original context of the
collective work as preserved in microform: the publishers have asseited that a CO-ROM is nothing more
than an eiectronic version of those traditional storage media, accurately and identicaily reproducing
whole periodical lib,aries in their original form and conteJ<l and thus not infringing on the copyrights of
those contributors (photographers, writers, ete.) whose work was part of the original publication.
It is that evolving capability of digital reproduction and dissemination that is the underlying argument of
the publishers' amicus briefs submitted in Greenburg. In Tasmi the publishers first argued (and lost) that
there was no differe~ce between microfdmlmicrofiche copies and their searchable databases. Now they
assert in their Greenberg papers that the CD-ROM compilation is an exact electronic replica of the
original publications So strongly do tMy believe in that analogy that many of them have created and
marketed their entire collection on CD-ROM, It is no wonder that these woups are suoporting NGS in its
court case when Ihey have "Playboy Cover to Cover' and "The Complete New Yorker: 80 Years of the
Nation's Greatest Magazine" (10 name but two) on sale for $100.00 and $125.00 respectively.
Because the court in Greenberg I found that the software (which is itself protected by copyright) used to
create and access these electronic replicas was another factor In determining that the CO·ROM was a
new work ard not just a revision of an old one, the publishers atso arglle that as long as the software
allows users to view the copyrightable work In Its original context then the software is "irrelevant" to the
copyright question
The publishers also make the same economic argument !t',at they did (and lost) in Tasin< - that if
required to re-negotiate rights and payment questions with the contributors to the original work - that
they will be ',eld up for ransom 0' otherwise have to redact the new compilation so as not to be in
Violation if they do not come to an agreement. In dismissing Ihe parade cf horribles outlined by the
publishers In Tasini, Justice Ginsburg noted, "It bears reminder here and throughout that these
publishers and all ctners can protect their interests by private contract~al arrangement."
We must now wall 10 see how the enUre 11th Circuit decides th,s veryJmportant copyright issue given
that its smaller panets issued conflicting decisions. Ccnsidering the magnitude for Improved or eroded
copynght protection it will be Interesting to see if this case makes its way tc the Supreme Court given
their refusal to grant cert on two separate occasions
.
It i~ also unfortunate to note that as of this date no one has sought leave to file an amicus brief on
behalf of ti'e Plaintiff/Appellee (Mr. Gffienberg) and the tiMe may have passed to do so. Another
Interesting note Is that Kenneth W. Stal'1' (formerly of the Office anile Independent Counsel, author of
the Starr Report, which leo to President William Jefferson Clinton's impeachment proceedings on
oharges arising from the MOllica Lewinsky investigation) Is lhe lead counsel for NGS.

Osterreicher is the genera! counsel for NPPA and a member of the New York
State Bar Association Media Law Committee. He has bee« a photojournalist
(or over thirty years, having covered hundreds of court proceedings.
ostetrecne: help"d draft the NPPA Amicus brief to the New York Slate Court
ot Appeals in support of cameras in the courtroom in Court TV v New Yorl< in
200!;'
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privilege of revision or other mere reproduction envisioned in the" Copyright Act. With that reversal the
11th Circuit Court panel sent the case back to the iower court to decide how much Greenberg should be
paid in damages. Legal analysis at the time noted that the fact that NGS had applied for, and received,
a copyright for the CO-ROM - claiming it as new work - figured heavily in the 11th Circuit Co.m's written
opinion.
It is important to note that tl1e circuit court decision in Greenberg I was rendered shortly before the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down its own decision in Tasini That case was the result of a SUit brou~ht by ?f
the National Wrilers Union against The New York Times Company, Newsday 1M., Time lnc., l.exis/Nexte,
and UniverSity Microfilms tnc., claiming copyright violation regarding the electronic reuse of work
produced and sold on a freelance basis. On appeal, the 2nd Circuit Court in New York in Tasini had
overturned the 1997 federal district court decision. finding that the re-use of freelance writers' wcrk on
databases and CD-ROMs without their express permission constituted a copyrignt infringement.
The zno Circuit in Tasini held that the Copyright Act did not authorize lhe copying, reproduction and
distribution of "articles standing alone and not in context' or "as part of that particular collective work to
which the author (originally) contributed" or "as part of ... any revision" lhereof, or "as part of ,. any later
collective work in the same series"
After the 2nd Circuit Court's 'uling in favor of the writers, the same group of puoushers that are now
seeking to file briefs in Greenberg appealed Tasini to the Supreme Court which in June 2001 upheld the
2nd Circuit's mllr,g by a 7-2 majority, That decision meant that in the absence of a written contract, a
freelancer automatica.ly retains the electronic rights to their printed work under the Copynght Act of
1976.
The findings in Tasini also began to distinguish methods of reproduction (print, microform, electronic
database). "Whereas microforms 'represent a mere conversion of intact periodicals (or revlsions of
periodicals) from one medium to another,' the databases offered users [in Tasinij articles in isolation
absent their contex1 in intact collective works:'
On March 4, 2005, following the same legal labyrinth as Tasin;, the 2nd C.ireuit Court in New York upheld
the district court ruling in Faulkrer. JUdge Ralph K Winter found in favor of NGS because the "transfer
of work from one media to another generally does not alter its character fo.rcopyr'ght purposes"
This leads to the important distinction betWeen Tasini and the cases of Faulkner and Greenberg. In
Tasini the user of a database was presented with the authors' work On8 piece at a time - out of context
from how it was originally published - and on a page by itself as a piece of material returned as the
result of a database search: ",hereas the NGS CO-ROM set retains the material's original presenlalion
page by page while staYing in context and in sequence, being vieliVed as an electronic "replica" of the
magazine.
Thus it can be suggested that, whereas the holdings In Tasini represent what is not allOWable under
copyrigi,t law, Faulkner sets forth what is allowable. A key factor and cons.stent with the 2nd Circuit Court
rulings in both cases is that the standard for reView centers around how It'e materials are "presented to,
and perceptible by, the user;" whereas the Greenberg I courtlocused on how NGS put its new
compilation together (e.g., containing separately copyrightable components, such as a moving image
introduction, the dig~al replica of the magazines and software for search capabilities).
The 2nd CircUifs decision In Faulkner in favor of NGS was based onthe court's View that the digital
pages were displa)ed to viewers exactly as they had been displayed in print, without changes or
modifications, and within the original context of each other, so that they were exact duplicatas of the
original magazines - and fherefore amounted to being no more t~an a reviSion.
Converseiy, the key to the 11th Circuit's 2001 decision in Greenberg I was the tact that the judges there
viewed the CD-ROM as: (1) the e.riginal work of a new author (the act of compiling the issues into one
venue, and addinq new features), (2) that they were presented in a new medium (electronic instead of in
print) and (3) were being sold to a elflerent market, therefore making the set a "new product". Based on
those lindings the court found that NGS had indeed committed copyrightinfringernent by failing to obtain
permission for its digital use of the photographs in question. In 2004, p~r~uant to that ruling, a jury
awarded Greel1berg $400,000.00 in damages. Weighing that award against the $120.00 sale price of
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cdditicn to entirely unauthorized image use, reuse of images beyond the scope of the original licensing agreement is a
prcruineut issue in the business ot" stock licensing. The best-publicized, precedent-setting case of this nature is 1997's Tasini v.
The New York Times. After a series of appeals. the newspaper lost to the freelance writer, \vith the court deciding that republishing
copyrighted work in a database, outside of the original publication's context and without permission or compensation. constituted
infringement.
[0

Another landmark case thou wilt affect how fmag~ry 1:) reused, Greenberg v. National Geographic Society. is currently moving
closer to final resolution. The general counselor the National Press Photographers Association, Mickey H, Ustcrreicher, has
penned an i il,dl';i{l; hut IlL; ;1.. 1;111 ~I,:,l:.":': 'lull IIIl' of the issues. In this lawsuit, photographer J~o'Y Greenberg sued the magazine
publisher tn 1997 for reproducing hIS images em a compilation CD, Greenberg SUjS he hceosed lhe images fer use in the print
edition, and the CD is an entirely new product. The publisher argues that the CD.is a revision. hence docs not constitute either a
new product or an infringement.

The V.S. courts' decisions in [hi~ case ran only be described as vacillating. Thus far, various divisions have ruled for both sides
and subsequently vacated these decisions. Currently. the case is pending a new, supposedly final hearing by all 12 judges of the
l Ith Circuit COUll of Appeals. Norsurprisingly. publishing giants including Gannett, H~(.sL. Timt;" Newsweek, forbes and a long
list of others have sought permission to file amicus (friend-of-the-court) bnets arguing the C~;6>~ ot' NUS.

"h is also unfortunate to !)01.(: that as of this date no one has sought leave to filc; an arnicas br-ef on behalf of the Ptalnutf/Appeltec
(Mr. OJeeuberg), and UtI;) time may have passed to do so," comments Ostcrreicher, it iu i~.::Ieed surprising thcr in ill) industry thl1t
stands to lose revenue. should the court side with the publisher. neither leading companies nor advocacy groups have gotten
invotvcd.
This ':'JltJ"y W~ posted OD Su.rday, Novemoer 4th. 2007.i}( 10:30 pm end is Filed under COEllijh:nlmv. Yell can I'ollo,.,.- any f(:SPCJfiSCfl to this "ntrYlhr~lllgl:>
the i~ .... S z.o teed. You can l~~:~~, (If ~lrom your own site.
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Publishers Ask CoiJrt For Permission To File
Briefs In Greenberg v. National Geographic
By Mickey H. Osterreicher, Esq.
BUFFALO, NY (November 2. 2001) - In a move that brings together some of the same actors lrom The
New YorK Times v. Tasml case. a group of high-profile publishers and media corporations have sough:
permission from the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta to file arrucus (tnend-of-tne-court) briefs
'
in the case Greenberg v. National Geographic Society (N.GS).
The group asKing the court for amicus permission includes the Gannett Co. Inc., Hearst Corp., Time IIlC.,
Newsweek Inc .. The Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune Co., Forbes, Martha Stewart living
Orrmimcdia, Playboy Enterprises Inc .. Duke University Press and Johns Hopkins University Press, The
New York Times Co.• along with a number of academic journal" and national library associations.
The full 11th Circuit is scheduled 10 hear oral arguments between during tl1e week of February 25, 2008.
NGS had previously asked the United States Supreme Court to resolve conflicting opinions issued in the
11til CirCUit (wl-,ich ruled against NGS) and the 2nd Circuit (which ruled in !avor of NGS) but the High
Court refused to grant a petition tor certiorari (review). That refusal let stand the two opposite rulings one holding that current copyright law permits a publisher to create revisions of existing worKs and/or to
reproduce a collective work in a new format (such as electrc·nlcally or on a CD-ROM) even if some new
material has been added to the product, without permission by (and compensation to) the freelance
phctoqrapners and/or writers Who created the original work - the other holding that a publisher must first
obtain permission of those c9ntributors before they can create such works.
The first SUitwas commenced in federai district court in New York in 1997 oy photographers Douglas
FaUlkner, Louis Psihoyos, and Fred Ward (Faulkner v. National Geographic Association) after NGS
produced and sold a 3D-disc CD-ROM set called 'The Complete National Geographic" (CNG) It was a
digital version of a!1 the past issues of National Geographic magazine going back 108 years. The
CD·ROM's contained copies of the magaZine's pages exactiy as they were published in print, displayed
two pages at a tima and in the same order as the original magazine, along with a new introduction and a
program that allowed users to search for specific content. The second case began in federal dislJict court
in Atlanta in 1998 and was commenced by photographer Jeffrey Greenberg (Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society. et al) (referred to as Greenberg I) based on the same underlYing facts.
In both cases, the plaintiffs alleged that NGS violated Section 201c of the Copyright Act because it did
not obtain their permission to use these works other than in the original pubucatto», The New YorK Court
found for the defendant, NGS, holdin9 that there was no copyright violation because it ceerneo the CNG
compilation to be an ailowable revision of the original printed publications in electronic format. The
federal district court in Georgia also ruled in favor ot NGS, relying on the 1997 decisiOn In New York
district court in the watershed case of Taslnl v. New York Times Co. The Tasini lower court had held thai
the re-use of freelance wr'ters' work on databases and CD-ROMs without their express permission did not
constitute a copyright infringement. The rulings in both Faulkner and Greenberg I went up for appeal.
Greenberg I was neero first. in March 2001. a three judge panel 01 the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals in
Atlanta, GA, reversed the lower court ruling thai new content in the CD-ROM (including the introduction
and the ability 10 search) did indeed infringe on the copyright of photographer Jeffrey Greenberg It held
thai NOS had 'created C! new product. in a new medium, lor a new market tnat far transcends any
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.,
privilege of revision or other mere reproduction envisioned In the" Copyright Act. With that reversal the
11th Circuit Court panel sent the case back to the iower court to decide how much Greenberg should be
paid in damages. Legal analysts at the time noted that the fact that NGS had applied for, and received.
a copyright for the CD-ROM - claiming it as new work - figured heavily in the 11th Circuit Court's written
opmion,
It is important to note that the circuit court decision in Gre"nb"rg I was rendered shortly before the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down its Qwn deci~ion InTasini, That case was til" result of a suit orou~ht by ?f
the National Writers Union against The New York Times Company. Newsday Inc., Time Inc., LeXls/Nexls,
and University Microfilms Inc., claiming copyright violation regarding the electronic reuse of work
produced and sold on a freelance basis. on appeal, the 2nd Circuit Court.in New York in Tasini had
overturned the 1997 fed"ral district court decision, finding that the re-use of freelance writers' work on
databases and CD-ROMs without their express permission constituted a copyright infringement.
The 2nd Circuit in Tasini held Ihal the Copyright Acl did not authorize the copying, reproduction and
distribution of 'articles standing alone andnot in context' or "as part of that particular collective work 10
which Ihe author (originally) contributed' or 'as part of ... any revision' thereof, or "as part of ... any later
colleclive work in the same series"
After the 2nd Circuit Court's ruling in favor of the writers. the same group of puonsners that are now
seeking to file bdefs in Greenberg appealed Tasini to the Supreme Court which in ~une 2001 upheld the
2nd Circuit's ruling by a 7-2majori\y. Thai decision meant that In the absence of a written contract. a
freelancer automatically retains the eleclronic rights to their printed work under the Copyright Act of

1976.
The findings in Tasini also began to distingUish methods of reproduction (print, microform, electronic
database). "Whereas microforms 'represent a mere conversion of intact periodicals (or revisions of
periodlcels) from one medium to anomer,' the databases offered users {In Tasini] articles in isolation
absent their context in Intact collective. works."
On March 4, 2005, following the same legal labyrinth as Tasim, the 2nd CirCUit Court in New York upheld
Ihe district court ruling in Faulkner. Judge Ralph K. Winter found in favor of NGS because the "transfer
of work from one media to another generally does not alter its character for copyright purposes."
This leads to the important distinction between Tasini and the cases of Faulkner and Greenberg. In
Taslnl the user of a database was presented with the authors' work one piece at a time - out of context
from how it was originally published - and on a page by itself as a piece .of material returned as Ihe
result of a database search; whereas the NGS CD-ROM set retains the rnaterial's original presentation
page by page while staying in context and In sequence, being viewed as an electronic "replica" of the
magazine.
Thus it can be suggested that, whereas the hOkiings In Tasini represent what is not allowable under
copyright law, Faulkner sets forth what is allowable. A key factor ami consistent with the 2nd Circuit Court
rulings in Doth cases is that the standard for review centers around how the materials are 'presented to,
and perceptible by. the user;" whereas the Greenberg I court focused on h.ow NGS putIts new
compilation together (eg., containing separataly copyrightable components, such as a mOVing image
introduction, the digital replica of the magazines and software for search capabilities),
The 2nd Circuit's decision in Faulkner in favor of NGS was based on the court's view that the digital
pages were displayed to viewers exactly as they had been displayed in print, without changes or
modifications, and Within the original context of each ether, so thet they were exact duplicates of the
original magazines - and therefore amounted to being no more than a revision.
Conversely, Ihe key to the 11th Circuit's 2001 decision in Greenberg I was the tact that the judges there
viewed the CD-ROM as: (1) the original work of a new author (the act of compiling the issues into one
venue, and adding new features), (2) that they were presented in a new medium (electronic instead of in
print) and (3) were being sold to a different market, therefore making the set a 'new product". Based on
those findings the court found that NGS had indeed committed copyright infringement by failing to obtain
permission for its digital use of the photographs in question. In 2004, pursuant to thatruling, a jury
awarded Greel1berg $400,000.00 in damages. Weighing that award against the $120.00 sale price of
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the CD-ROM NGS stopped selling it and appealed.
Confusing the matter even further is how a different three judge panel in 11th Circuit ruled in June of this
year. Citing Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg's language in her majority opinion in Tasini they reversed the
Greenberg I ruling in favor of NGS in a decision now referred to as Greenberg Ii. In deciding Greenberg
lithe 11th Circuit panel adopted language similar to the 2nd Circuit decision in Faulkner, holding that tne
Supreme Court in Tasiru had given 'tacit approval" to microform-like (microfilm & microfiche) compilations
and therefore "the relevant question is whether the original context of the collective work has been
preserved lor not] in the revision:' In a fmellegal twist, the full 11th Circuit Vacated Greenberg II,
agreeing to hear the case en bane (by !he full court) next year.
Relying on the distinction made by the Tasini Court between the inter-active, searchable nature of an
electronic database yielding stand-alone articles and photos versus the intact, original context of the
collective work as preserved in microform; the publishers have assetted that a CD-ROM is nothing more
than an electronic version of those traditional storage media, accurately anct identical!y reproducing
whole periodical libraries in their original form and context and thus not infringing on the copyrights of
those contributors (photographers, writers, etc.) whose work was part 0: the original publication.
It is that evol'/ing capability of digital reproduction and diesernmanon that is the underlying argument of
the PUblishers' amicus briefs submitted in Greenburg. In Tasini the publishers first argued (and lost) that
there was no difference between microfilmJmicrofiche copies. and their searchable databases. Now they
assert in their Greenberg papers that the CD-ROM compilation is an exact electronic replica of the
original publications So strongly do they believe in that analogy that many of them have created and
marketed their entire collection on CO-ROM. It is no wonder that these groups are suoporting NGS in its
court case When they have "Playboy COVer to Cover" and "The Complete New Yorker: 80 Years of the
Nation's Greatest Magazine" (to name but two) on sale for $100.00 and '$125.00 respectiveiy.
Because the court in Greenberg i foune that the software (WhiCh is itself protected by copyright) used to
create and access these electronic replicas was anomer factor in determining that the CD-ROM was a
new work al'd not just a revision of an old one, the publishers also argue that as long as the software
allows users to view the copyrightable work in its original context then the software is "irrelevant" to the
COPyright question
The publishers also make the same economic argument that they did (and lost) in Tasint - that if
required to re-negotiate rights and payment questions with the contributors to the original work - that
they will be held up for ransom or otherwise have to redact the new compilation so as not to be in
violation if they do not come to an agreement. In dismissing the parade cf horribles outlined by the
publiShers in Tasini, Justice Ginsburg noted, 'It bears reminder here and throughout that these
publishers and all ethers can protect their Interests by private contractual arrangement."
We must now wail to see how the entire 11th Circuit decides thrs very important copyright issue given
that its smaller panels issued conflicting decisions. Considering the magnitude for Improved or eroded
copynght protection it will be interesting to see if this case makes its way to the Supreme Court given
their refusal to gram cert on two separate occasions.
It is also unfortunate to note that as of this date no one has sought leave to tile an amicus oriel on
behalf of tbe Plaintiff/Appellee (Mr. Greenoerg) and the lime may have passed to do so. Anotber
interesting note is that Kenneth W. Starr (formerly of the Office of the Independent Counsel, author of
the Starr Report. which leo to President William Jefferson Clinton's impeachment proceedings on
charges arising from the Monica Lewinsky investigation) is the lead counsel for NGS.

Osterreicher is the general counsel for NPPA and a member of the New Yor«
State Bar A:;sociation Media Law Committee. He has been a photofoumelisl
(or over thirty years, having covered hundreds of court proceedingS.
osterrecner helpf'ld draft the NPPA Amicus brief to the New York State Court
of Appeals in support of cameras in the courtroom in Court TV v New York in
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Publishers Ask .Court For Permission To File
Briefs In Greenberg v. National Geographic
By Mickey H. Osterreicher, Esq.
BUFFALO, NY (November 2, 2.00I) - In a move that brings together some of the same actors tram The
New York Times v. Taslnl case, a group of high-profile publishers and media corporations have sough:
permission from the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta to file armcus (fnenc-ot-the-court) briefs
in the case Greenberg v. National Geographic Society (NGS).
The group asKing the court for amicus permission includes the Gannett Co. Inc., Hearst Corp., Time IIlC,
Newsweek Inc.. The Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune Co, Forbes, Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia, Playboy Enterprises lnc., Duke University Press and Johns Hopkins University Press, The
New York Times Co., along with a number of academic journals and national library associations.
The full 11th Circuit is scheduled to hear oral arguments between during the week of February 25, 2008.
NGS had preViously asked the United States Supreme Court to resolve conflicting opinions tssueo in the
1', ttl Circuit (which ruled against NGS) and the 2nd Circuit (Which ruled in 'avor of NGS) but the High
Court refused to grant a petition for certiorari (review). That refusal let stand the two apposite rulings one holding that current copyright law permits a publisher to create rev.stons of existing works and/or to
reproduce a collective work in a new format (such as electrcnlcally or on CI CD-ROM) even if some new
material has been added to the product. without permission by (and compensation to) the freelance
photograpners and/or writers Who created the original work - the other holding that a pUblisher must first
obtain permission of those contributors befOre they can create such works.
The first suit was commenced in federal district court in New YorK In 1997 oy photographers Douglas
FaUlkner, Louis Psihoyos, and Fred Ward (Faulkner v. National Geographic Association) after NGS
produced and said a 3D-disc CD-ROM set called 'The Complete National Geographic" (CNG) It was a
digital version of all the past issues of National Geographic magazine going back 108 years. The
CD-ROM's contained copies of the magazine's pages exactly as they were pubtished in prin~ displayed
twa pages at a time and In the same order as the original magazine, along with a new introduction and a
program that allowed users to search for specific content. The second case began in federal district court
in Atlanta in 1998 and was commenced by photographer Jeffrey Greenberg (Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society, et al) (referred to as Greenberg I) based on the same underlying facts.
In both cases, the pla!ntiffs alleged that NGS violated Section 201c of the Copyright Act because it did
not obtain thair permission to use these works ather than in the original publication. The New York Court
found for the defendant, NGS, holding that there was no copyright violation because it deemea the CNG
compilation to be an allowable reviston of the original printed pubhcanons in electronic format. The
federal district court in Georgia also ruled in favor of NGS, relying on the 1997 decision in New York
district court in the watershed case of laslnl v. New York Times Co, The Tasini lower court had held that
the re-use of freelance wr'ters' work on databases and CD-ROMs without their express permission did not
constitute a copyright infringement. The rulings in .both Faulkner and Greenberg I went up for appeal.
Greenberg I was heard first. In March 2001, a three judge panel of the 11th Circuit COurt of Appeals in
Atlanta, GA, reversed the lower court ruling that new content in the CD-ROM Qilcluding the introduction
and tl1e ability to search) did indeed infringe on the copyright of photographer Jeffrey Greenberg It held
that NGS had "created a new product, in a new medium, for a new market that far transcends any
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privilege of revision or other mere reproducnon envisioned in the" Copyright Act. With that reversal the
11th Circuit Court panel sent the case back to the iower court to decide how much Greenberg should be
paid in damages. Legal analysts at the lime noted that the fact that NGS had applied for, and received.
a copyright for the CD·ROM - claiming It as new work - figured heavily in the 11th Circuit Court's written
opinion.
It is important to note that the circuit court decision in Greenberg I was rendered shOrtly before the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down its own'deciSion in Tasini. That case was the result of a suit brou~ht by?f
the National Writers Union against The New York Times Company. Newsday Inc., Time lnc., LeXlsfNexls,
and University Microfilms Inc., claiming copyright Violation regarding the electronic reuse of work
produced and sold on a freelance basis. On appeal, the 2nd Circuit Court In New York in Tasini had
overturned the 1997 federal district court decision, finding that the re-use of freelance wlilers' werk on
databases and CD-ROMs without their .express permission constituted a copyright infringement.
The 2nd Circuit in Tasini held that the Copyright Act did not authorize the copying. reproduction and
distribution of "articles stanaing alone and not in context" or "as 'part of that particular collective work to
Which the author (originally) contributed" or "as part of '" any revision" thereof, or "as part of ... any later
collective work in the same series"
Ailer the 2nd Circuit Court's ruling in favor of the writers. the same group of puensners that are now
seeking to file briefs in Greenberg appealed Tasini to the Supreme Court Which in June 2001 upheld the
2nd Circuit's rUling by a 7·2 majority. That decision meant that in the absence of a written contract. a
freelancer autometicany retains the electronic rights to their printed work under the Copyright Act of
1976.
.
The findings in Tasini also began tpdistinguish methods of reproduction (pnnt, microform, electronic
database). "Whereas microforms 'represent a mere conversion of intact periodicals (or revisions of
periodicals) from one medium to another,'the databases offered users {in Tasini] articles in isolation
absent their context in intact collective works:
On March 4, 2005, following the same lagal labyrinth as Tasini,the 2nd Circuit Court in New York upheld
the district court ruling in Faulkner. Judge Ralph K. Winter found in favor of NGS because the "transfer
of work from one media to another generally does not alter its character for copyright purposes."
This leads to the important distinction between Tasini and the cases of Faulkner and Greenberg. In
Tasinl the user of a database was presented with the authors' work one piece at a time - out of context
from how it was originally published - and on a page by itself as a piece of material returned as the
result of B database search; whereas the NGS CD-ROM set retains the material's original presentation
page by page while staying in context and in sequence. being viewea as an electronic "replica" of the
magazine,
Thus it can be suggested that whereas tha hokiings in Tasini represent what is not allowable under
copyright law, Fauikner sets forth what is allowable. A key factor and consistent with the 2nd Circuit Court
ruiings in both cases is that the standard for review centers around how the materials are "presented to,
and perceptible by. the user;" whereas the Greenberg I court focused on how NGS put its new
compilation together (e.q., containing separately copyrightable components, such as a moving image
introduction. the digital replica of the ,magazines and software for search capabilities).
The 2nd Circuit's decision In Faulkner in favor of NGS was based on the court's view that the digital
pages were displayed to viewers exactly as they had been displayed in print, without changes or
modifications, and within the original context of each ether, so that they were exact duplicates of the
.
original magazines - and therefore amounted to being no more than a revision.
Conversely, the key to the 11th Circuit's 2001 decision in Greenberg I was the tact that the judges there
viewed the CD·ROM BS: (1) the original work of a new author (the act of compiling tha issues into one
venue. and adding new features). (2) that they were presented in a new medium (electronic instead of in
print) and (3) were being sold to a eifferent market, therefore making the set a "new product" Based on
those findings the court found that NGS had indeed committed copyright infringement by failing to obtain
permission for its digital use of the photographs in question. In 2004, pursuant to that ruling, a jUry
awarded Gree"lJerg $400,000.00 in damages. Weighing that award against the $120.00 sale price of
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the CD-ROM NGS stopped selling it and appealed.
Confusing the mailer even further Is how a different three jUdge panel in 11th Circuit ruled in June of this
year. Citing Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg!s language in her majOrity opinion in Tasini they reversed the
Greenberg I ruling in favor of NGS in a decision now referred to as Greenberg II. In deciding Greenberg
II the 11th Circuit panel adopted language similar to the 2nd CirCUit decision in Faulkner, holding that tne
Supreme Court in Tasiru had given ''taCit-approval'' to microform-like (microtilrn & microfiche) compilations
and therefore "the relevant question is whether the original context of the collective work has been
preserved [or not) in the reVision." In a fmallegal twist, the full 11th Circuit vacated Greenberg II,
agreeing to hear the case en banc (by the full court) next year.
Relying on the distinction made by the Tasini Court between the Inter-active, searchable nature of an
electronic database yielding stand-alone articles and photos versus the intact, original context of the
collective work as preserved in microform; the publishers have asserted that a CO-ROM ,Is nothing more
than an electronic version of those traditional storage media, accurately and identically reproducing
whole periodlcai libraries in their original form and context and thus not infringing on the copyrights of
those contributors (photographers. writers, etc.) whose work was part of the original publication.
It is that evolving capability of digital reproduction and diss.eminatlon that is Ina underlying argument of
the publishers' amicus briefs submitted in Greenburg. In Tasin! Ihe publishers first argued (and lost) that
there was no dlfferepce between microfdmlmicrofiche copies and Iheir searchable databases. Now they
assert in their Greenberg papers that the CD-ROM compilation is an exact electronic replica of the
original publications So strongly do they believe in that analogy ihat many of them have created and
marketed their entire collection on CD-ROM. It is no wonder that these groups are supporting NGS in Its
court case when they have "Playboy Cover to Cover" and "The Complete New Yorker: 60 Years of the
Nation's Greatest Magazine" (10 name but two) on sale for $100.00 and $125.00 respectively.
Because the court in Greenberg 1 fOUnd that the software (whiCh is itself protected by copyright) used to
create and access these electronic replicas was another factor in determining that the CD-ROM was a
new work ar-d not just a revision of an old one, lhe publishers also argue that as long as the software
allows users to view the copyrightable work in its original context then the software is "Irrelevant" to the
copyright question.
The publiShers also make the same economic argument that they did (and lost) in Tasint - that if
required to re-negotiate rights and payment questions with the contributors to the original work - that
they will be l1eld up for ransom or otherwise have to redact the new compiiation so as not to be in
violation if they do not come to an agreement. In dismissing the parade cf horribles outlined by the
publishers in Tasini, Justice Ginsburg noted, "It bears reminder here and throughout that these
publishers and all ethers can protect their interests by private contractual arrangement."
We must now wail to see how the entire 11th Circuit decides thiS very important copyright issue given
that its smaller panels issued conflicting decisions. Considering the magnitude for Improved or eroded
copyright protection it will be interesting to see if this case makes its way to the Supreme Court given
their refusal to grant cert on two separate occasions.
It is also untortenate to note that as of this date no one has sought leave to file an amicus brief on
behalf of the Plaintiff/Appellee (Mr. Greenberg) end the time may have passed to do so. Another
interesting note is that Kenneth W. Starr (formerly of the Office of the Independent Counsel, author of
the Starr Report. which lao to President William Jefferson Clinton's impeachment proceedings on
charges arising from the Monica Lewinsky investigation) is the lead counsel for NGS.

Ostetretaier is the general counsel for NPPA and a member of the New York
State Bar Association M~dia Law Committee. He has been a photojoUmalist
For over thirty yean;, havlrlg covered hundreds of court proceedings.
.
Osterroieller helped draft tha NPPA Amicus briof to the New York State Coult
of Appeals in support of cameras in the courtroom in Court TV v New Vorl< in
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Posted November 4l.h. 2007 by Julia Dvcnik Stern

In addition to entirely unauthorized imuge use, reuse of images beyond the scope or the ongmat Jicensing agreemeut is a
prominent iSS'Jc. ill the businessof neck licensing. The- best-publicized, precedent-setting C':,5C of this nature Is 1997's Tasim v.
The New fork. Times. Arter a series. t,{ appeals, the newspaper lost to the freelance: wnter, with tile ~OU.T1 deciding that republishing
copyrighted work in a database, outside of the criginalpublicafion'e context and without permission or compensation, constituted
Infringement.
Another landmark case lhal wlf! affect how imagery Is reused, Greenberg v., National Geographic Suciety.j:) .1,.~urrcJltly moving

closer to final resolution. The general counsel of the National Press Photographers Association, Mickey H. Ostcrreicher. has
penned an jIH.lt'i'ith !'lui. tl!"iH.·I:III"I,U;': uutlilll..' of the- issues. III this lawsuit. photographer Jerry Greenberg sued the magazine
publisher In 1997 for reproducing his images on a compilation CD. Greenberg says he hcensed Lh~ images fer 1..I~C in the print
edition, and the CD is an entirely new product. Tho: publisher argues that the CD is 11 revision, hence docs not constitute either
new product or an infringement

do

The U.S. courts' decisions i.'1 this C~!:: can only be described as vacillating. Thus far, various divisions have ruled for both sides
and subsequently vacated these decisions. Currently, the case Is pending a ncw..supposedly tinal hearing by all 12 judges of the
l Itb Circuit COUll of Appeals. Not surprisingly, publishing giants including Gannett, Hearse. Tlrue. Newsweek, fortes and a long
list of others have: sought permission to file amicus (friend-of-the-court) bncts ,arglri:Jg the case ,-"\f". NGS.

"h is also unfortunate to note that as of this Gate no one ha.s sought leave to file an amicus br-ef on behalf of tim PI:\intiff/AppeJlec
(Mr. GJeenberg), and the lime may have passed to do 60," comments Ostcrreicher. It i~ indeed surprising thet in an industry that
stands to lose revenue, :shouhl the coun :S(~ with LIte publisher. neither leading companies nor advocacy groups have gotten
involved.
This entry' wes posted OD ~',lda)', Novernocr 4th. 2007 at 10:30 pm and is filed under (',lrlliil.:nlal\,. You can fellow
the i>{·"S 1.(; feed. Y Oll can 1l';I\'l~ :1 l'<~· \1;'tl~(', cr Ir:ll·"l~;il:k Ircm your own site.
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Every period has its symbols or
icons that instantly communicate
the look and feel of that particular
time. More than anything else, tilt'
Internet is our of-the-moment symbol. The question for us is how to
deal with and manage the Internet's
impact on culture, social institutions, and the law-the latter being
the glue that holds it all together.
Increasingly, the courts have been
faced with cases that have forced
them to consider the impact the Internet has on laws from an unwired
age. The single biggest impact has
been in the field of copyright. Rumors to the contrary, copyright is
either dead nor dying. It is merely
, pting. Copyright law is founded.
he constitutional principal that
artist or author should derive the
x-nelirs of his work by controlling
ie creation, publication, and disination of the work. The rights
crated in the copyright statutes
the means by which those beneItsare secured and protected.
llcre's how the Constitution outlines the bargain. Asan incentive to
create, an artist or author receives a
monopoly to his work for a limited
period of time, after which the public receives the benefit of the work.
Hence the term "public domain."
In one sense the Internet is irrelevant to any discussion of copyright,
since it is the actions of people, not
the medium they work in, that determine the outcome of copyright
infringement suits. But the large
issue the Internet has raised is
whether the use of any copyrighted
material on the Internet constitutes
a fair use.

The fair use exception in modern
copyright lawrecognizes that exceptions to exclusive or monopoly
rightsonen result in a public benefit
that far outweighs the rights of an
author or artist without hanning the
value of the work. The fair use exception is one of the most litigated
areas of copyright law. At the same
time, fair use is one of the least understood defenses to a charge of
copyright infringement, because the

statute has no identified or "bright
line" rules. Instead, the statute provides a series of tests that a court
must examine and then weigh in
favor of the copyright owner or the
alleged infringer.
A fair use of a copyrighted work
is generally one that is used for the
purposes of criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research. When hearing a
copyright infringement suit in
which fair use has been raised as a
defense, a court must examine the
purpose and character of the use,
including whether the use is com-

mercial in nature or is for nonprofit
educational purposes. The nature of
the copyrighted work is examined,
as well as the amount and substantialityof the copied portion as used
in relation to the copyrighted work
as a whole. Finally, the effect of the
copying upon the potential market
for or value of the copyrighted work
is examined and is often considered
to be the most important factor
weighed by the court.
The nature of the Internet makes
the issueof fair usean everyday concern. All through the 1980s the
courts placed nell' computer technology within the context of classic
copyright law. Today, hardware and
software copyright issues are well
settled: We knoll' whether the software code, menu structure, or the
look and feel of a program are copyrightable. We are only noll' beginning to find out whether copyingfor
digital sampling, fanzines, Webzines,
or bulletin boards constitutes a fair
use of copyrighted material.
In Religious 7l'chnology Center I',
Lerma, a federal court in Virginia
was pointedly asked to consider
whether information posted on the
Internet required special treatment
under copyright law. Lerma defended his posting of Church of Scientology material on the Internet as
intended criticism, comment, news
reporting, and scholarship-and
therefore a fair use exception. In rejecting Lerma's fair use defense, the
court also explicitly considered the
ephemeral nature of newsgroup
postings. The court reasoned that if
newsgroup postings contained unlicensed copyrighted work, it was the

~---------------------

.--' character of use-not the method
of transmission-that determined
whether their use wasa fair use.
___
In Sl:~a Eutrtprisrs Ltd. I'. Maphia, a
federal district court in California
-"" determined that a bulletin board
/ operator may not have direct liabili;: ty for copyright infringement if his
or her IlIlS receives unauthorized
/ postings of copyrighted work. The
court did find, however. that a BBS
I operator could be held as a contributory infringer if he had knowledge
of the nature of the postings and actively facilitated or encouraged the
unauthorized postings.
In an earlier Sega case. Sega Enterpriscs Ltd. I'. Accolade, the court
found that the reverse engineering
of software was a fair use, if the reverseengineeringwasused to create
an entirely new program. I [ere, the
court found that the fair use exception worked as it was intended. Accolade's use of Sega's copyrighted
computer code facilitated an entirely new creative expression, which
did not harm Sega's market.
Whether or not fanzines' or Webzines' use of copyrighted work is
considered a lair USl' is hl'ing resolved on a case-by-case basis. Ikcause they are a relatively new phenomenon, the courts haven't yet
been involved to any great extent.
However, the main issue raised in
any casewherelair useisofferedas a
defense will be the familiar one:
Copyrightis intended to protect the
expression of a creative thought or
act. Since those expressions take
form in many media, the doctrine of
lair use as it relates to the work of
dl'signers and artists also applies in

-'
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more traditional media such as film
and television.
Lately, two producers have found
that the lair use exception could not
shield them against a charge of
copyright infringement in instances
where there was unauthorized use
of an artist's works in film and television.
Traditionally, the use of an
artist's or designer's work in these
mediawasalmost always considered
a fair use of an otherwise protectable work. Recently, however,
several cases were heard in the
influential Second Circuit Court of
Appeals in New York that may
modify the longstanding notion
that the minimal use of a designer's
or artist's work in film or television
is normally considered a fair use
under copyright law.
In one case, the artist Faith Ringgold brought a suit alleging that
Black Entertainment Television's
use of a poster reproduction of her
work Church Picnic was extensive
enough to constitute a copyright infringementof her exclusive rightsin
the work-even though the original
work is owned by Iligh Museum of
Art in Atlanta, which had a non-exclusive license to publish posters of
the work. (lET used Church Picnic
during an episode of the television
series "Roc," a sitcom depicting the
lives of a middle-class AfricanAmerican family.
Ringgold's case will probably
have an impact on the copyright
doctrine of fair use as it relates to
the use of a designer's or artist's
work in film, television, or newmedia. In I'l'viewing the facts of the

case, the court examinedthe boundaries of the fair use defense as it relates to the use of artwork in television and helped clarify the definition
of what constitutes a £II' minimis use
of a copyrighted work. In addition,
the court noted that a regulation established by the Library of Congress
(the governing body for the Copyright Office) required the payment
of a royalty for public broadcasts of
published pictorial and visual
works, whether used in a feature or
as background display in a television program. In pointing to a regulation directed to public broadcasting, the court noted that the Library
of Congress had concluded that
even a background use of a copyrighted work in a television program
normally requires payment of a license fee. The court concluded that
the regulation could reasonably be
interpreted to apply with equal
force to commercial broadcasters.
Like many artists before her,
Ringgold was faced with a twopronged defense. Normally, if the
use by another of a copyrighted
work is de minimis, it is usually considered a lair useof the copyrighted
work. In addition, sincevisual works
of art are so different from film or
television, it has traditionally been
considered impossible for a movie
or a film to erode or supplant the
market for a visual work. Consequently, one of the most important
tests an artist or designer must address in a copyright infringement
case could almost never be proved
using the traditional analysis applied to written works.
ln the:Ringgl'lld ('as<" the court

found that the use was not de minill/is becausethe workappeared substantially complete in sequences
throughout the television episode
for a total of 26.75seconds. In addition, the court found that use of the
copyrighted work to decorate a set
was so closely related to the reason
the original work was created that
BET's use could not beconsidered'a
fair use within thenormal context.
Thecourt noted that the useof Ringgold's work to decorate the set for
the television episode was not even
remotely similar to any of the uses
normally associated with a fairuse.
What makesthis caseparticularly
important for designers and artists
is the court's novel application of
the Library of Congress "background license fee" provision. The
court's explicit recognition that
works of art deserve greater protection when they are exploited in the
television medium provides needed
clarity to an important area of law.
In a second case, Woods \I, Universflk,¥fWiios;, Inc. , the court awarded
damages to a graphic designer
whose work was the basis for one of
the sets for the science-fiction film
12 MOllktys. Priorto an actualfinding
of damages for copyright infringement, however, the court issued an
injunction against the showing of
the film. Traditionally, such injunctions are almost never issued since
any delay in the release of a film almost always results in a loss of revenue. Normally, income lost as the
result of an injunction is considered
Continued Oil page 202
Ftunk Martinez is III/ intcllcttunl properly
flllofm:J 1 in Nt'II' l(lrk.
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Continuedfrom page 32
punitive in nature. Theinjunction in
this case represents one of only a
handful everissued in theentire historyof film in thiscountry.
The case is important from the
perspective of defining the rights of
a designer or artist because the
court's decision illustrates the copyright principle that(c\>pyillgina dir,ferclllmedium call still be an infringement.' Here, the producer of
the movie used a set that was essentiallya three-dimensional reproduction of a prior two-dimensional
work by Lebbeus Woods. In this instance, the court noted that the
movie producer'suse of the work
was r,nQt.~tranSfotillative7 .un der
copyright law and since the set designer for the film had no authorship rights in the underlying work,
the set design could not be considered a permissible derivative work
under copyright law. In addition,
the court found that Universal Studios' use was not an inconspicuous
or background use of the artist's
work, which would have weighed in
Universal's favor.
In order for a work to be considered transformative, thesingle most
important factor iswhether the new
work will supplant the copyrighted
work. Stated simply, the work will
not\J~.~(g~~~t~!'ll\!'l.~f:!~ftltf\~EiM¢.jf

the .n~mrWQd( is merely a copy.(jr a
barely, disg\lised cop)'~~i!~~i!:i\\S.f9t1f
illathoI1W0I'kj$onewfieteilfecre;
<l~l,\,!!p<jrtiOllscontribut¢dbyanal'!

J~~djf!fFlllg¢rc~re.such . that.anew.'
Wli1rk'ofarli~ created. This test canlletil5e'l'educed,to .mathern.acti.cal
pronQllllceml1uts beYoll.dthl1. basic
lriqQityofthe arribulliandsubstan~'
,ti<l!Il1!'Qfthl1 portionused inre!action:9'
.to tliecopyrighted work asa Whole.
These cases canbe interpreted as
broadening the rights of artists and
designers since they identify factors
that better determine when the use
of a graphic work is or is not a fair
use. However, thedefense of fair use
;
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is always examined in light of the
particular facts of each case and
there are no rules or guidelines for
artists who use thework of othersin
someappropriative manner. Insuch
cases, however, a court will look to
the distinctive nature-of each of the
works, how much was copied in the
creation of the new work, and the
purpose of the new work, as well as
the entire look, feel, or sound of the
new work as compared to the original.
The creative process is, in some
ways, like the law. Artists and designers study and learn from the
past. Each new work isjudged on its
own merits, and trusted concepts
are adapted to new situations. Just
as it isalmost impossible to define a
great work of art by category. the
defense of fair use in copyright law
also resists simple definitions.

What
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As explained in the landmark 1,986 f'cri<;:I:al govern.mcnt book, Inlell.ectu.;,t/ProperlJ RigJltJ jJ1ll?l.l1gc'
Electronics lind Injonnatiol1, current thinking
abou t intellectual property
rights includes the
.
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The Net Impact ofthe New Copyright Bill .
B)'JQHK ScBTAJrT2.
W.,h ing«m f\><. Suiff Writ.,.

There are so nny battles going on about
the In!mlet these days--control of priV"'Y.
!lei and toll artistll, to namea iew-thaI: you
might DOt ha...e focused on ODe (XI:lCel"oing
oopyrights. But a lot of ~ folks have, and
their oogoingwar hasreacheda crucial stage.
Last Th.m!cIay, by a 99-to-O vote. the
Senate ~ the Digital MiIleooiDm
OJpytigbt Act. a bill that would implement
two uwriglttreatiesadopt,edin 1996by the

llnib!d Nalioas' :Worid rm r h,N PiOPUt)
Organi13 finn te·cover piopalj. rights over.
writlm material !lOUIld leux<!iDgs and soft·
WBte in \be ooIine world. What's gal some
people upset are sedionsthat theysay would
resIrlct access for private use to a .mole
range <! material 00 !he Net.
To ttpIain: The l1060noc "'UWYlVTl;"igbtht in !his
rnmtry is asold as the R!:pubIjc itself, with the
CoostillJtioo giving Congress the power "To
promote \bel'rogless ofScieoce and the 1J.Sdul
Arts. by seeuring for limited times to A!rthors
and fuventors the exclUsi-.oe Right to- their
respecti\oe Writings and Disroveries. ..."
But the Founders also wanted the marketplace (jf ideas to be lUI open-air bazaar, with
plenty 0( wares 00 display. So over time. the
ropyright doctrines evolved into a system
that gives great protection to those wbo
create, but with a signific"'aIIl exception that
allows others 10 make partial use of those
works.
..
This eKreption is Imo"" as "fair use:- the
doclIioe that says it's all rigblfor me 10qua''''
a lew imiglllful paragI<ljlhs from greal works
in my storie'S, and for teachers 10 present
poetry, maps, photogt;lphs and other copyriglltable material in the classroom. Copyright law repm.:nll; a Vet)' delicate b3lance
OClweell the righls o[ creators and of the
people ...ho usc tilcit crealions.
Creations on ra,.,er, alleasl And on ,·in)'!.

and in film. But oolbe Internet? For \be most
part, Iega.IllCbolars say, the prcte<:tiom in the
rest of the world fully apply ooline. But the
owners of ~ area'l SO sure, and \hey
want to nail down theirrights.
PubIishets andother copyrigbt boIders say
the principle 01 fair use beCllllles meaniogIess
ooline, wbe<e myooe can amd ionwnerabIe
ropies of a won: around the globe by hitting a
lew keys. "Digltal is dilferent," says c....ol
~. vice presideut f« copyright at the
As9>ciation of Ameri<:an PubIisbers. "What
we're tryq"m figbt offis attempIsto destroy
<4Jji igIIL"
.
So, iIlgerted deEp in the bit are ptO\i&aos
that gioe \egal oomph to bigIHe:lt. scbeme<
for" plot«Ung copyright holders' materlals
from I:llIlIUlhoril: lISe. Want to downbad a
pbotognph to reprint it in your magazine?
Fine. Pay thecopyrigbtbolder and get keys to
"unlock" the protEctioa.
Want to make "fair_ . of the picture--ID
gioe it to your daughter for a school report.
say? The copyright bolder would have the
rigbt to insist that you come to him or ber to
getacress. Create or sell a way to getaroond
the proledioos, and yoo rooId end up paying
$2,500 in civil fines for unauthorized unlockiIIg-or face criminal dwges and lines $1
miIIion.
Critics ofthe bill. and01 a similar measure
working its way through the Hoose, say this
is not areaffirmation of c:opyrigbt protection.
but a major shift in the boundary lines of
intclled.ual properly law.
Adam Eisgrau of the American library
Association told me thal he sees a "jegal
infrastructure being created out of whole
cloth for the begi<lllings of a pay-per.....se

oc

information universe,'
The language of L'le Senate bill. 52037.
explicitly states lb.,t "not.hing in this section
shall affect ••. fair use: But Eisgrau argues
that in practical lerro., the new right to
mntro! access In ;..formation guts thc princi,

ftacestoGo
Read about the onlinecopyright
debate-where eIse?--ooHnel
The copyright OWneB arguetheir
caseat lI'WW,pubiishers-org. The
Creative locentille Coalition is at "
www.ck.Dlg.FOI: critiques cl the
copytight biH, by the Digital .
FutureCoalition at wwy(.dfc.OIg.

if a new law forces them to bobble their
products to pre¥€fIl ~ OJ' aposes the
<OOV""ies to liability if Ibeir devices or
software are used to ddeat the "wrappings"

aroand protected material.
'Tom Bell 01 the Cato InstiMe ~
Iistffien at a ~ Iootm last week that
"legislatioo that bans wboIe dasoes oc devic-

es. that crimjmlj_errtire areasof tech~
.b1 inDovation. will impose certain and beavy
hanDs iDea~ for speculative beodits..
. Both sides teod to paint the otber in
ealllmes. Risher says Ili8gran "'ibiDb ews:y
I
I I'i ...... is greedy Mld trying "to emact a
pemI1 Icc nery word and Map the
•
~.
~ . ' ilibwatian 8G 00b0eIy ClIIl ,,:t i:." Risbes'
pie 01fair lISe. He L£CI4IIil'.9 it to .M'"",,,'" 011
..---.. _LI _
..... to ~
"-.
L_~ • it' •• .,.....to'--bis . D)'SCO{l7i
--~--~.... . . woeooe......... aaJUllt
on:
exlxeme. 16 ".' they are in the publishing
cae but OIl the oCher band leaving it. In a busQyM. '[be madd willlb: 'ptobloms, D=
locked garage with signs poeI.ed stipodating s:Dd: Greedy pnbliobers aoIdDgtoo much wi!
that Ird{ ". rs willbepro9OCUled.
see tbeU profitsdry up Illd will relax. access.
'[be biIl's.fans, oa!DraIy eoough. ~ hold"But Eisgrall oays the ~ boldets
etSofcopyrigbls. Atthe.frot~oftheirl:roo!'S- "are presuming eveljOOd}r is going to be a
plared for maximum visibility, are creative aook" and want to reotric1 ~ Icc good
folks like singers EounyIou Harris and Steve people to keep out the bad.
Earle. who W<lt"I<ed Capilcl HiD last week and
Eisgrau also argues that Jawmaken haVe
who juslifiaNy argue 1ha1 when someone punted 00 the crudal. issue 01 diollaoce
makes 1lIl3Utborized ropies of their wmk to leaming-bow to apply fair use to teaebets
ship oeer the Net for profit, the pirate is wOOse student3 mi8hl be dispened 'o'i'IXidtaking cash right out of their pockets.
.
wide and COIlnected via the Int.eroeL Alter •
But f:lrtber baa in the ranks are the
deadlod< in negotiations, the lriII's drafters

II........... ........

businesses that are reaIIJ· funding this erasade: the publishers, ma.. .ie sbIdiosand other
employers of bigh-prloed intellectual property lawyers.
On the other side of the battlefield are
people like Eis,;"ran: lilY.arians {who want to
guarantee thaI tile gre-..test amount o[ informalion gcls 001 to the m05l pcorIel and
researrbenl, scbolars and educators who
could ill affordtheir talling if \hei' have to POl'
for every paragraph they cite.
The big money 00 their side comes from
\he electronics manufacturers and computer
" induslJy types who fo"""" <'Conomic di~

inserted a provision calling for recommeadalions on this issue within sa roooths of

passage'

In briefdeba1e last week before the Senate
vote, Sen. John .o\shcroft (R-Mo.) called the
copyright bill "one of thc rn05l important
pieces of lecbnolog:, legislation in \be l05th
Congress.· That's certainll' true--and it undersoores why tl'is is such a oontr<>Ve"TSia1.
and pitfall.fiUed. topic, I sure hope they gel it
righl

-:-------------'--JohnSd1l1.rarl.z's .-mail aMrtSS is
schwarlj!?Jtwp.rom

Kirsch's Handbook of Pnblishing Law, by
Jonathan Kirsch, covers the full range of
publishing's legal issues. Of particular
interest is a clause-by-clause analysis of
a standard book publishing contract.
Sample contracts, deal memos, notices
and other forms are included as well.
$21.95 plus $3 shipping and handling.

Acroba.tBooks, Box 870, Venice, Canfornia 90294, tel. 310/578·1055.

m-

If you need photos to illustrate an article, call Image Masters Studio. Mail or fax
your requests, and they'll send you four
to eight possible illustrations. If you like

the photos, you can lease them from
Image Masters. Prices vary. For information, contact Image Masters Studio,
Box 1301,508 N. Maysville si., Mt.

Sterling, Kentucky 40353, tel. 606/497·
0821,fax 606/498·9249.

Robert C. Brenner shows you how to get
the most out of your editorial-services
business in his book, Pricing Guide for
Desktop Services. Brenner covers many
aspects of pricing, from determining
your costs to bidding the project to surviving competition. One chapter provides case studies. $34.95. Brenner

Information Group, Box 721000, San
Diego 92172·1000, tel. 800/811·4337.

BWldiri~.
Believabfe
Characters

The Writer's
liN
gest Sourcebook
for Building Believable Characters can provide
you with the
means to create
legendary characters. Part
workbook, part
idea generator,
. part "character
thesaurus," the
book helps writers find the right details
to bring fictional people to life. Use the
handy form to fill out the details of each
of your characters' lives. $17.99. Writ·
er's Digest Books, 1507 DanaAve., Cincinnati 45207, tel 800/289·0963.

''Multiple personalities is such a cold term, Mr. Flagg.
Let's just sag you have a Swiss Army life."

<#~f"" Advertised in ful

~ national mag
",1101;;:
Ad vertise
. d 0
~7~~'
(you will receiue

WJ~\Ot;".·
'\fclV'

TV show
on radio shows to promote your

Promoted
romote il,!:',.'
for your book sales when sales

oper week
Injust two years we hav
Every month
We have a 100
We pay
One of our first
We have a nationally recognize
We have hundreds of independent book

Call The Maverick Publisher to
ask for Rich. We'll honestly
tell you what we believe ProMotion Pu
for you. We can:t guarantee. your
ou and your book WIll get the kind of
book will be a great.success- but we can gua
national exposure that will give you a legitimate chance to achieve financial success.
MAY 1996
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Questions and
Answers About

When you ';sell" your words, you're actually granting a publisher the right to copy
them. An intellectual-property attorney explains what a copyright is, and why it's
important for you to guard yours.
BY HOWARD G. ZAHAROFF

concept; it does not protect the underlying ideas or concepts themselves.
Actually, a copyright is not a single
right, but a bundle of separate rights.
The five basic, sometimes overlapping,
rights are:
• Reproduction-the right to ereidentical or substantially similar
. the work.
Jalian-the right to create
". .orks," such as abridg.ons and versions in
to motion picture to
.
e).
e right to make
orized copy of

show the
means of
r device.

nts to pub-

The Client
n to reproproduction
a movie verbasis of a TV
qp",tfonmlllc,:),or
"gl,rulea character

attorney Reggie Love and place her in
an entirely different story. (Courts have
extended copyright protection to original, well-defined literary characters.)
People in publishing and entertain-

ment often purchase some, but not all,
of these rights, using special terms to
define the scope of their purchase. For
example, publishing agreements may
ask authorsto license first serial rights,
reprint rights, paperback print rights,
foreign translation rights and TV adaptation rights. Before signing such a contract, writersmust appreciatehow their
work could be used, and should be as
clear as possible about the rights they
are granting-and often, for clarity, the
rights they are expressly retaining.
How Do I "Get" 0 Copyright?
Unlike patents, which must be applied
for and granted, copyrights arise automatically, as soon as you put your ideas
into tangible form. Thus, from the
moment you express yourself on paper,
canvas, video or computer disk, your
expression is protected.
It follows that copyright protects
people's online transmissions. Of
course, many transmissions are often
intended to be reproduced and quoted.

done with explicit or implicit
, such quotings and retransre fine. When done without
'on, however, they are not
in a recent case, it was ruled
or of a 'computer bulletin
infringed Playboy's copyen he allowed subscribers to
copyrighted Playboy photos.

>ivttong Do Copyrights Last?
rworks created or first published
er 1977, a copyright generally lasts
ntil 50 years after the author's death.
,c However, foranonymous and pseudonymous works, and works made for hire
(discussed below), copyright protection
expires 100 years from creation or 75
years after publication, whichever is
sooner. (The trend internationally is to
lengthen these terms, and bills are pending in Congress to do so in the US.)
These are fixed terms and may
.
renewed. (For works publish
1978, different rules ap
information, see Se
Copyright Act.)

The second measure that improves
your rights is registration. Registration
is not required for a copyright to exist,
but it is a prerequisite to a suit for infringement of US works.
The Copyright Act also adds a special incentive for registration: If someone infringes your work, you may recover both your actual damages (that is,
lost sales) and the infringer's profits.
However, if your work is infringed after
you register it, you may also recover
your attorney's fees (often the largest
part of the award) and you may elect,
in lieu of receiving actual damages and
profits, to receive "statutory damages."
These are monetary damages awarded
at the court's discretion without regard
to your actual loss. For "willful" copyright infringements, statutory damage
awar
00 per

Must I Place a
Notice on M
Although co
are two m
improve
ing on t
word C
copyri
use bo
publi
recog
forI
Corp.

.Who Owns the Copyright?
The rules of copyright ownership are
relatively stralghtforward: The creator
of the work generally owns the copyright unless he or she assigns it in writIngto another party, Theprimaryexception is 'works made for hire, where the
party who commissions and pays for the
work, rather than the creator, owns the
copyright.
There are two types of works made
for hire. The first type includes all works
created by employees within the scope
eir employment (unless expressly
by contract). This normally
de works created on your
are unrelated to your
will include works
ur job and, often,
te on company
esources. So if
ewspaper to
e publisher
yer owns
s or mane those
auld be
oyer's
tifies
ding
s of
dered

com-

asth
Mar

noti
preve
he ha
right
notice
work a
so. (It i
. yourunp
you are co
used-for
lating copies
your newly fa
Notices shall
nently, preferably
your work. If your pie
anthology, magazine or
work, a single notice in the
name preserves your rights.
including a separate copyright noti
your own name will clarify that you
alone, not the publisher, have the right
to authorize further uses of your work.

the ability to file your lawsuit immediately, only authors with bountiful time
and money, or with special reasons to
fear Infringement of their works, should
choose to register on a regular basis.
Besides, infringement is the exception. Where it occurs, it usually can be
settled without lawsuits or registration.

Moreover, c
re to' register
only loses you statutory damages and

greeecent
ken a
, such
in one
agreeoccurs
will not
r hire .
ployee and
g that your
.se assigned
inue to own the
eone paid you to
curse, those paying
iething, If you don't
what that something is,
ur publishers should state
eement in writing.
As·you prepare or negotiate that
agreement, keep these three rules in
mind:
First, .carefully read the terms of
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UNDERSTANDING COPYRIGHTS
authors merely own the copyright in , better chance of proving fair use.
• The nalure of the copyrighled
their separate creations.
Under the law, each joint owner of work. Works of fiction receive greater
the copyright may grant nonexclusive protection than works of nonfiction.
licenses to the work, but must share any This makes sense in light of the prinmoney earned with the co-owners. Each cipal purpose of the copyright laws,
joint owner may also prepare and pub- namely, dissemination of information to
lish revisions of the original work. If a the public. Whether a work is published
co-owner dies, his interest passes to his is also critical: Until recently, courts
heirs-unlike many forms of co-owner- generally refused to permit any copying
ship, where the dec.eased'slnterests of unpublished works. Although recent
belong automatically to the surviving cases, and a 1992 amendment to the
Copyright Act, make unpublished
co-owner.
Although the law will answer the works subject to fair use, any copying or
most critical questions about joint own- paraphrasing from an unpublished work
ership, there are many questions it does must be done with extreme caution. You
not answer (such aswhose name will should consult a copyright lawyer
appear first) and many answers are not before proceeding.
ideal (for example, it is often better for
• The amount and substanliality
one co-owner, or 'all by consensus,' to of the portion used. Most courts will
control licensing of the copyright). consider first the amount of the work
Therefore, before you engage in any used. For example, in two cases, uses
serious collaboration, you should first ·ofl% and 4.3%of the copyrighted works'
put together a written agreement that were found acceptable. However,
courts consider not only the quantity of
addresses such issues.
the use, but the quality as well. If the
What Is IIFair Use l l ?
user copies the critical heart of the
As you create your own works, you will work, this is probably unfalr even if the
occasionally need to consult, quote or number of words copied is insignificant
otherwise use another author's work.
in relation to the whole.' For .example,
The Copyright Act permits the fair use one case held that copying less than 1%
of portions of others' work for research, of the copyrighted letters of Julius and
teaching, news reporting, criticism and Ethel Rosenberg was substantial.
similar purposes. Although the Copy• The effecl oflhe use on the potenright Act never defines fair use, Section tial market for or value of the copy107of the act lists four factors that must righled work. Courts generally view,this
be considered in determining whether a as the most critical factor in determining whether a use is fair. Obviously,
use is fair:
• The purpose and character of the quoting substantial portions of a work,
use. People who use another's copy- such as a poem, even for purposes of
righted work for certain favored pur- . legitimate criticism, provides readers
poses-including nonprofit educational with a copy of the work without payuse, noncommercial research, news ment to the poet. On the other hand, crereporting and criticism-are given ating a parody of a poem or other work
wider latitude for copying. On the other will probably not diminish the market
hand; pure conunercial use of a' copy- for the original and so may be deemed
righted work generally weighs against a .a fair use. In this regard, 2 Live Crew
What About Collaborations?
finding of fair use. (However, even com- benefited from the Supreme Court's perUnder the Copyright Act, when two or mercial uses must be distinguished. For ception that no one interested in Roy
more persons contribute copyrightable example, one court allowed a competi- Orbison's song would accept 2 Live
material with the intent their contribu- tor to reproduce several' TV Guide cov- Crew's parody as a substitute.
tions be merged into a unitary whole,
ers, deeming "truthful comparative
Some commentators recommend
the product is a joint work and the con- advertisement" a favored commercial that authors attempting to decide
tributors jointly own the copyright. use.)Courts may also consider the whether a proposed U8e is fair should
However, if one collaborator's contri- user's conduct, so that if a work was apply the Golden Rule: If you would be
bution is not itself copyrightable (for acquired by theft or trickery, its use is upset to find another writer using your
example, uncopyrightable ideas and less likely to be considered fair. In the work this way, it is probably unfair and
suggestions rather than words, lyrics or 1994 Supreme Court Acuff-Rose case should be avoided. But there is surpristunes), that contributor is not ajoint involving 2 Live Crew's parody of Roy ing variation in the amount of copying
author and has no copyright claim. Simi- Orbison's song "Oh, Pretty Woman," the of their works that authors will tolerate.
larly if two or more authors contribute court indicated that if the use made is So the safest course of action is to seek
copyrightable material without intend- not passive reproduction, but actually permission. Lacking it, limit yourself to
ing that their contributions merge (for transforms the original work into a cre- brief quotations or paraphrasmgs that
instance, a composer sets, with permis- ative new work that "adds something convey information' that cannot easily
sion, a copyrighted poem to music), the new, with a further purpose or different be communicated in another way and
end result is not a joint work and the character," the alleged infringer has a
Continued on page 57

any written agreement offered by the
publisher. Be sure you understand and
agree with the terms before signing. In
general, you should not accept work
made for hire agreements. (I discuss
this point further in my article "Fighting
Tooth and .Clause," which appeared in
the June 1992 WD.)
Second, if your publisher hasn't
stated the terms in writing, consider
doing so yourself. The best form is probably a short letter describing the terms
of your engagement(for instance: HI will
deliver a 3,OOO-word introduction to
copyright law by Dec. 29, 1995; upon
acceptance you will pay me $500") and
the rights you are granting ("You will
have first North American serial rights
for one-time use, and the rightto reprint
the material in any form for resale for
25% of the original purchase price").
Third, the Copyright Act helps writers by specifying that when you submit
a: piece for publication in a magazine or
other collective work and there is no
written agreement; your publisher
acquires only the right to publish your
piece as part of that collective work, of
any revision of that work, and of any
later collective work in the same series.
You retain all other rights, and are free
to revise.or remarket your piece. As
publishers in this digital world grab for
more and more rights from authors, this
legal definition of the rights these publishers acquire (absent a written agreement) is often a better deal than writers
receive in publishers' written contracts.
Therefore, although as a lawyer.I prefer
written agreements to unwritten under. standings (which often turn out to be
misunderstandings), if you suspect
your publisher will demand more rights
than those granted under the above rule,
you may be better off leaving the grant
of rights unspoken.
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COPYRIGHT Q&A

Continued from page 4

Continued from page 26

Write Right" (The Writing Life, Feb.).
Stafford puts into words what I witness
daily as an editor and and a writing
teacher. Those few who actually make it
to publlcation.are seldom the ones who
stroll in flaunting profound ideas and
PhDs. Like Stafford, the ones who succeed write from their hearts, souls and
maybe their guts, but certalnly not from
their heads. While they may not impress
their English teachers, they touch their
readers, and touching-c-connecting-c-ls
what real writing is all about.
So, here's to Linda Stafford and all
of us who learn by simply doing. That
one acceptance, one small check, one
published anything in our hands means
more than a hundred doubts-spoken
or implied-by those who profess to
know more than we do.
The proof is in the publishing. Writers like Linda Stafford will continue to
do just that long after the wannabes
who tried to stop them are reciting
grammar lessons to themselves and
their audiences of none.
Bonnie Hearn
Speciat Sections Editor
The Fresno Bee
Fresno, California

that do not simply liven your text by displaying the author's style. (For a more
detailed discussion of fair use, see my
"Your Best Defense" in the October
1993 WD.)
Of course, these suggestions focus
on US copyright law. Foreign laws and
international treaties generally_are similar, but there are differences. Also, I'm
dealing with new works-first published or created after March I, 1989,
the date of the last major revision of the
Copyright Act.
Copyright law can be Complex at
times, and it sometimes seems as if the
more you know about it, the more questions arise. While the Copyright Office
does not provide legal advice, its Circulars and Public Information Office can
provide guidance on many issues. For
more information, contact the Copyright Office Recorded Information line
at 2021707-3000; forforms and circulars,
call the Coppyright Hotline Recorder at
2021707-9100.
There are also many excellent
books available, including Ellen Kozak's
user-friendly Even! Writer's Guide to
Copyright & Pubtishing Law (Owl) and
The Rights of Authors, Artists and
Other Creative People: The Basic ACLU
Guide to Author and Artist Rights, by
Kenneth Nor-wick and Jerry Chasen
(American Civil Liberties Union). ~

Rutledge
Books. Inc.

LetRutledgeBookspublishyour
manuscript with our complete,
reliablesubsidypublishingplan.
Our personal service lets you the author - make the final decisions from editing to design.

Together, we will transform
your manuscript into an attractive, quality book. With
over 40 years of publishing
experience and our profesThey are the hottest--and, it seems, the sional staff, we guarantee
most intractable-copyright issues you'll be proud of the result.
writers have yet confronted: electronic

Like Stafford, I wrote while my daughter
napped, edited during ballet practice
and revised during long trips in the car. I
worked full-time as a nurse and doublefull-time as a wife and mother. Through
it all I've managed to write and have
published numerous short stories and
two children's books. I've had no formal • rights, new technotogies and the
training as a writer, but like Stafford, I Internet. Even as the digitat revotution
write what I know, what I like and what promises umters great benefits, it atso
I like to read. I have a feeling there are creates enormous 'risks. Howard G.
more writers like Stafford and me out Zaharoffexaminesinnextmonth's WD
there than people realize.
how the new electronic media chalMM Jaeger
lenqes copyright/aws and how you can
Keene, New Hampshire protect your work.

"

Send for our free brochure that
outlines our step-by-step plan.
~jf(mEGBJitE ¥OtJR R~E-CQ~
~D !$i'oRE IN'I"ogl\!1i\\110N.:
~MAIL IN .,rRE CGlOPON BEt:OW.
f

Corrections
The correct address for Inklings, the
electronic newsletter covering online
resources forwriters, is majordomo@
samuraLcom.

The correct address for Voyager Publishing (not Press as listed in the Jan.
Markets) is Box 2215, Stillwater, Minnesota 55083-2215. The address for Voyageur Press is 123 N. 2nd St., Stillwater,
Minnesota 55082.
The correct address for the Emily Dickinson Award in Poetry is Box 697, Williams, Arizona 86046-0697.

Address your letters to WD at 1507
Dana Ave., Cincinnaii 45207 or Writers
Dig@aot.com.
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Howard G. Zaharoff is
an attorney who writes
frequently on copyright
issues. His articles have
appeared in Folio:, The
Boston Globe, Com.puterworld and elsewhere.
This article also appears
in WD's latest special publication, The
Basics of SeUing and Protecting Your
Writing. Look for it on newsstands
beginning May 7, or order your copy by
sending $5.25 ($6.25 outside US) to WD,
1507 Dana Ave., Cincinnati 45207.
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Breaking Old Rules
for New Reasons

=

_

by Richard Lederer

A

ttention readers:
,/ Anyone who wants to be labeled as sexistPleas.e raise his hand.
./ Anyone who wants to be labeled as tedious please raise his or
he>' hand.
.
.
,/ Anyone who wants to be labeled as ungrammatical please raise their hand,
Can't we write a simple sentence without being labled "sexist, "tedious" or
"ungrammatical"?
,
Anyone is a singular pronoun, Traditionally it has been followed by the mas,
culine pronoun he when it applies to either male or female, as in the first of the
sentences above. But in modem society a writer who adheres to this tradition is
subject to being labeled as sexist.
Language" has the power to shape our world even as our world is shaping
language. Among the personal pronouns-first-, second-, third-person singular
and plural-only one, the third-person singular, identifies the sex of the individual.
Among the candidates proposed to displace the third-person, gender,specific pro'
nouns are co, et, han, hesh, jhe, person, s/he, thon. ti (an inversion of the letters
in it) and WS, but none has caught on.
Many reputable studies indicate that man as the inclusive noun and he as the
inclusive pronoun create images of males to the exclusion of females. The his-orher solution is a safe answer, but it's the first step on the road to gracelessness and
tedium. Writers who stuff several pairings of his or her, him, or herself, and the
like into a sentence are not just flouting grace, they're flaunting the tedium.
Let the word go out that anyone . . . their is destined to become good, idiomatic English. It already pervades the speech of educated Americans, and daily it
grows more common in writing. In his delightful little book Fumbierules, William
Satire derides that kind of construction on one page but uses it unself-consciously
on another: "Here's the best way to proofread copy: Get somebody else to do it.
If necessary, do it with them, reading aloud to each other." (The italics are mine.)
The grammatically conservative New York TImes allowed the following sentence
on its pages: "But everyone seemed too busy with their oral sneers and jousts to
pay much attention to his pleas," (The italics are rnme.)
The third edition of England's classic Copy Editing: The Cambridge Hand,
book for Editors, Authors and Publishers announres.r''An example where they
provides the simplest, clearest solution is 'Each author presented an evening of
readings from their work.' " Similarly, the Columbia Guide to Standard American
English supports the sentence "Each person must bring their own calculator."
That's fine with me. For centuries the plural pronoun was perfectly acceptable after everyone. Even without the useful advice from the Cambridge and
Columbia elbow books, some of our greatest writers-Chaucer, Shakespeare,
SWift, Goldsmith, Fielding, Thackeray, Byron, Austin, Shaw, Auden, Orwell and
the translators of the Authorized Version of the Bible-have been committingthis
supposed solecism for centuries.
This shouldn't surprise you if you open yourself to the true pluralism of the
pronoun everyone. Fill in the blank in the following sentence: "Everyone in the
building attended the party, and
had a wonderful time." I trust you agree
that most English speakers would supply a lhey,
Once you set yourself to it, you will soon find it quite natural to use humankind in place of mankind, letter carrier in place of mailman, and they in place
ofhe or he 01' she, Your mind will naturally slip into a mode that will allow you
to recast your statements judiciously ~ even elegantly, and to avoid sexism.
Richard Lederer welcomes questions on language, usage and grammar from
everyone. They can reach him at 5 Merrimack St., Concord, New Hampshire
OS301 or at rlederer@tiac.net. His latest book, co.ua-uten with Richard Dowis,
is The Write Way (Pocket).
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WRITER'S DIGEST

THREE WAYS THE VCR .......
IMPROVE YOUR WRITING
Some writers feared the VCR represented the triumph of the couch potato.
But inventive writers have found they
can harness the hard-to-program gadget
to make their jobs easier.
Here are some tips for using videotapes to help your writing process.
• The Video Reference Source.
Recently, when I was writing about a
playwright, he handed me videotapes of
all his former plays. I'd read the works,
but plays are living things; it was a great
help to see how they were directed, how
they came to life. When I wrote a profile
about an actress in a new sitcom, her
producers furnished me tapes of the
pilot before it aired. The article was
more fun to write because I could discuss fresh material.
When you start a project, ask your
subject if there's a videotape 'of his
or her work, or if any newscasts are
planned. (Relatives are often more
'likely to have made videotapes than the
actual subjects. Such was the case with
a 91-year-old rural pediatrician I pro,
filed recently. Her cousin had kept tapes
of news broadcasts, in which I found
some wonderful quotes.) Watch videos
of a subject before you meet face to
face, and you'll get a psychological leg
up. You'll know the person's speech pat,
terns and quirks. And you may be able
to identify topics that rile, amuse or fascinate the person-allowing you to
frame better questions. Consider
reviewing a Videotape with your subject; people's responses to seeing themselves can be illuminating.
, • The Video ldea-Generotor. When
I was asked to write an article on how
fiction has shaped women's lives, I had
a wonderful time watching tapes of such
movie classics as Wuthering Heiqlits
and Gone Wilh the Wind-all in the
name of research.
Scan the television listings for the
topics to be covered on the morning
programs (such as Today and CBS
Morning News) and the afternoon talk
shows (such as Sally Jessy Raphael and
Oprah); then tape those that promise to
be relevant to your work You'd be surprised how often writers find nuggets of
ideas on these programs, It's a fast, easy
way to liear how people actually talk
and, perhaps, to allow your imagination
to veer off into interesting tangents.
After all, Neil Simon got the idea for The
Odd Couple somewhere.
.
With all their charts and graphs,
these shows. can also save you library
time. Keep a pad of paper by your televi-
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Artistic couple demands and gets credit for work
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together on Seahawk Press for
almost as long. She does most
of the writing and layout; he
generally handles the business
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end.
Their specialty is publishing

his photos and her illustrations
of underwater life. Guide to
t Corals and Fishes sold 250.000
::t copies in a regular format, and
~
another 250,000 in 'a water... . proof version.
Even bigger sellers are the
~
"C

';

illustrated color cards, "made
of the same material as credit
cards," says Jerry, suitable for
divers and snorkelers to take
underwater, to identify fish,
shells and plant life.
Since starting the cards in

1979, they have sold more than
three million copies of the five
domestic cards and seven others for the rest of the world,

including the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean. The Greenbergs
charge about $2 for the cards,
which generally retail for $5.50

'0$6.
The key to their success is
that they ignore all the traditions of publishing. "When I
stopped reading Publisher's
Weekly," says Jerry, "1 started
doing quite well in the book
business."
Virtually all bookstores and
wholesalers follow the custom
of sending unsold books back
to publishers, "Who bear the
cost of the left-over books.
To Jerry, that doesn't make
sense. He recalls one time get-

ting back a dog-eared book
that had sat on a bookstore.
shelf for a year. The store
wanted $1.50 returned. "What
the hell is this?" Jerry asked.
Since then, the Greenbergs
sell directly to distributors. No
remainders. That means their
books are rarely, if ever, in
bookstores, which is fine with
them, because they have realized they do much better by
getting their material into dive
shops, tourist locations and
cruise ships.
"We do everything ourselves," says Idaz. "We don't
even have a shipping clerk."
The defense of their copyrights is more a matter of principle than money. "These
things are not cost-effective,"
says Idaz.
But they get upset because
they see their photos and illustration being stolen all over the
place. During a three-day trip
to Key West, Idaz says, "it
seemed like every store had
something of ours," from
T-shirts to illustrations in
books.
Their routine is first to send
a letter seeking "a small payment" and demand that the
thievery stop. If that doesn't
work, they prepare an exhibit
book, often using overlays,
showing how the copied work
compares to their own. "This
is usually so effective that they
stop," says Idaz. Only as a last
resort do they file a lawsuit.
A few cases payoff well.
Their biggest victory was
against Stanley Michaels Inc., a

North Dade firm, whichended
up paying $100,000 in damages, $30,000 for court costs
and $65,000 for their lawyer.
"But most of the time," adds
Idaz, "it's just Don Quixote,"
with the Greenbergs tilting at
legal windmills simply because
they believe it's the right thing
to do.
Among those who have paid
up: The Herald. Twice, they
say, the newspaper has used
their images without prior submission. Each time, they sent a
complaining letter and
received payment.
Jerry says their legal success is because they copyright
all their work. In the mid1980s, Jerry asked National
Geographic for the copyright
on the photo spreads he had
shot for the magazine over the
years. The magazine complied.
That copyright became crucial when the magazine put out
the CDs of past editions. Jerry
and Idaz say they didn't hesitate for a second before deciding to file a lawsuit. For virtually all the photos and articles
on the CDs, National Geographic owned the copyright,
but because Jerry owned his
work, the appeals court ruled
that the magazine should have
gotten his permission before
using the photos in a new
medium.
This may have been the
Greenbergs' biggest case, but it
likely won't be their last. "This
isn't about revenge," says
}erry."It's protecting our
rights."
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hether the culprit be a blg publlcation like National Geographic
or a little Tcshirt manufacturer,
Jerry and ldaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights:'
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."
The film studio paid. says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, Jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says Jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District

BY JOHN OORSCHNER
Judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the 11thCircuit's decision
stands.

For deoades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have [ought
[or oredit - and pay - [or their work. Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographio.

PHOTOS BYRICHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jocko,
top, and work intheiroffice, above.
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The case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product... in a new medium for a
new market that far transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before J.udge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts on a camera is
a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working

• Pl~St SEE GREENBERGS, 12
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hcthcr the culprit be a big publication like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,
Jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in righting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "Hit appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, Jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have galle to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Jerry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to all additional fee. U.S. District

BY JOHN OORDGHNER
Judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
Ilth Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the 11thCircuit's decision
stands.

for decades, Jerry and Idal Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work. Their most
famous lawsuit Is against National Geographic.

The case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed. deciding that the
CDs were "a new product. .. in a new medium for a
new market that tar transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before judge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to proted their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights:'
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts
a camera is
a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working
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PHOTOS BYRICHARO PATTERSON/HERALO STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home withfamily dog Jacko,
top,and workintheiroffice,above.
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hether the culprit be a big publication like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,
Jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the tilm company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, Jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have

BY JOHN DDRSGHNER
judge joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the 11thCircuit's decision
stands.

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work, Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic.

never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District

.L

case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product. .. in a new medium for a
new market that far transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before judge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say-it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers; because "anyone who puts em a camera is
a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working

PHOTOS BY RICHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jacko,
top, and work intheir office, above.
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together on Seahawk Press for
almost as long. She does most
of the writing and layout; he
generally handles the business
end.
Their specialty is publishing
"
his photos and her illustrations
OJ of underwater life. Guide to
t Corals and Fishes sold 250,000
:t
copies in a regular format, and
~
another 250,000 in a water~ . proof version.
Even bigger sellers are the

""

illustrated color cards, "made
of the same material as credit
cards," says Jerry, suitable for
divers and snorkelers to take
underwater, to identify fish,
shells and plant life.
Since starting the cards in
1979, they have sold more than
three million copies of the five
domestic cards and seven others for the rest of the world,
including the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean. The Greenbergs
charge about $2 for the cards,
which generally retail for $5.50
o
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ling back a dog-eared book
that had sat on a bookstore.
shelf for a year. The store
wanted $1.50 returned. "What
the hell is this?" Jerry asked.
Since then, the Greenbergs
sell directly to distributors. No
remainders. That means their
books are rarely, if ever, in
bookstores, which is finewith
them, because they have realized they do much better by
gelling their material into dive
shops. tourist locations and
cruise ships.
"We do everything ourselves," says Idaz. "We don't
even have a shipping clerk."
The defense of their copyrights is more a matter of principle than money. "These
things are not cost-effective,"
says Idaz.
But they get upset because
they see their photos and illustration being stolen all over the
place. During a three-day trip
to Key West, Idaz says, "it
seemed like every store had
something of ours," from
T-shirts to illustrations in
books.
Their routine is first to send
a leller seeking "a small payment" and demand that the
thievery stop. If that doesn't
work, they prepare an exhibit
book, often using overlays,
showing how the copied work
compares to their own. "This
is usually so effective that they
stop," says Idaz. Only as a last
resort do they file a lawsuit.
A few cases payoff well.
Their biggest victory was
against Stanley Michaels Inc., a

North Dade firm, which ended
up paying $100,000 in damages, $30,000 for court costs
and $65,000 for their lawyer.
"But most of the time," adds
Idaz, "it's just Don Quixote,"
with the Greenbergs tilting at
legal windmills simply because
they believe it's the right thing
to do.
Among those who have paid
up: The Herald. Twice, they
say, the newspaper has used
their images without prior submission. Each time, they sent a
complaining leller and
received payment.
Jerry says their legal success is because they copyright
all their work. In the mid1980s, Jerry asked National
Geographic for the copyright
on the photo spreads he had
shot for the magazine over the
years. The magazine complied.
That copyright became crucial when the magazine put out
the CDs of past editions. Jerry
and Idaz say they didn't hesitate for a second before deciding to file a lawsuit. For virtually all the photos and articles
on the CDs, National Geographic owned the copyright,
but because Jerry owned his
work, the appeals court ruled
that the magazine should have
gotten his permission before
using the photos in a new
medium.
This may have been the
Greenbergs' biggest case, but it
likely won't be their last. "This
isn't about revenge," says
Jerry. "It's protecting our
rights."

movers
MIAMI-DADE
, Conroy Communications, an Il-year-old public relations and
marketing firm in Coral Gables, has changed its name to The Conroy Martinez Group, reflecting the addition of Jorge Martinez,
who will serve as principal. He was manager, public relations for
Norwegian Cruise Line.
, NikoI Solares has joined Dezer Properties in
Miami Beach as vice president of sales and marketing at Ocean Grande Resort Hotel and Condominium, a: resort and residential community in
Sunny Isles. Before joining Dezer she was sales
manager for Cervera Real Estate at Yacht Club of
Portofino in Miami Beach.
SOLARES

BROWARD
t Lynn DeLorenzo has joined The Duncan Companies to head
operations at its new Plantation office. She specializes in commercialland sales and acquisitions and has spent 16years with Gulfstream Land & Development Corp. The Duncan Companies provide corporate services and assignments within the commercial
real estate industry.

Send typed announcements to Angel L. Doval, Business Monday, 1
Herald Plaza, Miami, FL 33132.
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hether the culprit be a
cation like National Geographic

BY JOHN DORSCHNER

or a little T-shirt manufacturer,

judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the llth Circuit's decision
stands.

Jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pine-

crest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations

for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work. Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic.

case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product. .. in a new medium for a

new market that far transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of

their work.
The case is back before Judge Lenard, to decide
how much jerry should get paid in damages and attor-

pay us extra."

ney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman

The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District

Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts on a camera is

a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working
PHOTOS BY RiCHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF
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THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jacko,
top, andwork in theiroffice, above.
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hether the culprit be abig I'U ication like National Geographic
or a little Tsshirt manufacturer,
Jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film coml?any, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, Jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says Jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888to 1996.

Judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
lIth Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the lIth Circuit's decision
stands.

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work, Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic,

tographers, because "anyoneiwho puts on a ~3f1e~ais

a dumb photographer, and ,some of them ar~ ,e,;,en
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights:'
Married for 46 years, they've been working

Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,

and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District
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'flie case. has attracted ti~~s~iead publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and. other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or 'Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the,print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding thl't the
CDs were "a new product. .. in a new mediumfor a
new market that far transcends any privilege" p'ftraditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases;,:ll1~my
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versionsof
their work.
The case is back before Judge Lenard, todecide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and.attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, N,9;r.m'an
Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly aboutthe
National Geographic case, but they say it's 0i1\yJhe
latest example of their career-long legal battle to.protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz,an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do, iWe
believe in artists getting their rights:'
, '
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for othrr~ho

PHOTOS BY RICHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home With family dog Jocko,
top, and work intheir office, above.
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hether the culprit beabigptbli~
cation like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,
jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pine-

crest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to

judge joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the lith Circuit's decision
stands.

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work, Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic,

pay us extra."
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights

only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of jerry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District
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THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jacko,
top, and work intheir office, above.
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has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic '- and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an axtension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
.
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product... in a new medium for a

new market that far transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before [udge Lenard, to decide
how much jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle. to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "Tbere is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts on a camera is
a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
.
Married for 46 years, they've been working
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hether the culprit beabigplili!iC.
cation like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,
jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra,"
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says Jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District

-publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic z: and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product... in a new medium for a
new market that far transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before Judge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts on a camera is
a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working

BY JOHN OORSGHNER
Judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, .saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the 11th Circuit's decision
stands.

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work, Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic,
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THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jacko,
top, and work in their office, above.
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Artistic couple demands and gets credit for work
ting back a dog-eared book North Dade firm, which ended
that had sat on a bookstore up paying $100,000 in damshelf for a year. The store ages, $30,000 for court costs
wanted $150 returned. "What and $65,000 for their lawyer.
"But most of the time," adds
the hell is this?" Jerry asked.
Since then, the Greenbergs Idaz, "it's just Don Quixote,"
sell directly to distributors. No with the Greenbergs tilting at
remainders. That means their legal windmills simply because
books are rarely, if ever, in they believe it's the right thing
bookstores, which is fine with to do.
Among those who have paid
them, because they have realized they do much better by up: The Herald. Twice, they
getting their material into dive say, the newspaper has used
shops, tourist locations and their images without prior submission. Each time, they sent a
cruise ships.
~~~~===~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~iiii "We do everything our- complaining letter and
selves," says Idaz. "We don't received payment.
even have a shipping clerk."
Jerry says their legal sucThe defense of their copy- cess is because they copyright
rights is more a matter of prin- all their work. In the midciple than money. "These 1980s, Jerry asked National
things are not cost-effective,"
Geographic for the copyright
says Idaz.
on the photo spreads he had
But they get upset because shot forthe magazine over the
they see their photos and illus- years. The magazine complied.
educational experience
tration being stolen all over the
That copyright became cruplace. During a three-day trip cial when the magazine put out
to Key West, Idaz says, "it the CDs of past editions. Jerry
seemed like every store had and Idaz say they didn't hesisomething of ours," from tate for a second before decidT -shirts to illustrations in ing to me a lawsuit. For virtubooks.
ally all the photos and articles
Their routine is first to send on the CDs, National Geoa letter seeking "a small pay- graphic owned the copyright,
ment" and demand that the but because Jerry owned his
thievery stop. If that doesn't work, the appeals court ruled
work, they prepare an exhibit that the magazine should have
book, often using overlays, gotten his permission before
showing how the copied work using the photos in a new
compares to their own. "This medium.
is usually so effective that they
This may have been the
stop," says Idaz. Only as a last Greenbergs' biggest case, but it
"I WtlS transferredfrom
resort do they me a lawsuit.
likely won't be their last. "This
EMBA for Managers in the Americas
A few cases payoff well. isn't about revenge," says
• An intensive, 13-m011lh Executive MBA program
UmeZlleUz to the Philippines
Their biggest victory was Jerry. "It's protecting our
• Classroom and directed study online
against Stanley Michaels Inc., a rights."
midway through @EMBA.
• Five quarterly residency sessions held at the
No problem. I just logged on
Biltmore Hotel's Conference Center of the Americas
and continued my studies
THE NEXT CLASS STARTS INJANUARY, 2002.
MIAMI-DADE
from there, thauks to great
t Conroy Communications, an Il-year-old public relations and
ATTEND AN UPCOMING INFORMATION SESSION:
faculty support and class
marketing firm in Coral Gables, has changed its name to The ConNovember lZ 2001-10:00 a.m.
roy Martinez Group, reflecting the addition of Jorge Martinez,
teannoorld"
Kovens Conference Center, 151st Street and Biscayne Blvd.,
who will serve as principal. He was manager, public relations for
-Juau Ferreira,
Biscayne Bay Campus, (just south ofAventura Mall)
Norwegian Cruise Line.
General Mauager,

t GREENBERGS, FROM 11
together on Seahawk Press for
>
o
almost
as long. She does most
z
of the writing and layout; he
general1y handles the business
end.
Their specialty is publishing
'tl
his photos and her illustrations
of underwater life. Guide to
.,
Corals and Fishes sold 250,000
:I: copies in a regular format, and
~
another 250,000 in a waterI- . proof version.
Even bigger sellers are the
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illustrated color cards, "made to $6.
of the same material as credit
The key to their success is
cards," says Jerry, suitable for that they ignore all the tradidivers and snorkelers to take tions of publishing. "When I
underwater, to identify fish, stopped reading Publisher's
shells and plant life.
Weekly," says Jerry, "I started
Since starting the cards in doing quite well in the book
1979, they have sold more than business."
three million copies of the five
Virtually all bookstores and
domestic cards and seven oth- wholesalers follow the custom
ers for the rest of the world, of sending unsold books back
including the Red Sea and the to publishers, who bear the
Indian Ocean. The Greenbergs cost of the left-over books.
charge about $2 for the cards,
To Jerry, that doesn't make
which generally retail for $5.50 sense. He recalls one time get-
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Monsanto, Philippiues
®EMBA, Classof2001

December 8,2001-10:00 am
SunTrust Conference Room (380), Ryder Business Building
Universiry Park Campus, S.w. 8th Street and 107th Avenue,
MIamI
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

movers

t Nikol Solares has joined Dezer Properties in
Miami Beach as vice president of sales and marketing at Ocean Grande Resort Hotel and Condominium, a resort and residential community in
Sunny Isles. Before joining Dezer she was sales
manager for Cervera Real Estate at Yacht Club of
Portofino in Miami Beach.

BROWARD

SOLARES

t Lynn DeLorenzo has joined The Duncan Companies to head
operations at its new Plantation office, She specializes in cornmercialland sales and acquisitions and has spent 16 years with Gulfstream Land & Development Corp. The Duncan Companies provide corporate services and assignments within the commercial
real estate industry.
Send typed announcements to Angel L. Doval, Business Monday, 1
Herald Plaza, Miami, FL 33132.
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t GREENBERGS. FROM 11
together on Seahawk Press for
almost as long. She does most
of the writing and layout; he
generally handles the business
end.
Their specialty is publishing
his photos and her illustrations
of underwater life. Guide to
Corals and Fishes sold 250,000
copies in a regular format, and
another 250,000 in a water. proof version.
Even bigger sellers are the

"I was transfirred.from

@ EMBA for Managers in the Americas

Venezuela to the Philippines

• An intensive, 13-month Executive MBA program
• Classroom and directed study online
• Five quarterly residency sessions held at the
Biltmore Hotel's Conference Center of the Americas

midway through @EMBA.
No problem. I just loggedon
and continued my studies

THE NEXT CLASS STARTS INJANUARY, 2002.

fi-om there, thanks to great
faculty sttPp01't and class
teamworkJ"

Ferreira,
General Managel;
Monsanto, Philippines
®EMBA, Class of2001
-Juall

ling back a dog-eared book
that had sat on a bookstore
shelf for a year. The store
wanted $1.50 returned. "What
the hell is this?" Jerry asked.
Since then, the Greenbergs
sell directly to distributors. No
remainders. That means their
books are rarely, if ever, in
bookstores, which is fine with
them, becanse they have realized they do much better by
getting their material into dive
shops, tourist locations and
cruise ships.
"We do everything ourselves," says Idaz. "We don't
even have a shipping clerk."
The defense of their copyrights is more a matter of principle than money. "These
things are not cost-effective,"
says Idaz.
But they get upset because
they see their photos and illustration being stolen all over the
place. During a three-day trip
to Key West, Idaz says, "it
seemed like every store had
something of ours," from
T-shirts to illustrations in
books.
Their routine is first to send
a letter seeking "a small payment" and demand that the
thievery stop. If that doesn't
work, they prepare an exhibit
book, often using overlays,
showing how the copied work
'compares to their own. "This
is usually so effective that they
stop," says Idaz. Only as a last
resort do they file a lawsuit.
A few cases payoff well.
Their biggest victory was
against Stanley Michaels Inc., a

illustrated color cards, "made
of the same material as credit
cards," says Jerry, suitable for
divers and snorkelers to take
underwater. to identify fish,
shells and plant life.
Since starting the cards in
1979, they have sold more than
three million copies of the five
domestic cards and seven others for the rest of the world,
including the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean. The Greenbergs
charge about $2 for the cards,
which generally retail for $5.50

)

ATTEND AN UPCOMING INFORMATION SESSION:
November1Z 2001 10:00 a.m.
Kovens Conference Center, 151st Street and Biscayne Blvd..
Biscayne Bay Campus, (just sourh of Aventura Mall)
Decemher 8, 2001 10:00 am
SunTrust Conference Room (380), Ryder Business Building
University Park Campus, S.W 8rh Street and !07th Avenue
Miami
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North Dade firm, which ended
up paying $100,000 in damages, $30,000 for court costs
and $65,000 for their lawyer.
"But most of the time," adds
Idaz, "it's just Don Quixote,"
with the Greenbergs tilting at
legal windmills simply because
they believe it's the right thing
to do.
Among those who have paid
up: The Herald. Twice, they
say, the newspaper has used
their images without prior submission. Each time, they sent a
complaining letter and
received payment.
Jerry says their legal success is because they copyright
all their work. In the mid1980s, Jerry asked National
Geographic for the copyright
on the photo spreads he had
shot for the magazine over the
years. The magazine complied.
That copyright became crucial when the magazine put out
the CDs of past editions. Jerry
and Idaz say they didn't hesitate for a second before deciding to file a lawsuit. For virtually all the photos and articles
on the CDs. National Geographic owned the copyright.
but because Jerry owned his
work, the appeals court ruled
that the magazine should have
gotten his permission before
using the photos in a new
medium.
This may have been the
Greenbergs' biggest case, but it
likely won't be their last. "This
isn't about revenge,' says
Jerry. "It's protecting our
rights."

movers
MIAMI-DADE
t Conroy Communications, an Il-year-old public relations and
marketing firm in Coral Gables, has changed its name to The Conroy Martinez Group, reflecting the addition of Jorge Martinez,
who will serve as principal. He was manager, public relations for
Norwegian Cruise Line.

t Nikol Solares has joined Dezer Properties in
Miami Beach as vice president of sales and marketing at Ocean Grande Resort Hotel and Condominium, a resort and residential community in
Sunny Isles. Before joining Dezer she was sales
manager for Cervera Real Estate at Yacht Club of
Portofmo in Miami Beach.
SOLARES

BROWARD
t Lynn DeLorenzo has joined The Duncan Companies to head
operations at its new Plantation office. She specializes in commercialland sales and acquisitions and has spent 16 years with Gulfstream Land & Development Corp. The Duncan Companies provide corporate services and assignments within the commercial
real estate industry.
Send typed announcements to AngelL. Doval, Business Monday, 1
Herald Plaza, Miami, FL 33132.
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hether the culprit be a~i~p~i,;i
cation like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,

jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free.
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District
, I

.L

.

.

judge joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
Ilth Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the Ilth Circuit's decision
stands.

case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product... in a new medium for a
new market that far transcends any privilege" of traditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work, Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic,

publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before Judge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts

on a camera is

a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working
PHOTOS BY RICHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jocko,
top, and work in their office, above.
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